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Anoche un Fresno 

A punto de decirme 

Algo—callóse. 

Last night an ash tree 

Was about to tell  

me something—and didn’t.  

-Octavio Paz, “Prójimo Lejano” / “Distant Neighbor” 

Something there is that doesn't love a wall,  

That sends the frozen-ground-swell under it,  

And spills the upper boulders in the sun,  

And makes gaps even two can pass abreast.  

-Robert Frost, “Mending Wall”  
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 Re-Reading the American Renaissance in New England and in Mexico City is a bi-

national literary history of the confluence of concerns unevenly shared by new world 

liberal intellectuals in New England and in Mexico City. This dissertation seeks to fill a 

gap in our understanding of the complex history that informs the multi-faceted public and 

private spheres of the United States and Mexico in the twenty-first century. I introduce 

translations of nineteenth-century liberal intellectuals from the interior of Mexico who 

were preoccupied with many of the same ideas and problems characteristic of US 

American literary nationalism: the nation in moral crisis, the post-/neo-colonial onus of 

originality in the new world, the hypocrisies of race-based romantic nationalism, and the 

inherent contradictions of economic and political liberalisms. These inter-textual 

juxtapositions shift the analysis of US American liberal nationalism from a nation-based 

narrative of success or failure to the study of the complex, unequally distributed failures 

of liberalism across the region.  



 ix

 Each chapter offers a new contextualization of the US American renaissance that 

demonstrates the period to be a complex palimpsest of provincial prejudices, liberal 

nationalisms, and cosmopolitan strategies. In Chapter Two I read the trans-american 

jeremiads of Margaret Fuller, Frederick Douglass, and Henry David Thoreau and Carlos 

María de Bustamante, Mariano Otero, and Luís de la Rosa in the aftermath of the Treaty 

of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848. Chapter Three focuses on Ralph Waldo Emerson’s and 

Ignacio Ramírez's incommensurate preoccupations with the origins of language and their 

inter-related post/neo-colonial bids for national recognition on a Eurocentric geopolitical 

stage. The travel accounts of William Cullen Bryant’s trip to Mexico City in 1872 and 

Guillermo Prieto’s overnight stay in Bryant’s Long Island home in 1877 set the scene in 

Chapter Four to explore the bi-national tensions inherent in their oddly inter-related 

romantic nationalisms. Furthermore, the insights of this bi-national literary history invite 

us to recognize the contours of our own geopolitical positions, and in recognizing them, 

to re-orient nationalist epistemologies and literary histories as deeply conversant with 

contemporaneous traditions otherwise considered peripheral and/or foreign.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

 

Literary Liberalisms:  

The United States of America and Estados Unidos de México 

 

 

The robust, well-dressed, bespectacled Guillermo Prieto regales a small crowd 

with an exuberant re-telling of one of his favorite stories. All can overhear his self-

deprecating humor as he describes how he stepped in front of the guns pointed at Benito 

Juárez’s chest and saved the future president for his triumphant entry into Mexico City 

on the heels of fleeing French troops. Ignacio Ramírez stands in a corner—tall, dark, and 

imposing—quietly sweeping his eyes over the room, registering the stilted but polite 

conversation in broken Spanish of the elderly William Cullen Bryant with Ramírez’s wife, 

Dorotea, as she moves to pour tea in idle cups. William Cullen Bryant, in turn, silently 

marvels at Ramírez’s dark skin and presence, startled by his confident eye contact with 

the equally silent Ralph Waldo Emerson. Henry David Thoreau arrives late and under-

dressed with Lydia Maria Child and her profligate husband, David Lee Child. Although 

the Childs’ outspoken, loud Spanish takes everyone aback at first, their enthusiasm for an 

old cause, an antislavery organic beet farm on the northern border of Mexico, piques the 

interest of all those within hearing. Thoreau takes a place in the corner where he can 

quietly sip his tea and observe the gathering from a distance. Ignacio Mariscal and 

Nathaniel Hawthorne sit on a striped settee. Careful not to sit so close that their knees 

might touch, Hawthorne asks, in English, what Mariscal knows about the snake 

worshippers from the Yucatan. Mariscal, also in English, refers him to Frances Calderón 

de la Barca’s book. Every movement of Ignacio Altamirano bespeaks his sense of the 
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significance of this moment for his vision of Mexico and he quietly takes notes in 

anticipation of the encomium to Mexico’s national future he will give on Monday night.  

There are many familiar and unfamiliar faces coming and going through the 

ornate hotel parlor entrance, the word “Renacimiento” carved in stone above the arched 

door. And outside the warmly lit windows, the streets of Mexico City are filled with the 

bustle of laborers arriving from the countryside, the shrill whistles of the train just about 

to return to Brownsville, Texas, and the rapid Spanish of street vendors that floats 

through the uneasy silences of the parlor. 

 

This playful parlor scene is an invitation to imagine a conversation that never 

happened in the nineteenth-century Americas. It is a counterfactual, momentary, 

interventionist “undoing” of dominant and powerful narratives of isolated national 

histories.1 It is an invitation to shift the critical object of nineteenth-century US American 

literary study from specific national culture(s) towards specific geopolitical contexts and 

modes in which nationalized texts have been produced and reproduced.  The 

asymmetrical comparisons by which I bring these authors into textual juxtaposition 

                                                
1 In “When did the Confederate States of America Free the Slaves?” (Representations 
Spring 2007) Catherine Gallagher discusses “narratives of undoing” and 
“counterfactuals” in her recent studies on counterfactual histories “during times of 
national redefinition.” I do not intend this dissertation as a “counterhistory” or 
“allohistory,” but I invoke this imagined scene as a counterfactual displacement of the 
iconic and nationalized status of these literary figures and their works. In this sense, this 
dissertation has much in common with Robert S. Levine’s approach in Dislocating Race 

and Nation (2008) in which he focuses on textual instances of “un-doings” and 
“unknowingness” in order to “disrupt” seemingly static “connections (and 
disconnections) between race and nation” (2). This dissertation seeks to dislodge 
seemingly static connections between liberalism and the nation in the Americas.  
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reveal an untold story of nineteenth-century cultural and political liberalism that has been 

obscured by a traditional (and liberal) premium on tales of national progress, or lack 

thereof.  My counter-image of the canonized literary nationalists of the United States of 

America and of Estados Unidos de México awkwardly gathered in an ornate salon in 

Mexico City responds directly to Jorge Cañizares-Esguerra’s invitation to “focus…the 

global imagination on a greater hemispheric narrative of…nineteenth-century liberalism 

and nation-building” (224).2 What begins with a leap of the imagination, however, leads 

to the recognition of a complex but historically-grounded literary history of new world 

liberal intellectuals writing within and across the United States and Mexico.  

The nationalistic cohorts of the two countries articulated particular, local 

manifestations of liberal nationalism in a simultaneous, interrelated nineteenth-century 

public sphere that was characterized by divisive, often violent, hierarchies of race, 

gender, class, and language. Each of the writers in this study occupies a place in the 

statuary of national culture in their respective geographical, linguistic, and disciplinary 

histories. Although their reputations are unevenly iconic in their respective national 

canons, these writers function in both US and Mexican historical narratives as the authors 

of their nation. By revisiting these nationalists as local manifestations of a transnational 

                                                
2 Jorge Cañizares-Esguerra concludes Puritan Conquistadors: Iberianizing the Atlantic, 

1550-1700 (2006) with a several-page analysis of recent scholarship on histories of the 
United States and Latin America.  In it he asserts that the analyses of the US American 
frontier by recent US-based scholars were actually articulated and established decades 
earlier by Latin American scholars studying the United States and its relationship to the 
region.  This sense of “belatedness” has felt familiar as I have researched and developed 
my own arguments. He isolates the study of “nationalism and liberalism” as one that has 
been long neglected and deserves some attention, a larger project that I am hoping to 
contribute to in this dissertation.   
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intellectual history, this dissertation invites these men (and very few women) off of their 

hegemonic, static pedestals. Figured as interlocutors instead of isolated national icons, 

these quintessential nationalists and their influential vocabularies offer us an especially 

trenchant framework through which we might “learn,” in messy historical detail, “that we 

are citizens of the world, but that we occupy particular niches in an unequal world, and 

that being disinterested and global on one hand and defending one’s narrow interests on 

the other are not opposites but positions combined in complicated ways” (Nussbaum 

124). By returning to the disciplinary origin stories of the two neighbor nations, this bi-

national comparative study steeps the history of liberalism in the dialogism of seeming 

opposites: the national and transnational, patriotism and cosmopolitanism, developed and 

under-developed, the United States (or El Norte) and Mexico.  

Entitled Re-Reading the American Renaissance in New England and in Mexico 

City, this dissertation is a bi-national literary history of the confluence of ideas 

disjunctively shared by new world liberal intellectuals in New England and in Mexico 

City. It is a story of nationalistic cultures in conversation (a bi-national history that is 

related to but geographically removed from the borderlands).3 In the following chapters, I 

focus on the written enunciations of and for “the nation” in texts published by “liberals” 

in New England and in Mexico City after the conclusion of the US-Mexico War in 1848 

                                                
3 This project shares many of the same concerns and much of the same alternative or 
revisionist national histories with that of Borderlands Studies and the literature and 
scholarship of Chicano/a writers. I depart from their focus on the geographical 
borderlands and experiences of hybridity in my attention to the capital centers of the two 
national governments characterized by a relationship of cooperation and conflict, and it is 
my hope that this research will inform the on-going work of Latino/a scholarship to 
reshape what we understand as US national literary culture.  
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and leading up to 1877. Just as the US American author-characters of my imagined scene 

are displaced to Mexico City, Mexican nationalism and the related ascendance of 

Mexican liberalism establish the chronologies with which I re-read canonical texts of the 

US American renaissance. 1848 marks a watershed year for liberal intellectuals in both 

greater New England and in greater Mexico City. It was the year in which the US and 

Mexico signed the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo and the settlers and indigenous tribes 

that lived in northern Mexican territories became quasi-members of the United States 

economy, if not democracy. It was a year when the future of the Mexican nation seemed 

especially precarious. Between 1848 and 1877, Mexican and US American writers 

struggled in print to negotiate their shared notions of the new world liberal intellectual in 

the Americas.  1877 marks the beginning of Mexican President Porfirio Diaz’s thirty-

three-year rule known as the Porfiriato and the formal end of the Northern US efforts 

towards Reconstruction in the US South after the Union-Confederate Civil War. It was 

another significant, transitional year in both countries, and one in which the tenuous post-

1848 cultural and political alliances that I trace in these pages gave way to an 

increasingly powerful bi-national political and economic elite.  

In response to several decades of US Americanist scholarship that has exclusively 

responded to English-language nationalist critiques, sometimes in spite of trans-national 

scholars’ best intentions, the chronologies of my textual juxtapositions are either bi-

national or Mexican. I eschew the traditional modes of seemingly objective balance in 

favor of historical specificity and a heightened attention to the geopolitical positioning of 

the authors I study and the critics who study them. I engage these new world liberal 
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intellectuals with particular attention to the sometimes shared but often incompatible 

concerns of the Mexican writers and the Mexican scholars who study them.4 That said, 

this dissertation is written for English-Spanish bilingual and English-speaking scholars 

and students of US American literature. Although I write from a bi-national and Mexican 

chronological perspective, my intention is to intervene in US American narratives of 

literary history and transnational methodologies of reading literary and historical texts. 

My approach to these canonical liberal intellectuals of the United States and of 

Mexico has much in common with Paul Giles’ methodology for a “virtual American 

studies” wherein “the sense of disturbance within symbolic orders that transnational 

modulations necessarily produce” provides the groundwork for a conscientious study of 

the foundational assumptions of both our canons and our critiques of US American 

nationalism (282). Insofar as this dissertation is aligned with Giles’ virtual American 

Studies, “the key issue is not so much how [US] American culture itself is 

constructed…but how, within a transnational framework, [US] American culture 

intersects with, modulates, and is in turn modulated by cultural practices in other parts of 

                                                
4 The New Americanist impulse toward a transnational re-definition of American Studies 
attracted some critical attention at a 2004 conference at the Universidad Nacional 
Autonoma de México (UNAM) between Latin Americanists from the United States, 
Mexico, Puerto Rico, and France, among other countries. Christopher Conway, a 
professor of Latin American literature at Brown University, expressed his fear that the 
New Americanists’ project “se haya dado un dialogo de sordos”/ “has mired itself in a 
dialogue of the deaf” (Hansberg 258). His concern that New Americanists have not 
referenced Latin American scholarship as much as they should is exaggerated (especially 
if we recognize recent Chicano/a scholarship’s contribution), but not unfounded.  
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the world,” in this case Mexico City (19).5 The literary liberalisms of the New England 

and Mexico City nationalists offer a particularly challenging and compelling “feedback 

system” that reveals unrealized cultural intersections between the two intellectual cohorts 

even as it troubles foundational assumptions inherent within the nationalized literary 

histories that have preserved the words of both groups.6 The discourses of 

cosmopolitanism, patriotism, race, nation, and history are just a few of the more familiar 

preoccupations of 19th century New England that are both reflected and recalibrated by 

their Mexico City contemporaries.  

In addition to the substantive introduction of previously un-translated texts by 

nineteenth-century Mexican liberal intellectuals who were, in fact, writing about the 

United States, my dissertation yields a heightened awareness of the situated-ness, or in 

Walter Mignolo’s terms the “geopolitics of knowledge,” within which the authors I study 

                                                
5 I use US American Studies to distinguish United States references from references to 
the term American as applied to the continent. This distinction is, of course, tied to the 
theoretical and political aims of this project, but I chose it for sheer intelligibility. The 
introduction of many of these texts makes it unclear and confusing to refer to the United 
States as simply “American.” That said, many of the Mexican texts (not to mention many 
of my Mexican colleagues and friends) refer to people from the United States as 
“norteamericanos” or North Americans. I have also hesitated to use this colloquialism 
that is also geographically confusing and culturally-politically grounded. “North 
American” also belies the bi-national history I am describing in these pages.  
6 Some readers might ask, “Why Mexico? Why not another Latin American nation or 
another nation in the Global South?” In addition to my broader interest and personal 
history in Mexico and Mexico City, Mexican cultural history is particularly compelling 
because of its northern border with the United States. Mexico’s proximity to the United 
States places it in a unique position as allied diplomatically both with the US and with 
Cuba, for example.  
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crafted their textual interventions (Poblete 32).7  Furthermore, my bi-national orientation 

necessarily engages the ways that the geopolitical positionalities of the critics who study 

those texts are intimately interwoven with the ways that these authors themselves have 

been canonized and subsequently critiqued and/or recovered from a transnational 

disciplinary perspective. Placing these texts in juxtaposition reveals the governing ideas, 

cultural work, and critical account of literary liberalism that prevails in each national 

context in their (actual and imagined) political, cultural, linguistic, and institutional 

positionalities. That is to say, my bi-national focus constructs a relief map of sorts that 

conscientiously juxtaposes the limits and the contours of any given liberal vision 

depending upon where and when one stands and speaks, and who is listening.    

Furthermore, the Mexico City intellectuals were demonstrably more aware of 

their New England peers than vice versa. They traveled to the United States on 

diplomatic missions or in enforced and voluntary exiles when opposition governments 

were in power. New York City was host to a broad and deep Spanish-speaking 

                                                
7 I take this now well-known phrase from Walter D. Mignolo’s essay, “Capitalism and 
Geopolitics of Knowledge: Latin American social though and Latino/a American 
Studies,” published in an anthology of essays edited by Juan Polete, Critical Latin 

American and Latino Studies (2003). In The Idea of Latin America, a book-length 
analysis to which I refer later, Mignolo’s scholarly focus and mission is directed at a 
transnational recovery of the indigenous histories and cultures that have been undermined 
by the liberal nationalisms that I study here. He summarizes liberal nationalism as a 
colossal failure: “Republican and liberal ideas and ideals took the place of what did not 
happen: the critique of colonialism and the building of the decolonial project that would 
be neither republican nor liberal. The failure lasted almost one hundred and fifty years 
and shaped the socio-economic as well as the intellectual history of ‘Latin’ America” 
(67). I apply his terms and his insights about the symbolic order of the Americas in this 
introduction and in Chapter Three in order to explore the ways that the geopolitics of 
knowledge continue to influence and frame the US Americanist transnational critique of 
its own national histories and international imperial projects.  
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community, where Cuban Néstor Ponce de León owned an office and Spanish-language 

library on Broadway. In 1853, Chilean writer Benjamin Vicuña Mackenna published a 

brief sketch of the US literary scene that described Boston as “the Athens of America” 

although “lacking the seven sages of Greece.” He describes “a powerful legion of poets” 

characterized by mediocrity wherein “among them only Bryant, the poet of enthusiasm 

and art, Longfellow, the singer of Nature, and Margaret Fuller, the George Sand of 

America, are the top poets. Then come Emerson, Poe, Halleck, Dana, Miss Kirkland, and 

also a Miss Frances Sergent…” (de Onís 163). Guillermo Prieto, quoting “mi amigo 

finísimo” / “my fine friend,” Néstor Ponce de León, described Emerson to his Mexico 

City readers in 1878 as a “poeta filosófico profundísimo…el primer filósofo Americano, 

y no hay en lengua inglesa nada que supere a sus ensayos” / extremely profound 

philosopher-poet…the first American philosopher, and in the English language nothing is 

better than his essays” (3: 167).8 The uneasy silences that characterized the above 

imagined parlor scene speak to the provincialism of the New England intellectuals—

widely-read but ignorant of their geopolitical position and relations to a host of 

constituencies, cultures, and politics across the continent in comparison to their more 

cosmopolitan Mexican contemporaries. Ignacio Altamirano’s planned encomium speaks 

to the Mexican Liberals’ awareness of both the cultural capital of the US North on the 

European geopolitical stage and the strategic (though delicate) advantages of any 

association with the liberal intellectuals of the United States. 

                                                
8 All translations into Spanish are mine unless otherwise noted.  
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My methodology offers one strategy among many to continue to interrupt what 

Wai Chee Dimock describes as a “reproductive logic” that continues to haunt critical 

assessments of literary expression as or within nationalism. In Dimock’s Through Other 

Continents: American Literature across Deep Time (2006), transnational texts come 

together across generational and geographical translations in order to disrupt the on-going 

disciplinary coherence of a “seamless correspondence between the temporal and spatial 

boundaries of the nation and the boundaries of other expressive domains” (3). In the 

following chapters, I highlight the disjunctive correspondence between the liberal 

nationalism of US American and Mexican national literary histories in order to explicitly 

disrupt the seamlessness of such national logic within many of our own transnational 

critiques. New world liberalism operates as a largely unexplored, polyglot expressive 

domain for nineteenth-century intellectuals across the continent wherein nationalism 

becomes one of many expressions of new world liberalism.  

In this introductory chapter I explain my use of the term “new world liberal 

intellectual” and its useful intelligibility across both Mexico City’s La Reforma and New 

England’s US American renaissance. I then parse the various uses of the terms “liberal” 

and “liberalism” among the New England liberals and the Liberals of Mexico City in the 

nineteenth century and in current disciplinary conversations within US American literary 

studies and Mexican scholarship. I map the incongruence in uses of the term “liberal” 

across the regions and generations in order to call attention to an overlooked cultural 

confluence across the national literary histories. Upon sketching the ideological 

landscape, I then turn to my methodology in the context of current transnational literary 
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studies. My “binocular orientation” to nineteenth-century liberal nationalism re-shapes 

US American narratives of (trans)national literary history and US American liberalism 

through the introduction of newly translated texts of Mexico City liberal nationalists.  

 

New World Liberal Intellectuals 

US American and Mexican writers engaged with nineteenth-century liberal 

nationalism under a mutually referential identity, the new world liberal intellectual. In 

The Office of the Scarlet Letter (1991), Sacvan Bercovitch uses the term “New World 

liberal identity” to describe Ralph Waldo Emerson, Nathaniel Hawthorne, and many of 

their US American renaissance peers’ self-identification with a particular formation of a 

new world liberal identity characterized by an emphasis on “the name of AMERICAN” 

(xiv). Bercovitch’s influential analysis of this particular formation, while deep and 

probing of New England and US American critical truths, perpetuates the exceptionalist 

vision that he critiques. Insofar as he does not allude to any examples of the new world 

liberal identity he posits outside of New England, Bercovitch’s analysis of New 

England’s liberal culture remains limited by the same linguistic, territorial, and 

epistemological boundaries that ostensibly governed the authors of nineteenth-century 

Concord.  

This powerful and often implicit connection between US Americanism and US 

liberalism has obscured our understanding of the US American renaissance, which 

continues to operate in US American transamerican studies of the nineteenth century as a 

monolithic signpost for the cultural and political hegemony of US American liberalism 
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and the imperial dominance of the US American liberalism that was solidified by the 

Spanish-American War in 1898.  My translations of “American” Mexican voices in 

conversation with these US “American” new world liberal intellectuals offers historical 

and textual nuance to our understanding of US American liberalism. Mexican 

interlocutors contribute to a more detailed picture of the geopolitical complexity of many 

of the foundational terms and ideals of US nationalism and the US American renaissance.  

Over the last three decades scholars including José David Saldívar, José Limon, 

Shelley Streeby, Anna Brickhouse, Kirsten Silva Gruesz, Gretchen Murphy, and John 

Michael Rivera have collectively contributed to an ongoing disciplinary revision of 

Bercovitch’s omission—introducing new texts and revising old disciplinary narratives to 

“reshape,” in Silva Gruesz’s words in Ambassadors of Culture: The Origins of Latino 

Writing (2002), US Anglo-American literary history “in a way that recognizes the 

continuous life of latinos within and around it” (211). Re-Reading the American 

Renaissance in New England and in Mexico City shares this current disciplinary impetus, 

conscientiously working to re-shape and re-locate the context of US American 

disciplinary insights. My account of the literary confluence between US and Mexican 

writers between 1848 and 1877 not only introduces Mexican contemporaries of the 

quintessential US nationalists, it also recalibrates our positioning of the literary icons of 

our own national disciplinary history. US Anglo-American writers in New England 

participated in a larger mid-nineteenth century perspective that was common across the 

intellectual elite of the Americas: an imagined community that operated on a geopolitical 
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map of peripheral knowledges even as it was deeply formative and significant amongst 

their Mexican contemporaries.  

Although there was not much actual bi-lingual dialogue between these two 

intellectual cohorts, many of the non-fiction essays I discuss in the following pages are 

addressed to both an audience of monolingual readers within the same national 

community and an imagined like-minded global intelligence of sorts that extended 

through and beyond national, racial, and linguistic boundaries. This cosmopolitan, 

idealized audience existed in strategic variations but never coalesced like the national 

imagined communities tied to print media, cultural and state institutions, and legalized 

identities. The transnational imagination of the American letrado, rather, was a useful 

abstraction—a rhetorical and politicized tool within the international print sphere, a 

power play within the international, racially-charged diplomatic sphere, and a humanistic 

dream within intellectual and reform circles. Each chapter traces this tension between the 

strategies of nationalism and cosmopolitanism in the US American and Mexican texts by 

placing the shared vocabularies in juxtaposition within a bi-national context and/or 

relationship.  

By and large an intellectual elite with access to publishing organs, political clout, 

and the ear of the nation (however few, regionalized, ephemeral, and/or divided those 

ears could be), new world liberal intellectuals from the northern US and from Mexico 

City often had more in common with each other than with the would-be national citizens 

they so self-consciously sought to educate through their publications. Furthermore, many 

Mexican Liberals traveled to the United States for various periods of exile, visiting New 
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Orleans, San Francisco, New York City, and Boston. They idealized the United States, 

often measuring the extent of their “desencanto” or “disenchantment,” in Fernando 

Escalante Gonzalbo’s words, against the perceived prosperity of an increasingly powerful 

United States (18).9 And yet, until the end of the nineteenth century, their connections to 

contemporary readers and writers in New England were distant, tenuous, and/or 

nonexistent. Mexican intellectuals were consistently marginalized, dismissed, and 

ignored. (To this day, I have had conversations with Americanist scholars who react with 

surprise to learn that Mexican writers were publishing anything of note during the time 

period.) The asymmetrical relationships to the new world liberal intellectual identity that 

unfold in the following three chapters evolve from this uneven geopolitical mapping of 

languages, knowledges, and cultures across the breadth of the Atlantic ocean and the 

length of the American continent.  

Galvanized by a utopian promise for human progress to be realized in the 

Americas, however, these new world liberal intellectuals shared much in common. They 

were joined by a fundamental, shared orientation towards the future. If not always 

optimistic in tone, the new world liberal intellectual always engaged the shared questions 

of his intellectual community within that which Emerson labeled as “the optative mood 

                                                
9 Escalante Gonzalbo’s book Ciudadanos Imaginarios (1992), now in its sixth printing, 
undertakes an analysis of the “symbolic order” of nineteenth -century Mexican 
nationalists not unlike Bercovitch’s ideological critiques. He argues that Liberal, 
Moderate, and Conservative ideologues alike shared systems of belief and affect based 
upon “la moralidad” / “a morality” that “aparece como una estructura, como un orden” / 
“appeared as a structure, as an order” which often underlined (and undermined) their 
nationalist intentions (32). I return to his trenchant analysis several times in the following 
chapters.  
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of the age” (Selections 198). Characterized by a shared although not uncritical belief that 

the institutions of a sovereign nation-state held the most promise for the realization of 

pre-defined progressive ideals such as liberty and equality, progress and order, justice and 

peace, they were all “aspirational” nationalists. The nation offered the platform and the 

strategy to realize their models of an ideal society. They aspired to be influential 

members of a cosmopolitan and patriotic movement to represent the nation to itself and to 

other nation-states in Europe and the Americas. As letrados, they also embraced the 

written word and the act of publication in newspapers, journals, and books as the 

essential building block of their various utopian plans for the New World nation. They 

hoped to write, together with their ideological peers, “America” into being.  As becomes 

evident across each chapter, this aspirational, and often critical, stance toward the idea of 

the nation operates differently according to the domestic conditions determined by the 

Eurocentric, racialized and geopolitical histories of the regions and languages in which 

the new world liberal intellectual wrote.   

Finally, the new world liberal intellectual engaged his optative project under the 

explicit burden of differentiating the American liberal project from the supposed 

decadence and colonialism of Western Europe. This New World/Old World narrative of 

“American exceptionalism” was a common tenant, and delusion, of all new world liberal 

intellectuals. The realities of these American letrados, as opposed to the political myths 

built upon their canonized words, were defined by multi-lingual, multivalent, often 

antagonistic geo-political struggles for power, resources, and influence in and among the 

nation-states and imperial centers of the nineteenth-century Euro-Americas. As we will 
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see in the following chapters, the manifestation of and negotiation with national 

liberalism and American exceptionalism vary according to the geopolitical power of the 

region in which the new world liberal intellectual felt himself heard (or not).  

As I alluded to above, Bercovitch has described the writers of the US American 

renaissance as the authors of a “special genius of liberal culture in staging interpretation 

as a drama of dissent” (The Office of the Scarlet Letter148). Referring to “the 

extraordinary force and cunning” of Hawthorne’s “vision” in The Scarlet Letter, 

Bercovitch suggests that the “symbolic resources” of the antebellum New England liberal 

culture were “becoming the single most cohesive ideology of the modern world” (112). I 

reframe, in light of the discourses of their Mexican contemporaries, this by-now-common 

disciplinary assumption that the texts of the US American renaissance crafted a singularly 

powerful ideology of liberal nationalism.10 The inter-textual juxtapositions this 

dissertation performs highlight the authors of the US American renaissance as thinkers 

responding to a host of transnationally shared texts and concerns. Their nationalisms, 

liberalisms, cosmopolitanisms, and provincialisms become examples on a continuum of 

the new world liberal intellectuals’ variety of responses to their Eurocentric educations in 

their regional homes.   

Mexican and US American national literary icons come into view as mutual 

interlocutors within their common set of concerns, assumptions, and intellectual roots—

highly differentiated between and within the two reading and writing communities. Their 

                                                
10 I will return to this commonly accepted disciplinary critique in the section “Binocular 
Orientation,” in which I detail New Americanist and current transnational scholars 
readings of Ralph Waldo Emerson.  
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cosmopolitanism manifests as an intellectual, or readerly, transnational liberalism.  As 

Amanda Anderson succinctly puts it in her widely printed essay, “Cosmopolitanism, 

Universalism, and the Divided Legacies of Modernity,” cosmopolitanism functions here 

as a rich “analytic category…to invite a layered geopolitical understanding” of the New 

England and Mexican contemporaneous engagement with shared ideals and rhetorical 

strategies. I embrace the figure of the new world liberal intellectual as a useful tool 

because it allows us “to follow out the complex forms of cultural positioning, and the 

more radical potentialities, that are implicit and explicit in the articulation of different 

cosmopolitan ideals” across New England and Mexico City (Cheah 271-272).11 Both 

groups of new world liberal intellectuals negotiated nationalist and cosmopolitan 

affiliations strategically (and earnestly) across the ever-evolving cultural, political, and 

economic relationships between the neighbor nations. The differences amongst them—

their “complex forms of cultural positioning, and the more radical potentialities”—stand 

out starkly when situated in terms of their commonalities as new world liberal 

intellectuals who were deeply invested in the cultural symbology, the tensions, the 

ambiguity, and the destiny of “America” as the “New World.”    

 
 

                                                
11 Amanda Anderson outlines a “genealogy” of cosmopolitan discourse in her essay. In it 
she argues that cosmopolitanism arises out of moments of massive change. As opposed to 
a name for an elitist homogeneity, cosmopolitanism offers a provocative alternative to the 
philosophical impasse between postmodern critical skepticism and the essentializing 
dangers of universalism because of its inherent attention to geopolitical difference, 
diversity, and relationships. Her reading has been influential for me in so far as it 
corroborates much of what I have discovered in these bi-lingual nineteenth-century 
textual juxtapositions.  
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Literary Liberalisms in New England and in Mexico City 

 
I have decided to use the term “liberalism” in my own framework, in spite of its 

over-determined and incoherent use-value, because it speaks to the confluence of local 

histories, nationalized histories, and disciplinary histories that the inter-textual 

juxtapositions in my dissertation open up. “Literary liberalisms” calls up specific 

nationalistic cultural movements self-identified or self-consciously affiliated with 

eighteenth-century and nineteenth-century European liberal philosophy. At the same time 

I also use “literary liberalism” to gesture toward broader uses of the term in US-American 

and Mexican cultural histories of the twentieth and now twenty-first centuries—cultural 

histories that have contributed to the reification of the texts I analyze as “national” and as 

“liberal.” In the following chapters, I look at specific texts by new world liberal 

intellectuals who either claimed the title “liberal” for themselves or have been labeled by 

disciplinary scholars and historians as such: Henry David Thoreau, Margaret Fuller, 

Frederick Douglass, Ralph Waldo Emerson, and William Cullen Bryant from New 

England, and Mariano Otero, Luís de la Rosa, Carlos María Bustamante, Ignacio 

Ramírez, and Guillermo Prieto from Mexico City.  I focus on the nuanced ways in which 

these authors participated in overlapping movements of liberal idealism with roots in 

Western European narratives of national progress.12 

                                                
12 By “Western European” I am alluding to the philosophical and political liberal 
traditions across all of Western Europe, including Spain. In the following chapters it will 
be obvious and assumed that “the tradition that locates the ‘West’ somewhere adjacent to 
the North Atlantic,” as Jorge Cañizares-Esguerra describes it in How to Write the History 
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The term “liberal” has very different connotations in the two regions in the time 

period under question (a thirty-year span that stretches from the late 1840s to the late 

1870s). The US American renaissance was a cultural flowering of not just now-canonical 

novels, essays, and poetry, but journals, publishing houses, and literary circles.  Located 

in the greater Boston area, it is often identified with a period from the early 1830s until 

the early 1850s.13 Mexico’s La Reforma, on the other hand, is historicized as a political 

and cultural project to establish a self-identified Liberal seat of government and an 

elusive national identity that began in earnest in the 1850s and extended into the 1870s. 

Both the US American renaissance and La Reforma have been enshrined in their 

nationalized histories as the cultural seeds of nationalized identity, although La Reforma 

is less central to the dominant national chronologies in Mexico than the US American 

renaissance has historically been to the United States. 

This temporal and narrative asymmetry is a central component of this dissertation, 

both as an aspect of the historical (counter)narrative I am offering and as a theoretical 

intervention and practice. The national literary histories that have traveled across borders 

as representative of national culture place the flowering of Mexican literature 

immediately after the Mexican Revolution in the 1920s and the 1930s. In Mexico, the 

                                                                                                                                            
of the New World: Histories, Epistemologies, and Identities in the Eighteenth-century 

Atlantic World (2001), is “amusingly pompous” (10).   
13 F.O. Matthiessen first labeled the US American renaissance as a cultural watershed 
signaled by the literary texts of five male authors between 1850 and 1855, Many 
subsequent redactions and revisions of his label and idea have led to this alternative 
chronological delineation (equally arbitrary, of course), as exhibited by Anna 
Brickhouse’s period focus in Transamerican Literary Relations and the Nineteenth-

Century Public Sphere (2004).  
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equivalent chronology to the US American renaissance as a recognizable, modern, and 

national cultural origin-story finds shape in the turn of the century Mexican Revolution, 

which included the US American expatriate fascination and collaboration with Mexican 

socialist and communist scholars and artists. Taken together these two chronologies have 

amounted to a mutual collusion between the symbolic orders of nationalized cultural 

history wherein Mexico City’s new world intellectuals’ bid for a national literary 

tradition is always already read as belated, imitative, misaligned, and/or radical—if read 

at all. This chronology perpetuates an implicit chronology of “development” that places 

United States nationalism as more culturally advanced/mature/recognizable than Mexican 

nationalism. I depart from this dominant map of literary nationalisms in order to focus on 

the pivotal and inter-related narratives of liberal nationalism in the nineteenth-century. 

While not always coincident within the same year or even decade, the cultural and 

philosophical investments of these contemporary writers suggest spheres of confluence 

that encompass a greater span of time and geography than the traditional comparative 

mode of linear textual influence has been capable of revealing.  

I argue in these pages that these asymmetrical narratives of liberal nationalism 

continue to be deeply resonant and inter-related today. The historical reification of 

liberalism as a synonym of nationalism coincides with the western hegemonic dominance 

of liberalism as a philosophical and economic ideology that we can easily recognize 

today but was only beginning to take shape during the authors’ historical moment. Erika 

Pani, in El Segundo Imperio: Herramientas para la historia (2004), describes the 

influence of Mexican liberalism on nationalist historical narratives as “un proceso largo, 
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azaroso, e imprescindible” / “a long, arduous, and essential process” in which the 

República Restaurada in 1867 functions as a “parteaguas” / “watershed moment.” La 

Reforma has operated as a departure point from which Mexico’s nineteenth-century 

national liberalism has been read as “el destino inevitable y providencial de la nación 

independiente” / “the inevitable and providential destiny of the independent nation” (24-

25).14 As I suggested above, the US American renaissance serves a similar symbolic and 

historical function in both the Myth and Symbol school of US American democracy and 

in the New Americanist and transnational Americanist critiques of US American 

liberalism and nationalism.  

In Mexico City, the political factions that developed after the independence of 

1823 were divided between self-described Conservatives and Liberals. Although 

Mexican and Latin American historians have increasingly shown that the differences 

between the two groups are not as stark as they have seemed, scholars such as Charles 

Hale have given us a useful picture of the ideological positions of the Liberals 

(themselves divided into various ideological positions and factions). Classical Mexican 

Liberalism, as a political manifestation, was founded upon the central ideal of a free 

individual, unrestrained by a government or corporate body and equal to fellow 

individuals under the law. Los liberales understood the constitutional government’s role 

as limited to the protection of individuals from despotism; they believed that individual 

freedom could only be realized in a society where institutions were governed by legal 

                                                
14 Pani seeks to interrupt this narrative of national destiny by illustrating the deep 
Mexican and liberal collaborations and concerns of the Emperor Maximiliano’s reign 
immediately proceeding Benito Juaréz’s Restored Republic of 1867. 
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conformity, and by and large they embraced a modified laissez-faire economy where 

social and economic development hinged upon an individual’s interest insofar as it was 

attached to their ownership of personal property.15 The Liberals, by and large, defined 

themselves against a “Conservative” position which they characterized as irrationally 

loyal to the Catholic Church, in support of a strong central government and/or monarchy, 

and in favor of a European intervention in order to ensure stability in the face of 

indigenous rebellions and the US conquests of Northern Mexican territory. The 

opposition between these two factions of letrados was bitter, violent, and very complex; 

it played out across the century in three major conflicts—the War for Independence in 

1823, the Reform Wars from 1858-1861, and the French Intervention from late 1861 until 

Benito Juárez’s triumphant return to the capital city as its Liberal leader in 1867.   

The Mexican interlocutors in the following three chapters are all self-described 

Liberals who fought in the internal conflicts, traveled outside of the country while in 

exile at different points in their lives, and served in various government positions—

Carlos María de Bustamante as a republican and generational predecessor to the Reform 

movement, Ignacio Ramírez and Guillermo Prieto as Puros, or Radical Liberals, and 

Mariano Otero and Luis de la Rosa as Moderate Liberals.  As much as conflicts between 

the so-called Liberals and Conservatives, the dissent and disagreement between the 

                                                
15 This summary is paraphrased from the introduction to Charles Hale’s The 

Transformation of Liberalism in Late 19
th
 Century Mexico (1989) in which he 

summarizes his decade of scholarship on the Liberals of Mexico. The monograph focuses 
on the years after the end of the French Intervention, known as the República 

Restaurada/ Restored Republic (1867), and leading up to the beginning of the Mexican 
Revolution (1910). 
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Moderates and the Radicals dominated the twists and turns of Mexico’s complex and 

conflicted engagement with liberal nationalism. Regardless of their political loyalties, 

these Men of Letters’ political investments were intimately interwoven with their roles as 

journalists, poets, novelists, and publishers.  

Liberalism as a cultural manifestation, as “literary,” informed a number of 

Mexican novels such as Los Bandidos de Río Frio (1871) by Manual Payno, El Zarco 

(1869) by Ignacio Altamirano, and El Monedero (1861) by Nicolás Pizarro.  Liberals 

published histories, textbooks, nationalistic essays, codices of indigenous texts, travel 

essays, and what seem like almost obligatory books of Spanish Baroque and Romantic 

poetry. Guillermo Prieto, José María Lacunza, and Manuel Tosiat Ferrer established the 

Academia de Letrán, whose “objective” was to offer writers, among whom Ignacio 

Ramírez and Manual Payno were also numbered, an opportunity “to present readings of 

their own works, talk about literature, and study foreign literatures.” Guillermo Prieto 

remembers the Academia fondly and with typical hyperbole, exclaiming that “the great 

and transcendental thing about the Academia was its decided tendency to Mexicanize the 

literature, emancipating it from all other literatures and giving it a peculiar character” 

(qtd. in Foster 102). Many members of this nascent national literary cohort formed the 

Liceo Hidalgo in 1849, directed by Francisco Zarco. Because of “internal quarreling” the 

Romantic, nationalist literary activity of the Liceo Hidalgo was “interrupted” until 

Ignacio Altamirano revived the group and led it to its historical “apogee” as a cultural 

exclamation of nationalism (one that was self-consciously bi-partisan but under the 

umbrella of the Liberal triumph in 1867) (Foster 102).  
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 Whereas the Mexican Liberals whose texts I read in this dissertation claimed the 

title for themselves as a political, ideological, and even military affiliation, the US 

American writers have been explicitly labeled as “liberals” posthumously by disciplinary 

and national histories. The term “liberal” in mid-nineteenth-century New England was 

commonly used to refer to a “liberal education,” a topic of much debate; a “liberal” 

action which connoted a certain freedom or even excess in comparison to assumed 

norms; and a “liberal” character which was often used as a compliment of some one’s 

general respectability and/or their democratic code of ethics.16 Today’s use of the term to 

describe US American liberalism in mid-nineteenth century New England is most akin to 

the later definition, wherein US American liberalism is understood as a dominant cultural 

ideology and/or identity as much as a specific political affiliation. In The Emerson Effect: 

Individualism and Submission in America  (2006), Christopher Newfield usefully refines 

the broader disciplinary application of the term as a particular manifestation of Anglo 

liberalism that was a pervasive and contested “form of laissez-faire individualism” (8). 

For the authors of the New England renaissance the cultural, societal, and religious 

ramifications of liberal philosophy and politics were a central preoccupation (only rarely 

leading to violence as in Mexico, although these debates were not divorced from the 

violence around the expansion of slavery that culminated in the US Civil War).  

National chronologies of US American liberalism, as a political manifestation, 

often point to the transition from republican political models of society, or Jeffersonian 

                                                
16 I gathered these various examples of usage from online searches of the term in the 
North American Review, American Whig Review, and The Atlantic Monthly.  
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democracy, to Jacksonian democracy, which stressed possessive individualism, a laissez-

faire economics, and universal male suffrage (exclusively for those men legally defined 

as white).17 The Whig party, formed in 1833 and fractured over the expansion of slavery 

by 1856, propagated a platform in explicit opposition to Jacksonian politics and 

policies—but one that also aligned itself with liberal ideals and would further modify and 

establish the hegemonic dominance of US American liberalism.18 Christopher Newfield 

describes the “New England community” of Emerson, Fuller and Thoreau as one that was 

“moving from Federalism to Whiggery, where emphasis was put on combining individual 

conscience and moral development with civic virtue and duty” (8). William Cullen 

Bryant, on the other hand, was a vocal spokesman of the New York City Jacksonian 

Democrats until the party also fractured over the expansion of slavery in the 1850s.19  

                                                
17 In En pos de la quimera: Reflexiones sobre el experimento constitucional atlántico 

(2000), José Antonio Aguilar Rivera suggests that the recent historical revision of the 
chronologies in political theory that defines the US Constitution as republican in nature 
actually places the liberal constitutions of the Hispanoamericas as the region “donde el 
liberalismo obtuvo su primer gran triunfo” / “where liberalism obtained its first major 
triumph” (204). Contrary to consensus timelines of new world liberalism such as that 
expressed in Louis Hartz’s The Liberal Tradition in America (1955), the development of 
US liberalism occurred after the Spanish-American nation-states had begun their liberal 
national projects in earnest.  
18 Given the loaded nature of the term “liberal” in US politics and culture today, I should 
clarify an obvious but important distinction. That which we now define as “liberal” and 
as “conservative” both owe much to this US American liberal tradition, and in fact, in 
some instances (as regards the limited role of government and the sovereignty of the 
individual and property rights for examples), conservative Republicans and Libertarians 
more resemble Jacksonian liberalism than the “liberal” Democrats.  
19 Although Bryant’s sphere of influence was mainly in New York City, Lawrence Buell 
credits Bryant with being one of the influential arbiters of New England’s hegemonic 
presence in US literary history by having brought his Massachusetts sensibilities to his 
highly public role in the New York literary establishment. He was a New England poet 
who had the ear of the nation. 
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All this to say that within Transcendentalist circles, perhaps more similar to the 

Mexican Liberal experience than has been recognized, liberalism was far from 

hegemonic and monolithic.20 To isolate one important aspect of the debate, as it relates to 

the Mexican liberalism, the authors associated with the New England US American 

renaissance struggled with the question of individual vs. societal responsibility for the 

welfare of citizens. They shared this concern with European intellectuals: British and 

Scottish liberals often argued for an autonomous individual, while French sociologists 

like Saint-Simon and Comte contributed to that which has been labeled social liberalism, 

which places the individual as an “integral part of a social organism, conditioned by time 

and place” (Hale 6). Theodore Parker, Orestes Brownsen, Thomas Wentworth Higginson 

and Margaret Fuller are just a few examples of members of the Transcendentalist circles 

who embraced or engaged with versions of social liberalism (versions which we can read 

Emerson reacting and responding to in his emphasis on individual experience as 

fundamental).21 

                                                
20 Phillip Gura’s book American Transcendentalism (2008) is an excellent source in 
which he describes in detail the overlapping philosophies and the dissent within the 
Transcendentalism, and suggests that it was never really a movement at all, but rather a 
tendency embraced, abandoned, and modified by many. He suggests that Emerson’s 
individualist philosophy and creative practices caused rifts within the intellectual circles 
and his name was anachronistically equated with Transcendentalism after many 
“Transcendentalists” had shifted to an ethics based on the individual’s place within a 
social organism.  
21 This debate within the intellectual circles, editorials, speeches, and publications also 
happened behind the pulpit, and was framed and experienced by many of these figures 
(especially Parker, Higginson, and Brownsen) as a debate over the true meaning and 
ethics of Christianity. The heated debate between the Mexican Liberals also hinged 
around religious and institutional approaches to Catholicism—and the role of Catholic 
influence and wealth, and religious freedom in a “new” Mexican Liberal nation-state. In 
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In Re-Reading the American Renaissance in New England and in Mexico City, I 

imagine textual conversations that did not in fact happen, but the textual juxtapositions 

are always couched in the context of profound and significant bi-national relationships 

and events. In fact, New England and Mexican literary liberalisms share a number of 

significant instances of actual contact (any one of which merits its own full-length article, 

if not book). Benito Juárez stayed in New Orleans while organizing and leading his 

Liberal factions during the Reform Wars. The Masonic underpinnings of both Mexican 

and US symbolic nationalism and actual fraternities are a particularly under-represented 

field of comparative bi-national study. The Liberal regimes of Benito Juarez and the 

Emperor Maximiliano encouraged “colonization” schemes by United States citizens that 

resulted in successful established communities, including several Protestant enclaves. 

Entire communities of Southern Confederate soldiers and landowners, threatened by the 

outcome of the Civil War, also moved to Veracruz with the blessing of Emperor 

Maximiliano to unsuccessfully recreate their slave plantations as Mexican haciendas. 

This bi-national history of the two nations, increasingly well documented by Latino/a 

scholars and US transnational Americanists, functions as a necessary context for the 

juxtapositions I explore.22 As the scholarship of many New Americanists, Latino/as 

                                                                                                                                            
Hale’s analysis of the political economy of Mexican Liberalism, the central contradiction 
within classical Mexican liberalism was between “laissez-faire and statist anti-corporate 
reform” (Hale 4).  
22 The above-quoted, Kirsten Silva Gruesz’s book Ambassadors of Culture (2002), offers 
one of the best recent analyses of the actual contact between US-based and Mexico-based 
writers, ranging from the canonical authors I have focused on here to the editors of local 
Spanish-language newspapers in the United States and the translators of US American 
poetry throughout Mexican and Mexican-American communities in the United States.  
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scholars, and transnational US Americanists attests, the broader currents of bi-national 

and bilingual contact and conversation must transform our understanding of the 

nationalistic provincialism of New England.  What we have critically described as a 

hegemonic cultural manifestation of exceptional nationalism is actually a conglomeration 

of provincialism, nationalism, and cosmopolitanism in the context of the transnational 

Americas. 23 

US American writers have earned the title as “liberal” in large part due to their 

canonization as quintessential US American writers whose texts have inscribed an 

endlessly reproducing dispersion of liberal ideology which functions as a cultural 

dominant across the nation.24  A return to the Mexican Liberals of La Reforma and the 

US American liberal intellectuals of New England disturbs the reification of liberalism as 

nationalism upon which both celebrations and critiques of US American nationalism have 

been based. Instead, these writers take on significance as cosmopolitan “liberals” due to 

their intellectual, cultural, and economic engagement with fundamental ideals of 

liberalism in circulation across transatlantic and transamerican spheres in the nineteenth 

century.  The following textual juxtapositions render the nineteenth-century US 

                                                
23 When I envision any pedagogical application of this methodology, I begin from a 
similar structuring of epistemologies and reading approaches between the “actual” and 
the “counter-factual” wherein historical sources and the historicist research of New 
Americanists, Latino/as scholars, and transnational US Americanists are a point of 
departure for any creative readings across borders. Ideally, any curriculum would be 
designed as inter-disciplinary and even, perhaps, team-taught.  
24 The “Myth and Symbol” school of US Americanists scholars (Matthiessen, Perry) first 
appropriated this term as laudatory, a label that New Americanists like Donald Pease and 
Sacvan Bercovitch have picked up even as they have been critical of it.    
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American renaissance less monolithic, less monochromatic, and ultimately, riddled by the 

textually extant interventions of contemporaries in Mexico City. 

 

Binocular Orientations 

 
The commonalities among these new world liberal intellectuals, alternately 

aligned in strategic bids for bi-national cooperation or steeped in bitter antagonisms over 

bi-national conflicts, continue to be obscured and/or misconstrued by the dominant 

narratives of (trans)national literary history in the United States. Anna Brickhouse’s 

Transamerican Literary Relations and the Nineteenth-Century Public Sphere (2004) 

represents a dominant approach to the US American renaissance and US American 

nationalism within the current framework of transnational literary studies and it treats 

authors and concerns in common with this dissertation project.25 In this section I turn to 

Brickhouse’s interpretation of Emersonian nationalism in the context of trans-american 

literary relations as an emblematic example of the (complementary) differences between 

her methodology and mine.26 Even as I offer a critique of Brickhouse’s caricature of 

                                                
25 Published by Cambridge University Press as a part of the Cambridge Studies in 
American Literature and Culture series, it is not an overestimation to describe 
Brickhouse’s book as representative of an institutionalized disciplinary direction. The 
series advisory board includes Sacvan Bercovitch and Wai Chee Dimock, among seven 
other US Americanists.   
26 Focusing on multi-lingual, multi-cultural, and transnational “relationships of literary 
influence” that revised, manipulated, distorted, and creatively reinvented US American 
classics, Brickhouse offers insightful readings based on a new embrace of the traditional 
comparative model of literary influence and the creative and political energies generated 
through the tensions between imitation and originality (35). Her focus, however, obscures 
inter-textual juxtapositions based upon historical literary confluence in favor of direct 
textual or biographical relationships of influence. 
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Emerson, I also find in her attention to Emerson’s inter-personal connection to 

hispanoamérica a useful metaphor for the bi-national orientation I employ in these pages.  

Ralph Waldo Emerson has figured prominently in New Americanist revisions of 

national literary history.  Perhaps due to his status as “the principal architect” of 

structures of feeling intimately associated with the New Americanist critique of US 

American liberalism and/or exceptionalism, he is often either evoked or revoked as a 

potential representative author of a US American transnationalism. I find the role 

Emerson is often called upon to play as the representative architect of US American 

imperialism and exceptionalism to be unsatisfying and misconstrued. Some scholars, like 

Lawrence Buell in his recent biography of Emerson, portray him as a “national icon who 

at the same time anticipates the globalizing age in which we increasingly live” (3). 

Emerson is, perhaps, “American only in caricature,” Buell writes (109). Transnationalist 

readings in this vein point to Emerson’s avid reading practices of foreign literatures in 

translation, his purposeful decision to learn German and some Sanskrit in order to read 

and translate from the original, his profound interest in Middle Eastern religious texts, 

and his published critiques of certain United States policies and practices. Emerson 

comes across as a sort of enlightened or cosmopolitan US American intellectual—more 

open-minded than the Jacksonian democrats and the rabid nationalists of his day. While 

this may have some truth in it, I do not find this version of Emerson to be the most 

compelling for readers in this “globalizing age in which we…live.”  

In contrast to Buell and others, I understand Emerson as not so much an avid or 

even a troubled nationalist, but rather as a provincial cosmopolitan—a brilliant, widely 
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read, relatively affluent homebody who was profoundly interested in the people, events, 

and lives unfolding around him insofar as they could be safely translated for him on to 

the page.27 Emerson’s nationalism is steeped in New England Anglo-Americanism, even 

as it is essentially critical and often comparative in focus. In the January 2009 issue of 

ESQ: A Journal of the American Renaissance, Nikhil Bilwakesh suggests that Emerson’s 

own notion of the “trans-national” was “not so much devoid of nationality as it [was] 

adaptable and multinational” (32). 28 It is this Emerson and this notion of the adaptability 

and flexibility of cosmopolitanism that opens up a dominant disciplinary caricature of 

Emerson to a more nuanced and, in fact, more critical reading of our US American 

cultural histories. 

Brickhouse’s characterization of Emerson exemplifies this dominant disciplinary 

reading to which Buell’s globalized Emerson is certainly a reaction. She characterizes 

Emerson in more insular and nationalistic terms. Her version of the iconic Emerson 

describes him as haunted by a transnational literary history that he conscientiously sought 

to delimit from his more overt nationalistic poetics. Here, Emerson stands in for the 

narrowly national cultural history and racial logic that transnational scholarship 

conscientiously corrects. Detailing a little known aspect of Emerson’s inter-personal, 

familiar history that indeed brought him in contact with Latin America, Brickhouse 

                                                
27 In Chapter Three I will return to this Emerson to put pressure on his invocations of 
“America” and the “nation” in juxtaposition with Ignacio Ramírez, an avid reader and 
intellectual who was perhaps even more motivated by a certain, at times stubborn, loyalty 
to his ideal Mexico.  
28 Her excellent article is entitled, “Emerson, John Brown, and Arjuna: Translating the 
Bhagavid Gita in a Time of War.”  
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focuses our attention on Emerson’s letters exchanged with his two brothers while they 

lived in Puerto Rico from 1831 to 1833.  

The great misfortune of travelers is that the expectation and the eye gradually 
form themselves to the new scene. In the West Indies they become West Indians 
in a few days—so that they cannot if they would tell the New Englander of this 
moment what he wants to know. You should keep one eye a patriot and the other 
an emigrant at the same time as the seaman keeps home-time with one watch and 
apparent with the other. (Letters Vol. 1 338) 

 
Brickhouse astutely suggests that Emerson’s binocular image, this patriot/emigrant pair 

of eyes, offers an emblematic alternative to Emerson’s more well known disciplinary 

metaphor of the “transparent eye-ball” in Nature. I agree. Whereas Brickhouse dismisses 

his binocular metaphor as an example of that which today’s US American transnational 

scholars must elide, I argue in this dissertation that Emerson’s metaphor might be more 

related to our disciplinary and political moment than her reading assumes. Her reading 

evolves from a misinterpretation that depends upon a dominant narrative of the origins of 

US American literary liberalism in the US American renaissance and its literary canon (a 

narrative in which this dissertation seeks to intervene). 

Citing Emerson’s admonition to his two brothers to keep their letters from one 

another so that he shall “gather the very truth,” Brickhouse argues that Emerson’s 

binocular metaphor seeks to reconcile “‘the cloudy prisms of his brothers’ eyes to arrive 

at a vision unsullied by cross-cultural perception and partiality” (22). In the letter, 

however, Emerson is not asking the two brothers to keep their letters from each other out 

of a sense of superior and “unsullied…powers of perception,” but rather because his 

dying brother, Edward, was known to undercut the seriousness of his symptoms in his 
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letters home. In an addendum to the same letter in which Emerson petitions his brothers 

“to keep one eye a patriot and the other an emigrant,” Emerson makes another request: “I 

should be glad if you would write me a letter about the other & not show your 

communication before they are sent. So shall I gather the very truth” (338, emphasis 

mine). Brickhouse collapses the two requests into one, ignores the distinction “about the 

other,” and therefore misreads Emerson’s interest in “the truth.” I pause on this letter and 

her citation not to point fingers, but to highlight the risk of a dehumanizing 

oversimplification when we read Emerson (and other canonical and influential writers 

like him) as an icon instead of an interlocutor. It is partly through the retrospective (and 

very differently politically positioned) lens of US critics of the US American renaissance 

like Brickhouse that the aspirational liberalism of Emerson et al appears as 

hegemonically and triumphantly nationalist (rather than, say, provincially cosmopolitan). 

Instead, I read Emerson’s binocular metaphor as a compelling image of cross-cultural 

identities and epistemologies that are necessary for cross-cultural communication 

between a New Englander and all that was perceived as foreign.  

In this dissertation, I suggest that a first step towards deconstructing the Anglo-

American national romance with itself—one that we have perhaps glossed over in efforts 

to “integrate” lost or repressed literary histories into a comparable but multi-cultural 

disciplinary narrative—might be to invite the national icons off of their reified pedestals.  

Brickhouse constructs the “transnational” within New England as a set of “desires and 

anxieties” that “national discourses” needed “to mask,” especially the interwoven notions 

of heterogeneity, racial miscegenation, and cross-cultural transaction. In so doing, 
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Brickhouse positions herself, as do I, alongside a host of cross-cultural transgressors who 

read and re-write the US national texts in an act of compelling cultural critique. I applaud 

and enjoy her readings, but I find the totalizing metaphor of a transnational repression 

limiting in its potential to re-shape our powerful national traditions, and, as in the above 

reading of Emerson, too amenable to superficial mis-readings of the texts themselves.   

In Whiteness of a Different Color: European Immigrants and the Alchemy of Race 

(1998), Matthew Frye Jacobson describes the dialogic relationship between race and 

history as a “palimpsest” wherein “contradictory racial identities come to coexist at the 

same moment…in unstable combinations, as the specific histories that generated them 

linger in various cultural forms or in the social and political relationships that are their 

legacies” (142). I find Frye’s theory of the “palimpsest” to be a useful corollary to one of 

the dominant modes in US American Studies of reading successive and contradictory 

ideologies as “hauntings”—where the reading of canonical Anglo-American literature 

becomes a predetermined reading for the return of the repressed. The palimpsest model 

usefully acknowledges the simultaneity, the complexity, and the agency inherent the 

variety of identities, cultures and specific histories in which the authors we study and we, 

as critics, play a part. I read these supposedly quintessential US nationalists as new world 

liberal intellectuals inscribed within and indebted to a host of transnational concerns, 

values and vocabularies.29 The textual readings that evolve from my approach do not 

                                                
29 This move towards the “palimpsest,” as a disciplinary approach, is shared by other 
scholars. Robert S. Levine’s final sentence in his above-quoted book, Dislocating Race 

and Nation, reads (quoting Mark Twain’s Connecticut Yankee): “A palimpsestic reading 
practice, one that attends to resistant ‘traces’ of the past, may be our best hope for 
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privilege “relationships of literary influence” but rather relationships of multi-layered 

literary confluence (Brickhouse 35). Here, the transnational also functions as a 

conscientious perspective and responsibility on the part of the critic-reader—which 

brings us back to Emerson’s metaphor for binocularity.  

Several months before the above-quoted letter to both brothers, Edward wrote to 

Ralph Waldo Emerson upon “Waldo’s” return from his first trip to Western Europe, “I 

welcome you home again; that is to the western hemisphere, to the new world of 

Columbus, for at least within such limits our straggling fortunes are again united” (qtd. in 

Bosco 139). Here, Edward draws the limits of home around the Western hemisphere, that 

“new world of Columbus,” as opposed to Emerson, who insists on a conscientious 

double-consciousness. The traveler must remain aloof enough to remember the time and 

space from which he came, but aware enough to perceive the different time and space in 

which he finds himself—all in the goal of translating the other culture into terms 

understandable by his peers and family “at home.”30 In this dissertation I adapt (as 

opposed to adopt) Emerson’s binocular orientation as a valuable approach to 

transnational literary practices within the US Americanist discipline.  

We do not have to get beyond this Emerson or that Emerson, and we do not need 

                                                                                                                                            
creating possible futures that do not ned to be undone, because they will always be open 
to revision” (244).  
30 What follows is one potential response to Gretchen Murphy’s admonitions in 
Hemispheric Imaginings (2004) to US Americanists that we must be wary of 
transnational models of hemispheric reach that replicate the various modalities and 
politics of the Monroe Doctrine.  
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a new totalizing field imaginary or methodology to energize the work we do.31 Rather, we 

might adapt our own binocular orientations to privilege the situated-ness of the 

scholar/reader as a conscientious interpreter of sorts. This shifted version of an 

Emersonian double vision is something like the practice of “virtual American Studies” 

proposed by Paul Giles and something like Gloria Anzaldúa’s “new mestiza 

consciousness” as she described it in Borderlands/La Frontera (1987).  Anzaldúa 

describes the new mestiza as one who has to “constantly…shift out of habitual 

formations; from convergent thinking, analytical reasoning that tends to use rationality to 

move toward a single goal (a Western mode), to divergent thinking, characterized by 

movement away from set patterns and goals towards a more whole perspective, one that 

includes rather than excludes” (101). In the following chapters, I suggest alternative 

patterns of intellectual kinship in order to re-shape the national literary histories of the 

United States and Mexico as divergent but surprisingly and critically inclusive.  

This act of critical inclusion requires a new kind of skilled, responsible reader. In 

Death of a Discipline (2003) Gayatri Spivak calls for a reader of literatures of the Global 

                                                
31 Winfried Fluck, renowned German Americanist scholar, published “American Literary 
History and the Romance with America,” a review essay in the Fall 2009 issue of 
American Literary History that makes this excellent point in terms of the discipline’s 
ongoing struggle to negotiate narratives of exceptionalism and imperialism that adhere to 
the US American nationalism. He concludes “a deconstruction of the romance with 
America will not emerge from a transnational move beyond national borders or from a 
new planetary utopia filled with heresies, but from a process of growing pluralization and 
individualization in which oppositional acts of resignification are losing their national 
representativeness and literary histories go in the direction of a heterogeneous plurality of 
narratives” (21).  I hope that this literary history of liberal nationalism across New 
England and Mexico City offers a non-representative heterogeneous narrative among 
many more to come.  
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South who is trained as a responsible translator, a reader who is prepared to self-

consciously recognize her place as an educated, skilled outsider, ready to learn from the 

experience of an “other,” and to be discomfited by that learning. This new reader must 

learn to recognize (in the figurative space of the literary) her participation and her 

situated-ness in the discovery of a relationship that is always a “provisional and ever 

deferred arrival into the performative of the other” (13). Another name for this reading 

approach might be “palimpsest” or “binocular” reading. As critic-readers and as scholars 

who train readers, we can conscientiously read texts as both “patriots” and “emigrants” 

and explore the textual nuance and complexity that arises out of the incommensurability 

of this in-between space. With these patriot/emigrant eyes, the national literary histories 

of the US American renaissance and of Mexico’s La Reforma hold tension with one 

another, calling into question the paradigms of liberal nationalism that have historically 

authorized the nationalized histories while de-legitimizing other epistemologies and 

historical narratives.32 

Furthermore, binocularity offers a structure for reading based in the situated-ness, 

historical exigencies, and challenges of transnational US American Studies. It is, indeed, 

appropriate as a metaphor for the writing, teaching, and experiencing of US American 

literary history, as Brickhouse suggests. But instead of operating exclusively as a 

metaphor of oppression and repression, Emerson’s binocularity might also serve US 

                                                
32 In addition to the transnational identity of the New World liberal intellectual, I am 
thinking here of the many indigenous histories and epistemologies that have been 
obscured by liberal nationalism’s emphasis on certain individualities, certain humanities, 
and a certain march of progress.  
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Americanists as a metaphor for self-critical assessment in conversations with the voices 

obscured and unheard for so long in our national literatures and literary histories. How do 

US Americanists call upon and learn from cultures both within and outside of the national 

(territorial, identity, ideological) boundaries of the United States while remaining “at 

home” in the institutional seat of the United States imperial geopolitical and economic 

power and influence? Do not transnational US Americanists have to “keep one eye an 

emigrant” in order to recognize transnational literary genealogies and “one eye a patriot” 

in order to translate the significance of these transnationalisms for readers, often in 

English Language departments “at home”? What does it mean to fundamentally change 

the discipline while remaining legible to a host of vocabularies, constituencies, and 

histories?  

In The American Jeremiad (1978) Bercovitch cites another binocular metaphor 

from Emerson’s contemporary, Herman Melville (Pierre, or The Ambiguities 214, 211-

212).  

Now in an artificial world like ours, the soul of man is further removed from its 
God and its Heavenly Truth, than the chronometer carried to China, is from 
Greenwich. And, as that chronometer, if at all accurate, will pronounce it 12 
o’clock high-noon, when the China local watches say, perhaps, it is 12 o’clock 
midnight; so the chronometric soul, if in this world true to its great Greenwich in 
the other, will always, in its so-called intuitions of right and wrong, be 
contradicting the mere local standards and watchmaker’s brains of this earth…. 
And yet it follows not from this, that God’s truth is one thing and man’s truth 
another; but — as hinted above, and as will be further elucidated in subsequent 
lectures — by their very contradictions they are made to correspond.  

 
Bercovitch embraces Melville’s description of the “chronometric soul” as “Melville’s 

savage, brilliant, and sweeping attack on the American dream” and goes on to detail the 
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nationalist symbolism by which the US American renaissance authors quieted their 

radicalism in the name of a middle-class conformity wherein “by their very 

contradictions they are made to correspond” (xv).33 I re-read the authors of the US 

American renaissance in juxtaposition with their Mexican contemporaries with a 

binocular/bi-national/chronometric perspective through which “by their very 

contradictions” these US and Mexican literary nationalists “are made to correspond”— 

here, correspondence does not describe the method to force conformity, but rather to 

invite conversation. 

 

From Icons to Interlocutors 

In the following chapters I frame these conversations between primary 

interlocutors from New England and from Mexico as inter-textual juxtapositions of the 

transcontinental manifestations of liberal nationalism in the mid-nineteenth century. In 

each chapter I seek to disrupt assumptions and vocabularies of US American literary 

history, and only when it seems especially relevant, the Mexican literary histories with 

which I have become familiar. Each chapter focuses on particular texts grounded in 

particular histories to contribute to a bi-national, bi-lingual intellectual history that, 

returning to Dimock’s mapping of US American Studies, grounds US American mid-

                                                
33 Bercovitch uses Melville’s metaphor as the “controlling metaphor” of his analysis of 
the Puritan jeremiad as an essentially US American, essentially liberal nationalist genre. 
In the following chapter I will turn to Bercovitch’s influential readings of Fuller, 
Douglass, and Thoreau’s anti-war writings in the American 1848, revising Bercovitch’s 
analysis through inter-textual juxtapositions with three Mexican eye-witness accounts of 
the conflict and its aftermath.  
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nineteenth-century cultural history in “a crisscrossing set of pathways, open-ended and 

ever multiplying, weaving in and out of other geographies, other languages and cultures” 

(3).   

This particularity is purposeful, although it might seem narrow in comparison to 

more traditional cultural studies approaches. I conscientiously chose to steep myself in 

the regional and disciplinary literary histories of only two places and to limit each chapter 

to dialogue (of sorts) between paired interlocutors. These dialectical inter-textual 

juxtapositions are not meant to represent a (bi)-cultural truth or “reality,” which is, of 

course, infinitely more complex, nuanced, and cacophonous. Rather, the re-readings are 

organized around “the sense of disturbance within symbolic orders that [a bi-national] 

modulation necessarily produces,” to return to Giles’ phrase I invoked in the first few 

pages of this introduction (282). Furthermore, I understand this dissertation as a 

pragmatic step in a journey, and as such, limiting my exploration on the page has served 

as a strategy to learn, and as I learn, to interrogate. I hope each chapter will offer some of 

that startling and energizing experience to my readers. To paraphrase Robert Frost’s 

“Mending Wall,” my intention has been to create gaps through which even such pairs as 

these may pass. 

In Chapter Two, “Crisis as Crossroads in the American 1848,” I introduce three 

paired juxtapositions of US and Mexican new world liberal intellectuals, each of whom 

publicly declaimed the US-Mexico War and the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo as a 

national crisis. Margaret Fuller, Frederick Douglass, and Henry David Thoreau from 

greater New England and Carlos María de Bustamante, Mariano Otero, and Luís de la 
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Rosa each made a textual appeal to a new world cosmopolitan ethos in the name of bi-

national solidarity, affiliation and/or action. The inter-textual juxtaposition of their texts 

reveals the discrepant but inter-related stakes of each author in the highly politicized and 

conflicted geopolitical sphere where the “success” or “failure” of their nation was tied to 

a common liberal destiny for “America.” The Mexican intellectuals diagnosis of the utter 

failure of Mexico as a nation to defend itself from the US military invasion inflects the 

US American Jeremiads of the three New Englanders with new bi-national significance. 

Chapter Three, “Americanicése Usted” (“Americanize Yourself”), begins with an 

example of a contemporaneous but under-studied transatlantic mapping other than US 

American-British postcolonial rhetoric: the eloquent word-sparring between Ignacio 

Ramírez, one of the most strident spokesmen of Mexico’s Liberal political faction, and 

Emiliano Castelar, the well-known Spanish republican and intellectual. In light of 

Ramírez’s and Emerson’s shared preoccupations with national-cultural independence 

from Spain and Great Britain, respectively, I juxtapose their comparable explorations of 

the origins of language in “America.” Focusing on Emerson’s “The Poet” and Ramírez’s 

essay “Santo Tomás en América,” I read for the textual and epistemological resonances 

that evolve from the European sources from which they both try to distance themselves. 

This imagined textual dialogue registers the critical and creative edge with which both 

authors used the construct of the “nation” and of “America” within their own reader 

communities.  Ramírez’s and Emerson’s incommensurate invitations “to Americanize,” 

tinged with their inter-related postcolonial bids for cultural independence and their 
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neocolonial “logics of coloniality,” reveals each author’s vision of an American 

exceptionalism as unevenly mirrored reflections of one another. 

In Chapter Four, entitled “Discrepant Liberalisms,” I read William Cullen 

Bryant’s and Guillermo Prieto’s poetry in the context of Bryant’s New York Post travel 

accounts of his trip to Mexico City in 1872 and Guillermo Prieto’s published account of 

his overnight stay in Bryant’s Long Island home in 1877. It is not a coincidence that the 

first well-documented contact between such nationally recognized cultural figures occurs 

in the 1870s. The significance of cultural cooperation was important to the economic 

partnerships that began during Benito Juárez’s República Restaurada and were solidified 

by the Porfirio Diaz government and the Ulysses S. Grant administration. Like the 

economic partnerships that continue to dominate the bi-national liberalism of the two 

countries (i.e. neoliberalism), Bryant and Prieto’s literary friendship was characterized by 

a strategic affiliation that danced upon and around certain cultural and racial 

misunderstandings. In light of these (strategic) misreadings in the public sphere, I read 

Bryant’s poem “The Fountain” in inter-American juxtaposition with José María 

Heredia’s poem “Niágara” and Prieto’s poetry about Niagara Falls written immediately 

before his visit with Bryant. The new world liberalism that informs their poems illustrates 

their discrepant investments in each other as a representative, and therefore compatible, 

national poet.   

These chapters demonstrate the geographical and the historical dialogism among 

the seemingly opposite new world liberal intellectuals of New England and Mexico City. 

The transnational implications of their own national preoccupations are exposed. We read 
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the strategic cosmopolitan ethics and identities that informed the patriotic personas that 

the texts themselves would realize in the literary canons of successive generations. 

Furthermore, the triumphant liberal nationalism of the US American authors is reflected 

and inflected by the Mexican intellectuals’ bids for a comparative liberal nationalism that 

was under constant duress. Across these chapters, the terms of national success and 

failure can be read as a transnational debate. We also read the “United States” and 

“Mexico” as textual constructions in flux that were being simultaneously imagined, and 

written, by the liberal intellectuals in the political and economic loci of power. Here, the 

nation is a local phenomenon that depended upon certain transatlantic and cosmopolitan 

epistemologies and identities.   

The voices of contemporaneous Mexican writers displace the monochromatic 

vision of US American history that has proceeded from the provincialism of the US 

American renaissance authors themselves. The exceptional and romantic nationalism of 

the US American renaissance instead reads as a complex palimpsest of provincial 

prejudices, liberal nationalisms, and cosmopolitan strategies that are conversant with the 

new world liberalism of Mexico City. Our neglect of such correspondence is as much due 

to the US Anglo-American authors’ racialized geopolitics of knowledge as it is a product 

of the limited self-conscious positionality of generations of US American critics. The 

insights of this dissertation’s bi-national, disjunctive literary history invite us to recognize 

the contours of our geopolitical positions, and in recognizing them, re-orient our own 

self-recognition of our epistemologies and literary histories as dynamically placed on the 
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continent. The following chapters suggest one alternative US American literary history 

that (paradoxically) makes transnational readers of us all.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

Crisis as Crossroads in the American 1848: 

Fuller, Douglass, Thoreau and Bustamante, Otero, de la Rosa 

 
 

Although it was widely acknowledged in both New England and in Mexico City 

that the war had begun under internationally suspect terms, the ease with which US 

troops ultimately pushed into interior Mexico surprised everyone.  In May 1846 General 

Mariano Arista’s cavalry skirmished with General Zachary Taylor’s troops, which 

President Polk had ordered to press below the agreed upon boundary of the Nueces River 

into disputed territory along the Rio Grande/Río Bravo. President Polk immediately 

declared war in supposed defense against a Mexican army that had “invaded our 

territory.”34 By September 1847 US troops occupied Mexico City under military rule and 

over the next six months the polemical terms of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo were 

hammered out amid much dissent.  

The inability of Mexico to defend itself was a profound shock among Mexico’s 

governing elite and the military loss quickly became a watershed moment for the nation. 

Many Mexicans at the time feared that it marked the end, or the beginning of the end, of 

Mexico’s national independence. Edmundo O’Gorman, renowned Mexican historian, 

                                                
34 On May 11, 1846 President Polk delivered a war message to the US Congress that was 
publicly recognized on both sides of the contested border as a gross distortion of the 
truth: “We have tried every effort at reconciliation. The cup of forbearance had been 
exhausted before the recent information from the frontier of the Del Norte. But now after 
reiterated menaces, Mexico has passed the boundary of the United States, has invaded 
our territory, and shed American blood on American soil. She has proclaimed that 
hostilities exist, and that the two nations are now at war” (qtd. in Meyer 345). 
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numbers the US-Mexican War (1846-1848) as one of “los pilares de nuestro estar” / “the 

pillars of our being” (qtd. in Ochoa 3). It marks one of the historical events par 

excellence that, in John A. Ochoa’s words, have contributed to that which is “distinct” 

about Mexican nationalism and identity where “since failure is threaded throughout its 

national pillars—failure itself has achieved a monumental standing” (4). 

Over the last thirty years a handful of US Americanist scholars have been actively 

working to recover such a “monumental standing” for the American 1848 in historical 

narratives of the United States. Responding to the nationalist disciplinary chronologies 

built around the Civil War, which glossed the war with Mexico and the European 

revolutions of 1848 as secondary to that master narrative, scholars such as José David 

Saldívar, Shelley Streeby, Larry Reynolds, and Michael Rogin have called for a renewed 

understanding of the significance of the American 1848 to New England and US 

American nationalism.35 In American Sensations: Class, Empire, and the Production of 

Popular Culture (2002) Streeby argues for an equivalent significance of 1848 in the US, 

one based on the US rise to world power:  

                                                
35 Michael Rogin coined the phrase “the American 1848” in reference to Moby-Dick in 
his book Subversive Genealogy: The Politics and Art of Herman Melville (1983). 
Whereas Rogin and Larry Reynolds, in European Revolutions and the American Literary 

Renaissance (1988), recast the American 1848 as a significant moment in transatlantic 
US literary history, Chicano/a and Latino/a scholars had long considered 1848 as an 
important year. In a 2002 article in American Literary History, B.V. Olguín called the 
Texas-Mexican War of 1836 and the Mexican-American War from 1846 to 1848 
“touchstones for Mexican-American Studies” (83).  José David Saldívar, however, first 
framed the imperial significance of the US-Mexican War as especially pertinent to US 
literary history in Border Matters: Remapping American Cultural Studies (1997).   
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…far from being an isolated moment or an aberration, 1848 was a “watershed 
year” in the history of US empire, a year when the boost to US power in the world 
system provided by the US-Mexican War, combined with the distracting social 
upheavals in Europe, made the United States a major player in the battles for 
influence in and control of the Americas. (7-8)  
 

In this chapter I contribute to our interpretations of the significance of the American 1848 

in New England by contextualizing canonical US American nationalistic literary 

responses to the conflict with the voices of contemporaneous Mexican intellectuals.36  

This bi-national lens demonstrates the profoundly inter-related and asymmetrical 

correspondence between the United States and Mexican cultural histories—the governing 

insight of the comparative modes and methods in this dissertation. At a time when the 

United States arguably became “a major player” in the Americas, it was defining its sense 

of unity and destiny in dialogic relation to Mexico as other, as not unified and as destined 

to failure. These readings position US American triumphalism, pervasive in the US-

Mexican pro- and anti-war rhetoric, in dialectic tension with the rhetoric of failure in and 

                                                
36 Almost as a rhetorical aside, Levine asks in Dislocating Race and Nation, “at the 
moment in 1847 when the U.S. army occupied Mexico City, were the Mexican people 
able to see any rifts in what would have appeared as monolithic power?” He goes on to 
make his point that “as conflicted as that [US] nationalism may have been…the Mexican 
people would have had difficulties discerning such conflict” in the 1840s (124). To some 
extent this is certainly true and the opacity of US power contributed to the idealism with 
which many Mexican Liberals depicted and reacted to El Norte. During the occupation, 
however, many Mexican observers followed the political fall-out and contention with 
General Zachary Taylor that resulted in the conquering General Winifield Scott’s federal 
call to return to Washington D.C. (marveling at the federal control of the competing 
Generals’ bids for power). We might also read Mariano Otero’s essay, to which I will 
turn in this chapter, in response to the racist rhetoric of Anglo-America as a recognition 
of the contention over US nationalism. Furthermore, almost all Mexican commentators 
were well aware of the United States’ Southern-Northern sectionalism and the rifts over 
slavery per their intimate involvement in the issues of Texas annexation that led up to the 
war.  
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around Mexico’s national identity. In the following inter-textual juxtapositions I take up 

this notion of Mexico as a “false nation” in order to complicate the still prevalent liberal 

discourse about failed vs. successful nation-states.37 Specifically, how do the Mexican 

New World liberal intellectuals Carlos María Bustamante, Mariano Otero, and Luis de la 

Rosa use the negative labels of falsehood, failure, and defeat differently than in 

contemporaneous anti-war American jeremiads, which expressed many of the same terms 

in the United States?  How do Fuller’s, Douglass’s, and Thoreau’s rhetorics of national 

failure resonate with and differ from these contemporaneous Mexican texts?    

In 1848 the image of Mexico as a failed nation was a popular and well-known 

trope in the burgeoning mass media in the United States (e.g., dime novels, penny press, 

daily and weekly newspapers). Streeby describes the popular literature about the US-

Mexican War as a pivotal cultural genre, wherein “a heterogeneous assortment of people 

imagined themselves a nation, staging their unity against the imagined disunity of 

Mexico, which was repeatedly called a ‘false nation’ in the penny press” (ALH 2). From 

the perspective of Mexico City’s intellectuals and statesmen, however, the US American 

                                                
37 In January 2009 the United States news outlets picked up on a document entitled “Joint 
Operating Environment (JOE) 2008: Challenges and Implications for the Future Joint 
Force” produced by the United States Joint Forces Command based in Virginia. In the 
study military strategists suggested that over the next 35 years “two large and important 
states bear consideration for a rapid and sudden collapse: Pakistan and Mexico” 
(Command 36). Taken out of context, headlines and talk show pundits began to declare 
Mexico on the brink of imminent failure due to the on-going violence related to narcotics 
trafficking. By March, Hillary Clinton was forced to publicly rescind the Pentagon’s 
statement. Although the declaration of Mexico as a “failed state” was ultimately painted 
as a misreading of the highly futuristic Pentagon study, the evocative power of the phrase 
was felt on both sides of the border. The discourse of “failed states” and “failed nations” 
that I trace in its bi-national manifestations in 1848 continues to be resonant and 
influential in the US-Mexican relations of the 21st century.  
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press’s “imagined disunity of Mexico” was often experienced as quite real. In regards to 

slavery and abolitionism and growing class divisions in the United States’ growing cities, 

the specter of their own “nation, divided” was also very real for many US Americans in 

1848. As the Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo—that which marks 1848 as a watershed year 

in both national histories—further solidified the geopolitical imbalance of power between 

the supposed  “sister republics.”  Both Mexican and New England liberal intellectuals 

published pointed appeals for transnational solidarity based upon a sense of their own 

respective nations in crisis. 

My readings of Fuller’s, Douglass’s, and Thoreau’s anti-war US American 

Jeremiads, defined by their “inexhaustible (because self-generating) source of exultation 

through lament” according to Sacvan Bercovitch, are situated in conversation with 

contemporary Mexican articulations of imminent national failure (159).38 By focusing on 

                                                
38 In La Sombra de Ulises: Ensayos sobre intelectuales mexicanos y norteamericanos 
(1998), José Antonio Alguilar Rivera summarizes, from his perspective, the distinction 
between the jeremiad as a genre in both national traditions: “En la tradición intellectual 
mexicana no son bien vistas las jeremiadas…la moralina puritana es antitética a la 
exigencia política de lo possible. Estados Unidos es, por el contrario, la tierra de la 
jeremiada: …se lamentan…de no haber cumplido los objetivos morales asumidos. 
Melodrama aparte, me parece que los mexicanos podríamos aprender algo de este 
peculiar forma de flagelamiento” / “In the Mexican intellectual tradition the jeremiads are 
not seen in a good light…the Puritan morality is antithetical to the political exigency of 
the possible. The United States, on the contrary, is the land of the jeremiad: …they 
lament…not having realized the moral objectives they have assumed. Melodrama aside, 
it seems to me that we Mexicans might learn something from this peculiar form of 
flagellation” (9-10). I offer Alguilar Rivera’s commentary, not because I agree, but to 
illustrate an alternative, Mexican reading of the US American Jeremiad tradition. 
Ironically, in the context of his book’s call for increased conversation between US and 
Mexican intellectuals, he offers this analysis with no recognition of the influential 
Bercovitchian readings of the US American Jeremiad’s conformist, ideological work in 
US American culture.  
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their gestures towards a bi-national solidarity, mere gestures that they were, I complicate 

Bercovitch’s influential literary history of the US American Jeremiad as a genre that “has 

always restricted the ritual of consensus to a certain group within the culture” under the 

symbolic sign of “America” (160). I read in these American Jeremiads—here, both US 

and Mexican—transnational implications that fundamentally complicate our 

understanding and analysis of “America” as “the symbol of ideological consensus” in 

such strictly national terms.  

Furthermore, Bercovitch’s analysis of Fuller’s, Douglass’s, and Thoreau’s antiwar 

jeremiads has had a perhaps unintended effect in New Americanist and transnational US 

American scholarship. These examples of mid-nineteenth-century textual interventions in 

the name of a transnational solidarity have been consistently dismissed as inconsequential 

or as nothing more and nothing less than powerful literary props of a centrist US 

American ideology. This explains David Howard-Pitney’s reference to Douglass’s “War 

in Mexico” as an exclusively anti-slavery text with no mention of the Mexican conflict 

and its significance for Douglass.39 And in American Sensations Streeby briefly refers to 

Thoreau’s defense of Mexico in “Civil Disobedience” as the most well-known anti-war 

statement out of New England, but one that amounts to not much more than a bunch of 

“scattered sentences” (168). This is a surprising dismissal since in the revision process 

Thoreau conscientiously framed the Polk administration’s bellicose war with Mexico as 

the essay’s reason for having been written. “War with Mexico” and “Civil Disobedience” 

                                                
39 I return to Howard-Pitney’s article printed in the Fall 1986 issue of the American 

Quarterly in the section on Douglass’s “War in Mexico” and Mariano Otero’s essay.  
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are intentional anti-slavery, anti-imperial public witnesses that repeatedly recognize the 

sovereignty of Mexican citizens and the Mexican nation as the basis for ethical action—a 

basic assumption that many anti-imperialists like Emerson and Theodore Parker were not 

so likely to grant and one that I argue Thoreau and Douglass shared with Fuller.40 

I juxtapose these anti-war jeremiads by Fuller, Douglass and Thoreau with three 

of the canonical Mexican witnesses of the war—Carlos María Bustamante’s El Nuevo 

Bernal Díaz del Castillo, Mariano Otero’s “Consideraciones sobre la situación política y 

social de la república mexicana, en el año 1847,” and Luís de la Rosa’s Impresiones de 

un viaje de México a Washington.41 I have chosen to focus on these particular texts of the 

Mexican interlocutors insofar as in each text the author figures himself as a Mexican/new 

world intellectual self-consciously responding to other new world liberal intellectuals. 

The Mexican intellectuals claims of national crisis and gestures towards bi-national 

reconciliation through a liberal cosmopolitanism throw into high relief the geopolitical 

stakes of the New Englanders’ philosophical cosmopolitanism in response to the conflict.  

In her genealogy of the discourses of cosmopolitanism, “The Divided Legacies of 

Modernity,” Amanda Anderson describes cosmopolitanism as an analytic concept that 

                                                
40 Unlike those of many of their anti-imperialist peers, Thoreau’s, Douglass’s, and 
Fuller’s essays largely avoid the racialist assumptions and exclusively national 
distinctions that accompanied much anti-war, anti-imperialism rhetoric (although not 
completely devoid of them as in Thoreau’s remark about the barbarian Chinese and 
Malays in “Civil Disobedience”). 
41 One of the other well-known direct responses to the war is Lucas Alamán’s 
introduction to Historia de México. Brilliant in its own right, it approaches the outcome 
of the war from the perspective of the Mexican Conservatives, which is outside of the 
purview of my study. Given the circumstances of Mexico’s unstable government, 
emptied treasury, and the US army’s occupation of Mexico City, the production and 
publication of each of these texts are, in and of themselves, notable.  
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has “repeatedly emerged at times when the world has suddenly seemed to expand in 

inassimilable ways” (Cheah 272). Published between 1848 and 1850, the texts I analyze 

in this chapter reflect their authors’ immediate and geopolitically bifurcated literary 

responses to the US military occupation of Mexico City and the infamous terms of the 

Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo—a moment when the inassimilable racial hierarchies of the 

Americas collided with the unprecedented consummation of Anglo-America’s manifest 

destiny. I read the cosmopolitanisms that each author brings to bear as inter-related 

examples of the “vivid spectrum of diverse dialectics of detachment, displacement, and 

affiliation” that US and Mexican authors were simultaneously employing in order to re-

articulate and/or revise their liberal-national truisms in the new, postwar bi-national 

context (Cheah 274). Each author raises the specter of imminent national failure only to 

respond with a particular cosmopolitan strategy that might rescue the nation from its 

seemingly inevitable doom.   

Each section in this chapter is devoted to a bi-national juxtaposition that 

highlights an imagined transnational solidarity informed by the authors’ cosmopolitan 

positionality. By cosmopolitan positionality I refer to the host of specific strategies that 

each author made in order to imagine and persuasively argue for a bi-national affiliation 

in response to the bitter bi-national conflict and related national turmoil. Both Mexico 

City and New England new world liberal intellectuals understood the US invasion and 

the resultant ceding of a vast amount of Mexican territory as a devastating violation of 

new world liberalism’s emphasis on the functionality of the nation-state as a guarantor of 
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fundamental values.42 Tellingly, their various gestures towards a bi-national accord 

function more around a sense of national crisis in their home countries then a common 

vocabulary about what such a post-war bi-national reconciliation might actually look like.  

Fuller’s anti-war letters to the New York Tribune and Bustamante’s public screed 

against US military aggression and Santa Anna’s poor leadership draw upon a 

surprisingly resonant cosmopolitan affiliation of new world liberal intellectuals around 

their ideal “America.” Douglass and Otero both respond to the racial logic in the United 

States’ pro and anti-war rhetoric to intervene, albeit to quite different ends, in the 

construction of universal liberal values as inherently and exclusively Anglo-Saxon. 

Thoreau’s and de la Rosa’s narrators engage the already infamous ratification of the 

Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo to articulate alternative definitions of neighborliness in the 

context of the uneasy peace. Although each bi-national juxtaposition is centered around a 

different salient vocabulary that the particular texts hold in tension, the resonance and the 

dissonance that transverse their regional and national identities accrue across each staged 

reading. 

 

 

 

                                                
42 For the New England literati, “Polk’s War” (as many called it) was an explicit violation 
of northern New England’s interests and a threatening bid to extend the reach and the 
voting power of states that upheld chattel slavery in their economic and political systems. 
For Mexico City’s nascent Liberal faction, the war was both a call to arms and a call to 
reform; the devastation of the nation’s loss threatened the institutional and imaginative 
fabric of Mexico even as it served as a rallying cry for the urgency of their vision of 
liberal nationalism in Mexico. 
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“This is what makes my America” 

Carlos María de Bustamante and Margaret Fuller are not obvious interlocutors by 

any means. Bustamante was 74 years old in 1848, the year he died. Perhaps his longest-

lasting legacy are his vivid contributions, taken up by the Romantic Liberals of the next 

generation, to the “neoaztequismo” nationalism that identified nineteenth-century Mexico 

with the pre-conquest civilizations of the Aztecs (as documented by Spaniard Catholic 

historians). In this vein, Bustamante titled his final publication El Nuevo Bernal Díaz del 

Castillo, ó sea historia de la invasion de los Anglo-Americanos en México. Upon his 

death he likely believed that Mexico would be colonized and subjugated to the United 

States, just as “the nation” had been conquered by Spanish conquistadors in 1521. He 

died devastated by the fact that the United States government, that republican model he 

had admired and publicly lauded in his fight for Mexican independence from Spain, had 

turned on its principles and according to his dire predictions, would conquer and 

subjugate Mexico.43  

Margaret Fuller, on the other hand, was thirty-nine in 1848. She was living in 

Italy, having just given birth to her son with Italian revolutionary officer Ossoli, and 

                                                
43As we will see across these readings, the future of Mexico as a nation was very much 
up for grabs and under heavy debate in both the US and Mexican public spheres. Liberal 
Mexicans in the capital blamed General Santa Anna’s divisive and self-serving 
leadership, in addition to his shady treaty-dealings with the Republic of Texas in 1842 (a 
contributing cause of the US invasion). Conservatives blamed the Liberals and the 
supposed state of anarchy in postcolonial Mexico. To crudely sketch the post-war state of 
mind, Radical Liberals suspected a US protectorate was the nation’s only hope, 
Conservatives turned to a Spanish or European monarchy and Moderates often looked to 
France for possible protection and stability (a scenario that would lead to the French 
Intervention in 1861).  
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working sporadically as a foreign correspondent for the New York Tribune. From her 

perspective in Italy, steeped in the cause of Italian revolutionary Mazzini’s struggle for a 

nationalized Italian Republic, Fuller spoke out in her published letters against the 

“wicked War” with Mexico. She repeatedly juxtaposed the United States’ fall from grace 

with the holy destiny of the European national movements, where “ the same arguments 

in favor of the spoliation of Poland” echo the arguments in favor of “the conquest of 

Mexico” (The Essential Margaret Fuller 409). When the revolutionary movement 

disintegrated in the face of Napoleon’s French troops by the end of 1849, Fuller and 

Ossoli were stranded as political and societal fugitives forced by circumstance to return 

to Fuller’s home in New England. Fuller, Ossoli, and their child would drown in sight of 

the New York shore. Not unlike Bustamante, Fuller died in 1850 unconvinced of the 

vivacity of the republican, liberal idealism to which so much of her published work was 

devoted.44   

In this section I explore Bustamante’s and Fuller’s public declarations of national 

crisis and their gestures towards a US-Mexican bi-national solidarity based on their 

common but divergent new world liberal sympathies. Their different approaches to such 

bi-national empathy evolve out of their particular positionalities in regard to the symbolic 

and rhetorical meanings of “America” in 1848. Fuller’s transatlantic perspective and 

experiences in 1848 granted her a triangulated vantage point from which to see and to 

speak out against the US invasion of Mexican territory. The identity as a cosmopolitan 

                                                
44 This is a contested point, particularly because of the disjunction between her public and 
private letters from 1848 until 1850. I will account for this disjunction and my reading of 
it in the following pages. 
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patriot that she appropriates to do so ultimately aligns her textual interventions with 

Bustamante’s more than with those of Emerson or Thoreau.   

In one of her most quoted passages from her New York Tribune correspondence, 

dated April 19, 1848, Fuller famously expressed her modified US Americanism from the 

transatlantic vantage point of Italy’s beleaguered national movement. Although her 

attempts to shift the informing myths of the New England Way towards a socialist vision 

of redemption have been widely read as compromised by virtue of her insistence on a 

specifically US American destiny, I read her “translation” of the meanings of America as 

a conscientious adaptation of a binocular cross-cultural orientation like the one Emerson 

privately articulated to his brothers in 1831. 

My friends write to urge my return; they talk of our country as the land of the 
future. It is so, but that spirit which made it all it is of value in my eyes, which 
gave all of hope with which I can sympathize for that future, is more alive here at 
present than in America. My country is at present spoiled by prosperity, stupid 
with the lust of gain, soiled by crime in its willing perpetuation of slavery, shamed 
by an unjust war, noble sentiment much forgotten even by individuals, the aims of 
politicians selfish or petty, the literature frivolous and venal. In Europe, amid the 
teachings of adversity, a nobler spirit is struggling,—a spirit which cheers and 
animates mine. I hear earnest words of pure faith and love. I see deeds of 
brotherhood. This is what makes my America. (At Home and Abroad 326-327) 
 

For her readers at the New York Tribune Fuller insists on keeping “one eye a patriot” and 

the other “an emigrant” (Emerson Letters Vol. 1 338). By claiming her credentials as a 

patriot, as a believer in the United States as “the land of the future,” she can then build a 

rhetorical bridge to a fundamental and, at the time, threatening modification as an 

“emigrant”: the US American identity and destiny is not grounded in New England’s 

liberal cultural norms, but rather, a political and philosophical solidarity based in a 
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cosmopolitan identity that bridges regional, linguistic, racial, national and cultural 

identities.45  

 In Ann Douglass’s words in The Feminization of American Culture (1977), Fuller 

“passionately redeemed the legacy of the founding fathers by translating it in terms of the 

socialism which had become her creed” (285). Whereas in The American Jeremiad 

(1978) Bercovitch reads this act of translation as a feedback loop wherein Fuller’s 

radicalism was grounded in the ultimately vapid “slogan of continuing revolution,” I read 

her binocular orientation as a feedback system wherein she seeks to do what, at the time, 

must have felt impossible. She positioned herself as both American and Un-American 

within the symbolic order of her “home-time” in New England. In her efforts to claim the 

legitimacy of her voice in the US press, she figured herself in her public and private 

letters as a US American abroad whose unique positionality granted her a special status, 

one that might earn her return passage into the strict, socially conservative society of 

greater Boston as a white woman dubiously married to a dark-skinned Italian Roman 

Catholic and mother of a son whose birth was shrouded in suspicion.  

                                                
45 In August 1849, Fuller asked her readers to evaluate and then act on their relationship 
to their fellow spiritual-Americans, i.e., Italians across the ocean: “Do you owe no tithe to 
Heaven for the privileges it has showered on you, for whose achievement so many here 
suffer and perish daily?” She then goes on to concretize the means of solidarity available 
to readers in the United States—“send money, send cheer” and “acknowledge as the 
legitimate leaders and rulers those men who represent the people” (Essential 433). In 
another 1849 dispatch she even translates her US American rhetoric into Italian, “Send, 
dear America! to thy ambassadors a talisman precious beyond all that boasted gold of 
California. Let it loose his tongue to cry, ‘Long live the Republic, and may God bless the 
cause of the people, the brotherhood of nations and of men,—equality of rights for all.’ 
Viva America!” (At Home and Abroad 387). 
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By placing herself as a patriot-emigrant informant she does not intend to tell the 

“New Englander what he wants to know,” however, but rather expresses hopes to shift 

the shared definitions of “America” from New England provincialism to a transnational 

vision that is grounded in a new world ideology of liberal progress and legalized 

egalitarianism. Fuller draws upon a branch of cosmopolitan liberalism that informed 

many nationalist movements and that in Europe (and soon enough in Mexico) would take 

on a sociological, if not socialist, focus—the universality of Kant’s categorical imperative 

could be directly tied to the potential for prosperity in every individual and in every 

nation and ensured by a legal social contract founded on democratic ideals.46 It is from 

this understanding of a new world (vs. New England) solidarity that Bustamante 

expresses a sense of personal betrayal by the US invasion of Mexico and its complete 

disregard for Mexico’s earnest if fractured independence movement. 

On the title page of his book Bustamante quotes a biblical verse from 

“Apocalipsis” (“Book of Revelation” in English): “Escribe lo que ves” / “Write what you 

                                                
46 I do not mean to suggest that such an imagined New World liberal solidarity was 
somehow more revolutionary or more democratic or more subversive than the New 
England/American manifestation. In their anti-Catholic approach to individual and 
national faith, Fuller, Mazzini, and the Italian Republicans, for example, were often blind 
to the “depth of the need for Europe’s…poor for the traditional patriarchal hierarchies 
and religious symbols that lent meaning to their hard lives” (Murray 343). Rather, across 
the extent of this dissertation I hope to demonstrate that the New World/American 
symbolic order was available to a host of transnational ideological interpretations. 
Fuller’s life history and the publications in the last two years of her life represent a 
unique, and ultimately poignant, example of a nineteenth-century Anglo-American New 
England woman’s attempt to “go transnational.”  
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see.” 47 Positioning himself as an eye-witness in the services of future historians, in the 

opening pages of El Nuevo Bernal Díaz del Castillo, ó sea historia de la invasion de los 

Anglo-Americanos en México, Bustmante makes a direct appeal to the “ciudadanos 

americanos” in the United States based upon the potential for, and even loss of, an 

assumed commonality in democratic principles. He couches his revision of the United 

States’ official version of the boundary disputes between Texas and Mexico in the form 

of several rhetorical questions: “Yo quiero que francamente digais, ciudadanos 

americanos, ¿si…encontrais algo que echar en cara á México?” / “I would like you to 

frankly say, American citizens, if…you find something to throw in the face of Mexico? 

(4); “Podreais negar esto, ciudadanos americanos, si no estais ciegos, no confesareis que 

México ha sufrido cual ninguna otra nacion?” / “Can you deny this, American citizens, if 

you are not blind, would you not confess that Mexico has suffered as no other nation?” 

(10); and finally, “quiero ahora que juzguis estos sucesos con un corazón mexicano y 

confeseis: ¿quién ha sido el país agresor?” / “I would like you to now judge, with a 

Mexican heart, and confess: who has been the aggressor country?” (11).48 Bustamante 

makes a personal appeal to “ciudadanos americanos” (suggesting to them that the only 

                                                
47 Bustamante’s epigraph also sums up Margaret Fuller’s personal and professional 
argument to her readers in greater New England, the reason why they should continue to 
read her in spite of the infamy associated with her name by 1849—an eyewitness and/or a 
foreign correspondent.  
48 Even the title of the book is, in part, directed at northern US American readers. As Juan 
Carlos Léon puts it in the “Prologue” to the 1994 printing, “el título mismo …sugiere un 
símil…que puso en entredicho la vision misma que sobre los norteamericanos se tenia 
como defensores de la libertad” / “the title…suggests a simile…that puts into doubt the 
image that North Americans had of themselves as defenders of liberty” (XLI). The 
Anglo-American “invaders” are the new conquistadors betraying Mexico’s independent 
and native sovereignty as it mythologically originated from the Aztec “nation.”  
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reason they were invited into Texas in the first place was because of the laudable 

democratic orientation from whence they came) to place themselves in the Mexican’s 

shoes. He invites a binocular, cosmopolitan empathy where the US American citizen, 

self-identified as such, might “judge” with a “Mexican heart.” 

Although Fuller does not ask her readers to judge with an Italian heart, she 

attempts to modify her readers’ understanding of the meaning of America—a 

transformation that she embodies and that she invites her readers to realize through 

empathetic reading and political actions. But, we must ask, does this transatlantic 

identification extend to a gesture towards a specifically 1848 bi-national solidarity 

between the US and Mexico? Fuller does not focus on the Mexican republican cause 

directly, as articulated by Bustamante and others, but in her dispatches to the United 

States Fuller does make it clear that she considers the US war with Mexico “unjust” and 

antithetical to the moral history within which she locates her “America.” Mexican 

liberalism is an always implicit, triangulated third term given her involvement in the 

Italian revolutionary movement and the simultaneous US invasion of Mexico. In her 

annual New Year’s Day letter to Tribune readers in January 1848, Fuller turns to one of 

her favored metaphors, the American eagle, now transformed into a vulture:  

Yet, O Eagle! whose early flight showed this clear sight of the sun, how often 
dost thou near the ground, how show the vulture in these later days! Thou wert to 
be the advance-guard of humanity, the herald of all progress; how often hast thou 
betrayed this high commission! Fain would the tongue in clear, triumphant 
accents draw example from thy story, to encourage the hearts of those who almost 
faint and die beneath the old oppressions. (At Home and Abroad 254) 
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Fuller laments that she cannot simply herald the American Way when the hypocrisy of 

the US American claims to a transcendent and all-encompassing destiny are so starkly 

betrayed by the perpetuation of slavery and the US invasion of Mexico. 

I listen to the same arguments against the emancipation of Italy, that are used 
against the emancipation of our blacks; the same arguments in favor of the 
spoliation of Poland, as for the conquest of Mexico. I find the cause of tyranny 
and wrong everywhere the same,—and lo! my country! the darkest offender, 
because with the least excuse; forsworn to the high calling with which she was 
called; no champion of the rights of men, but a robber and a jailer; the scourge hid 
behind her banner; her eyes fixed, not on the stars, but on the possessions of other 
men. (At Home and Abroad 255) 

 
In this earlier letter in 1848 Fuller has not yet begun to construct her argument for her 

public legitimacy in New England (as it is not certain that she will return to the United 

States). Instead of this later strategy that as a “patriot” with an “emigrant’s” eye-witness 

experience she has access to truths that must be heard, she writes in the close of her letter, 

“I do not know what I have written; I have merely yielded to my feelings in thinking of 

America; but something of true love must be in these lines. Receive them kindly, my 

friends; it is, of itself, some merit for printed words to be sincere” (At Home and Abroad 

256).   

 It is perhaps no coincidence that here, in 1848, she echoes an argument for an 

intellectual, bi-national US-Mexican empathy that she articulated in the first of her 

annual New Year’s letters for the Tribune in 1845. Responding to Manuel Crescencio 

García Rejón’s “The Mexican Manifesto Against the Annexation of Texas,” the Mexican 

diplomat’s refutation of the United States argument for annexation published in the 

December 28, 1844 issue of the Tribune, Fuller suggested that:  
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among the manifestos of the day it is impossible not to respect that of the 
Mexican Minister for the manly indignation with which he has uttered truths, 
however deep our mortification at hearing them…here is one where an occasion 
being afforded by the unutterable folly of the corresponding party, a Minister 
speaks the truth as it lies in his mind, directly and plainly, as man speaks to man. 
His statement will command the sympathy of the civilized world. (Margaret 

Fuller, Critic 15-16)  
 
The discourse of diplomacy, once known “as another name for intrigue,” becomes in the 

hands of Rejón’s manifesto a refreshingly frank intervention in the domestic debate over 

the annexation of Texas. 49 In 1848, struggling to assert and to make sense of her own 

voice as a foreign correspondent to her “home” in the United States, Fuller makes the 

same argument for the value of her sincere observations, “however deep our mortification 

at hearing them” (Margaret Fuller, Critic 16).   

 Although Fuller’s rare citation of a Mexican interlocutor pales in comparison to 

the awareness of and response to New England liberal intellectuals by Mexico City 

interlocutors, her public citation of “the Mexican” who “makes his gloss on the page of 

American honor” demonstrates the extent to which Fuller’s articulation of a transatlantic 

solidarity in 1848 and 1849, ideologically and sympathetically at least, also includes her 

Mexican contemporaries (16).  

In the above-quoted 1845 “New Year’s Day” publication, Fuller betrays what we 

might understand as her own ongoing, evolving internal struggle between her insights as 

a distinctly New England vs. a cosmopolitan new world liberal intellectual.  

                                                
49 Originally from the Yucatan, Manuel Crescencio García Rejón was appointed 
Secretary of State by then President Santa Anna for a total of four months in 1844. 
Considered a precursor to the liberal faction I study here, he served in several 
government positions, published in the newspapers, and was active in the Masonic lodges 
of Mexico City. He died in 1849.  
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We cannot lightly be discouraged or alarmed as to the destiny of our Country. The 
whole history of its discovery and early progress indicates too clearly the 
purposes of Heaven with regard to it. Could we relinquish the thought that it was 
destined for the scene of a new and illustrious act in the great drama, the Past 
would be inexplicable, no less than the Future without hope. (16)  
 

Already, in 1845, Fuller sounds like one tempted “to relinquish the thought.” By 1848, I 

read her refusal to do so as both a strategic rhetorical move to legitimize her public voice 

as a “patriot-emigrant” observer and as an ongoing personal struggle with the native, 

provincial perspective of a New Englander (the personal stakes of which she poignantly 

articulates here).50  

Fuller’s disappointment in the United States’ fidelity to its founding myth as the 

model of liberal democracy echoes Bustamante’s dire disappointment in what seemed to 

be to him the end of Mexico’s independence aspirations—Bustamante’s eagle of the 

Mexican Republic dies with him. He left these final words in his posthumously published 

Diario Histórico de México, penned in October 1848: “actum est de República. Acabóse 

la República mexicana y se han hecho inútiles mis esfuerzos y padecimientos, para 

crearla, conservarla y hacerla feliz” / “actum est de República. The Mexican Republic has 

ended and my efforts and sufferings to create it, to preserve it, and to make it thrive have 

been rendered useless (xxxvii). Read together, Fuller’s and Bustamante’s laments of 

                                                
50 Fuller indeed refused to relinquish her hope in the nationalist narrative of the United 
States’ destiny as the inevitable realization of liberal nationalism’s promise. From her 
binocular (and unique) position as a New England revolutionary steeped in the political 
causes and social milieu of “the Old World,” Fuller insisted that while “the spirit” of her 
“America” is more alive in Italy “the spirit of our fathers…lies hid beneath the ashes” (At 

Home and Abroad 327). In the face of the crises of the American 1848 for the US liberal 
nationalist vision, it seems that Fuller’s US American eagle might still transform itself 
into the phoenix of Roman legend. 
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national crisis interrupt and complicate mutually intertwined nationalistic narratives of 

imperial success in the United States and national failure in Mexico, inviting us to read 

different articulations of national crisis and national prowess as two sides of the same 

coin. They both identified themselves as partisans of a specifically “American” or new 

world cosmopolitan liberalism, and in so doing articulated the American 1848 as a shared 

failure to realize a new world liberal dream.  

 

 “todo corazón bien formado” 

Mariano Otero concludes “Consideraciones sobre la situación política y social de 

la república mexicana, en el año 1847” by verbalizing the same fear shared by 

Bustamante and many of Mexico’s governing elite in Mexico City: “si hemos de 

continuar, en fin, con nuestros acostumbrados pronunciamientos…esa verdad sera, que 

no podremos marcharnos solo como nación, y que necesitaremos, a lo menos por algunos 

años, el apoyo o la intervención armada de alguna nación extraña” / “if we must continue 

with our customary pronunciamientos…the truth will be, that we are not able to move 

forward as a nation alone, and that we will need, at least for a few years, the support or 

the armed intervention of some foreign nation” (Vega Vera II 799). 51 Otero’s reference 

to “our customary pronunciamientos” is a warning to his fellow statesmen that the quick 

                                                
51 Signed by multiple authors but understood to be predominately written by moderate 
Liberal Mariano Otero, “Consideraciónes” is a penetrating analysis of the causes for 
Mexico’s widely proclaimed failures in the face of US territorial expansion. The essay is 
commonly attributed to Otero exclusively, but Escalante Gonzalbo suggests that he likely 
shared authorship with a more anti-clerical and scathing writer. For the purposes of 
clarity and in the interest of his historical affiliation with the text, I refer to Otero as the 
author in the following readings.   
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succession of rival governments and coups (one of the causes of Mexico’s inability to 

mount a defense in its interior) will be the final blow to an already fractured nation. If 

Mexico City’s letrados reach that point, Otero speculates, the only question left would be 

whether the United States, “por sus principios democráticos” / “for its democratic 

principals,” or a European monarchy might best serve Mexico’s interests (799).52 In light 

of the US military occupation of their capital, Otero’s threat must have rung in his 

readers’ ears a bit more loudly than Douglass’s cry of certain doom in his 

contemporaneous anti-war jeremiad, “War with Mexico.”  

Published in 1848 in his abolitionist newspaper, The North Star, Douglass’s 

editorial engages the rhetoric of divine justice to prophetically warn of the inevitable 

“downward career” of a US America that had truly lost its moral compass and to urge his 

readers to “unite at once” and “save” the country (295).53 Douglass strikes an ominous 

tone in regard to the imminent failure of the United States as a nation in order to argue for 

the direct action to aid the “sister republic”: “Let the press, the pulpit, the church, the 

people at large, unite at once; and let petitions flood the halls of Congress by the million, 

asking for instant recall of our forces from Mexico. This may not save us, but it is our 

only hope” (295-296). Although Douglass’s predictions of national doom would prove 

                                                
52 Throughout 1847, breaking rank with other moderate Liberals who were in favor of a 
settlement with the United States, Otero was actually an outspoken opponent to the 
uneasy peace with the United States and the territorial concessions demanded by the US 
government.  
53 Frederick Douglass founded The North Star as an abolitionist paper in December 1847 
in Rochester, NY. Its motto reads: "Right is of no Sex - Truth is of no Color - God is the 
Father of us all, and we are all brethren" (295). It was circulated to more than 4,000 
readers in the United States, Europe, and the West Indies. 
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accurate within a decade’s time upon the outbreak of the Union-Confederate Civil War, 

Otero’s and Douglass’s threats of imminent national failure were far from synonymous in 

1848. Douglass’s metaphorical, or spiritual, warning was a most material reality for 

Otero and his fellow Mexican liberal nationalists. I read their transnational American 

Jeremiads, both written in response to Anglo-America’s racist liberal models, within the 

framework of this discrepancy.54   

Douglass’s exposé of the war’s racialist logic and the violence it underwrote uses 

imagery that evokes a cosmopolitan or transnational humanism, a sort of precursor to 

today’s discourse of human rights. Otero’s essay confronts the same rhetoric of Anglo-

Saxon superiority in order to argue for a more cosmopolitan structural view of nation-

states, where Mexico’s national challenges are not perceived in terms of racial 

degeneracy but rather as universally compatible problems of human civilization 

articulated across diverse cultures and geographies. While Douglass concerns himself 

with the human toll of the war in Mexico, Otero focuses on the heath of the Mexican 

nation-state. The tensions and collusions between their discrepant interventions reveal the 

contours of each man’s geopolitical positionality in regard to their rhetoric of their nation 

in crisis and, more broadly, the racial politics of liberal nationalism.  

                                                
54 Here, and elsewhere, I have used the term “discrepant” in direct quotation of James 
Clifford’s term “discrepant cosmopolitanism” where “cosmopolitanisms manifest 
themselves in any instance of sustained intercultural exchange” as a result of “specific, 
often violent, histories of economic, political, and cultural interaction” (qtd. in Cheah 
273). Although the exchange between Otero and Douglass is not direct, I am suggesting 
that the US-Mexican War and the racialized language of liberal nationalism 
transnationally defined function as a sort of textual contact zone between the two cultural 
and political actors.   
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In the United States, the racialist logic behind the war was loud, clear, and bi-

partisan. Massachusetts, a Whig stronghold at the time, was most vocally opposed to the 

invasion and the terms of the treaty.55 Emerson, who publicly criticized “the political 

culture that supported the war,” is well-known for having recorded the ugly language 

broadly used to describe Mexico and Mexicans during and after the war: “The United 

States will conquer Mexico, but it will be as the man swallows arsenic, which brings him 

down in turn. Mexico will poison us” (Journals VII: 306). This excerpt can be read as a 

statement sympathetic to the widespread anti-imperialist Anglo-Saxonist fears of racial 

miscegenation and as a critique of the hypocrisy of the war under the banner of US 

American freedom—a combination that was all too common in anti-imperialist circles. 

Theodore Parker was an even more outspoken anti-war and anti-slavery activist, and his 

arguments for peace evoked an explicit racialist logic wherein the United States might 

eventually control the continent due to the “steady advance of a superior race…by being 

better than Mexico, wiser, humaner, more free, and manly” (Streeby 169-170). As we 

will see in the process of treaty ratification, to which I will turn in detail in the next 

section, Parker and Emerson are representative of dominant and influential fears that any 

appropriation of Mexican territory was economically and politically undesirable based on 

the Anglo-Saxonist marking of Mexicans as racially degenerate. 

                                                
55 Fuller, Douglass, and Thoreau respond to the New England “Conscience” Whigs’ 
definition of an anti-war stance, as much or more than they respond to the pro-war camp. 
Support for the war was divided along partisan and sectional lines, which explains why 
the Mexican War has been historically (and until recently, exclusively) categorized as a 
precursor of the United States’ Civil War. Most Democrats and the southern and western 
Whigs (known as the “Cotton” Whigs at the time) supported the war and the ultimate 
indemnity of Mexican territory as appropriate.   
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Otero explicitly framed “Consideraciones sobre la situación política y social de la 

república mexicana, en el año 1847” as a rational contradiction to the racialist logic of 

such “hombres ligeros” / “flighty men” who “en algunos periódicos extranjeros, se 

califique al pueblo mexicano como un pueblo afeminado, y como una raza degenerada, 

que no ha sabido gobernarse ni defenderse” / “in some foreign newspapers, have 

categorized the Mexican people as an effeminate people, and as a degenerate race, that 

has not learned how to govern nor defend themselves” (Vega Vera II 765). After making 

this accusation, Otero then goes on to methodically and objectively parse the economic 

and political situation in Mexico that explains Mexico’s startling inability to defend itself 

against the US troops. Unlike the flighty men who had made such damning 

generalizations, Otero’s assessment of Mexico is disinterested, scientific, and factual. 

Mexico must be judged by an objective assessment of supposedly universal factors 

necessary to establish a prosperous civilization. Mexico is not effeminate or degenerate, 

but rather the heir to a particular colonial history and an indigenous population that has 

proven especially challenging.  

Otero’s builds his counter-argument (to the assertions of the flighty men in the 

United States who have found sympathetic ears in Mexico) based upon the insight that 

the economic, political, and social conditions of Mexico in 1847 derive from an “enorme 

desproporción” / “enormous disproportion” of wealth. The legacy of Spanish colonialism 

and the structure of Mexico’s economic society was Mexico’s downfall, not some 

inherent weakness in Mexicans, defined in terms of racialized and gendered slander. In 

his view, the fundamental cause of Mexico’s startling military losses was the instability 
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caused by the clergy, military, and government-bureaucracy’s constant threats to the 

personal wealth of the relatively few men of the “raza blanca y mixta” / “white and mixed 

race” who worked in agriculture, factories, mines, commerce, and the arts (766). These 

relative few felt no obligation to a nation-state apparatus that did not protect them or their 

property. Yet as the only potential able-bodied citizens in Otero’s Liberal scheme, they 

represented the only likely candidates for a cohesive nation of citizens. The majority of 

white and mixed race men, on the other hand, had dedicated themselves to the insidious 

or ineffective pursuits of the clergy, military, government-bureaucracy, law, and 

medicine, resulting in personal investments in Mexico’s political economy that were 

weak at best and corrupt at worst. In turn, Otero completely dismisses all indigenous 

peoples, who numbered in the majority of Mexico’s total population, as “una familia 

aparte de la raza blanca y mixta” / “a family apart from the white and mixed race,” and 

opines that three-quarters of the indigenous peoples “no les ha llegado tal vez la noticia 

de haberse hecho la independencia” / “perhaps have not heard the news of having become 

an independent nation” (767). Otero’s refutation of Anglo-American racism argues for an 

alternative definition of “whiteness,” one that still depends upon the racialized exclusion 

of Native American peoples and cultures from the nation.  

By focusing on the slogans and demagoguery of those same “flighty men,” 

Douglass also refutes the racial logic behind the war. Instead of offering an alternative 

logic based upon the boundaries of racial privilege, however, he appeals to a sense of 

moral clarity in the face of the racial hypocrisy generated by the war and by its uneasy 
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peace.56 Listing a number of the slogans that could be heard in the “general outcry” of 

“the people” caught in “the bewildering meshes” of “the office-seekers, demagogues, and 

political gamblers,” Douglass exposes “the present, cruel, and iniquitous war with our 

sister republic” as nothing less and nothing more than yet another expression of “Anglo 

Saxon cupidity and love of dominion” (292). The list makes the same point that Otero 

makes in Mexico: the racist rhetoric behind the war is hypocritical, irrational, and flighty. 

‘Vigorous prosecution of the war!’—‘Mexico must be humbled!’—‘Conquer a 
peace!’—Indemnity!’—‘War forced upon us!’—‘National honor!’—‘The whole 
of Mexico!’—‘Our destiny!’—‘This continent!’—‘Anglo Saxon blood!’—‘More 
territory!’—‘Free institutions!’—‘Our country!’  
 

Quoting Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar, Douglass warns, “it seems as though ‘justice has 

fled the brutish beasts, and men have lost their reason’” (293). 57  

In what almost seems to be an aside, Douglass then suggests that if “our fellow 

countrymen” “conquer” and “subdue” Mexico, the nation will be “reduced to a condition 

little better than that endured by the Saxons when vanquished by their Norman invaders” 

(295). As Streeby notes, “by identifying Mexicans with the freedom-loving Saxons to 

                                                
56 Although his critique of the racialist logic is more implicit than Otero’s, his argument 
is in many ways much more piercing. In her overview of the popular and “high culture” 
literary responses to the war, Streeby describes Douglass as going “further than any other 
U.S. commentator in condemning racial Anglo-Saxonism” (171).  
57 Douglass also identifies the religious justifications for the war as an “infernal” factor in 
this racialized and militarized version of national liberalism. He describes overhearing “a 
conversation between two persons of apparent gentility and intelligence” in which the 
“main argument in favor of the war was the meanness and wickedness of the Mexican 
people.” Douglass expresses outrage that the man “gave it as his solemn conviction, that 
the hand of the Lord was in the work! That the cup of Mexican iniquity was full; and that 
God was now making use of the Anglo Saxon race as a rod to chastise them!” Positioning 
himself as one among the man’s figuration of the “Anglo Saxon race,” Douglass 
exclaims, “We are, in the hands of the great God, a rod to chastise this rebellious people! 
What say our evangelical clergy to this blasphemy?” (295). 
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whom the expansionists often compared themselves, Douglass challenged the premise of 

racial Anglo-Saxonism that white Americans had a special talent for freedom” (172). It is 

in this challenge to the assumption that “white Americans” had a “special talent for 

freedom” that Otero and Douglass’s post-war interventions collude. They each draw upon 

a comparative history of civilizations to suggest that Mexico is, in fact, qualitatively no 

different than the United States, or the Saxons, or any other nation among nations. And 

although neither explicitly makes claims in such terms, the identity-formation of “white 

Americans” in the United States becomes their mutual, critical object.  

Otero’s terms of Western nationalism and of liberal property-ownership are the 

basis upon which he attempts to shift the transnational definition of whiteness-as-aptitude 

that he recognizes as a potential threat to the viability of the Mexican state. Arguing to 

turn the threat on its head, Otero lays out the basis for a bi-national solidarity between the 

minority “white and mixed race” of Mexico and the white Americans of the United States 

based upon this shared liberal political economy grounded in the fundamental definition 

of individuals as property owners in a contractual relationship to the state. This was no 

empty rhetorical gesture. With the signing of the Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo many 

Mexican landowners became members of the political economy of the United States—

and through a host of legal and extra-legal means most of them would lose their land and 

their ostensible right to vote. Otero appeals to a cosmopolitan elite audience, both within 

and beyond the borders of Mexico, in order to suggest that Mexicans were in the 

predicament they were in because of comparative economic truths and not inherent racial 
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inequalities. Therefore, mestizo Mexicans should be recognized not as equivalent to 

Indians, but as equivalent to whites, transnationally defined.  

According to Otero, the lack of a stable economic and political infrastructure 

could be explained in these comparative terms. It was a “causa suficiente para destruír, no 

ya sólo a la naciente república mexicana, sino para aniquilar a la nación más floreciente 

del mundo!” / “sufficient cause to destroy, not only the nascent Mexican Republic, but to 

annihilate the most flourishing nation in the world!” (768). If the Western European 

nations and the United States, “de donde hoy salen aquellas voces de desprecio” / “from 

where today those voices of contempt arise,” were faced with the same structural 

conditions that faced the Mexican liberal nationalists, they would be challenged by the 

same seemingly insurmountable instability. From this point of view, Mexico, “lejos de 

merecer el desprecio y la mofa de las demás naciones” / “far from meriting the disdain 

and mockery of the other nations,” deserves, at the very least, “las simpatías que todo 

corazón bien formado siente por aquel que sostiene una justa causa” / “the sympathies 

that every well-educated heart must feel towards anyone that supports a just cause” (766). 

Here a cosmopolitan ethic, discerned by “todo corazón bien formado,” demands a more 

just assessment of Mexico’s past and its future. By placing Mexico’s “failed state” in 

terms of comparative political economics Otero replaces the Anglo-Saxon’s “special 

talent for freedom” with that of the “white and mixed races” in Mexico.  

Upon the basis of this subtle replacement, Otero argues for a cosmopolitan 

sympathy and solidarity with Mexico’s “just cause.” In White Scourge: Mexicans, Blacks, 

and Whites in Texas Cotton Culture (1997), Neil Foley describes “whiteness” in the 
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context of US-Mexican contact zones as “not simply…the pinnacle of ethnoracial status 

but as the complex social and economic matrix wherein racial power and privilege were 

shared, not always equally, by those who were able to construct identities as Anglo-

Saxons, Nordics, Caucasians, or simply whites” (7). Some Mexicans in the borderlands 

were able to successfully transgress these “racialized boundaries” and forge “new 

identities in the racially charged borderlands between whiteness and blackness” (5). Just 

as Mexican-Americans struggled in the US-Mexican borderlands, Otero (albeit 

unsuccessfully in light of US-Mexican relations post-1848 and the US refusal to 

intervene in the 1861 French Intervention) sought to reorient these boundaries of shared 

racial privilege and power from his place in central Mexico.  

 In hindsight and from the perspective of dominant Anglo-Saxon racialist attitudes 

in the United States, Otero’s appeal to a rational bi-national affiliation based on classic 

liberal structures of individualism is both profoundly trenchant and startlingly innocent. 

On the one hand, Otero sees through the empty rhetoric behind the republican idealism 

that so occupied his predecessors like Bustamante. He systematically details the 

importance of the middle class structures and the liberal economic values that under-

girded the triumphant stability of New England liberal society. On the other hand, he 

grossly underestimates the racist catalogues of miscegenation and white privilege upon 

which that system was grounded. Of course, this miscalculation is less significant when 

we remember that Otero was writing for his liberal nationalist peers and not an actual bi-

national, bi-lingual audience of like-minded liberals. His reorientation of racial privilege 

and power are an internal, national response to the United States’ matrix of racial politics 
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that was increasingly pertinent if not applicable to the Mexican liberal project. In the 

shadow of the real possibility of a French monarchy or a US protectorate, Otero’s essay is 

an appeal to Mexican elites, members of the “white and mixed race” (that included 

indigenous statesmen such as Benito Juárez and Ignacio Manuel Altamirano) not to 

marginalize themselves.   

 Frederick Douglass’s “War with Mexico” also constructs a cosmopolitan appeal 

in defiance of the United States’ dominant racist rhetoric, but his is based on a 

transnational morality rather than a comparative political economy. The difference in the 

tenor and tone of the two essays highlights this central paradox within discourses of 

cosmopolitanism. Otero’s comparative and structural approach depends upon the 

“awkward elitism,” to use Amanda Anderson’s phrase, of class and race-based 

affiliations and access to power that cosmopolitanism connotes and even enables (Cheah 

268). Douglass’s transnational ethic, on the other hand, evokes the recognition of 

universal or essential human rights across diverse situations that a cosmopolitan morality 

characteristically demands—in direct tension with the inherent “awkward elitisms” and 

liberal imperialisms that often discount such ethical cosmopolitanisms as inherently 

compromised. I do not juxtapose these essays in order to judge one better or worse than 

the other, but rather to highlight the different but inter-related stakes of each author. 

While both essays employ cosmopolitan strategies to negotiate the terms of Anglo-

American dominance on the continent (and in Douglass’s case within and without the 

territorial boundaries of the United States), the stakes of each essay’s seeming 

universalism could not be more discrepant and more particular.  
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Douglass loudly condemns the popular support of the war, from which “no part of 

the country can claim entire exemption from its evils,” by painting a dire and 

apocalyptical picture of the nation’s future based on “sins” perpetrated outside of the 

nation’s borders. 

The taste of human blood and the smell of powder seem to have extinguished the 
senses, seared the conscience, and subverted the reason of the people to a degree 
that may well induce the gloomy apprehension that our nation has fully entered on 
her downward career, and yielded herself up to the revolting idea of battle and 
blood. “Fire and sword,” are now the choice of our young republic. The loss of 
thousands of her own men, and the slaughter of tens of thousands of the sons and 
daughters of Mexico, have rather given edge than dullness to our appetite for fiery 
conflict and plunder. (293)  
 

Here Douglass assumes the garb of the Puritan/American Jeremiah to evoke bi-national 

sympathy for the violence, injury, and disproportionate deaths of Mexicans caused by the 

war.58 Unlike Fuller’s philosophical and historical idealism and Thoreau’s “sort of blood 

shed when the conscience is wounded,” Douglass’s antiwar witness concretely testified to 

the bodily and violent consequences of the nation’s “wicked career” whose “road be 

ditched with human blood, and paved with human skulls” (295). Douglass’s description 

                                                
58 Although Bercovitch reads Douglass’s US American Jeremiad rhetoric as an example 
of the extent to which the American Way can co-opt its own internal dissenters, “War 
with Mexico” is also a searing example of that which scholars of African-American 
literature such as David Howard-Pitney have labeled the Black Jeremiad (Howard-Pitney 
484). In an article published in the American Quarterly in 1986, Howard-Pitney modifies 
Bercovitch’s emphasis on the social control element of the genre in order to recognize the 
interplay between radicalism and respectability in the Black Jeremiad as practiced by 
Douglass, W. E. B. Du Bois, and Martin Luther King. In his reading Douglass’s Black 
Jeremiad’s remained with acceptable limits, but always at the far edge, always re-
orienting itself to disorient the boundary between respectability and radicalism. Just as 
Howard-Piney modifies Bercovitch’s analysis, in part based on Douglass’s geopolitical 
position as a racialized voice in the New England Anglo-American public sphere, I 
suggest here that Douglass’s perspective also moved him to push the boundaries of 
national affiliation and identity.  
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of the bloody violence of the conflict echoed many of the first-person accounts of the 

battlefield in Mexico. Many soldiers, many of whom were recent immigrants from 

Ireland and Eastern Europe, became disillusioned with the war as they witnessed first-

hand the result of the inhumane logic and suspect reasons behind it—stealing, sacking of 

cathedrals and historic buildings, the battlefield slaughter of out gunned child-soldiers, 

rape. Douglass’s rhetoric evokes the bombardment of Veracruz in particular. 

General Winifield Scott’s Army of Occupation approached Veracruz by sea in 

March of 1847. Instead of attacking the fortress San Juan de Ulloa (also a prison where 

many Mexican Liberals would spend various amounts of time over the next several 

decades), Scott’s troops surrounded the city from behind and cut off the city’s exits and 

its access to supplies. For thirty-six hours Scott bombarded the old city, which was full of 

many civilians with no possibility of escape. He refused all diplomatic requests that the 

women and children and noncombatants be allowed to leave on the basis that he would 

make no concessions without complete surrender. All told, the US Army of Occupation 

pitched sixty-seven hundred shells into the old city. Sixty-seven US American soldiers 

were killed or wounded and one thousand to fifteen hundred Mexicans died in the 

onslaught.59 The civilian deaths of the battle became a rallying cry for Mexicans and anti-

war US American alike, and Douglass also connects the increasing anti-war outrage to 

the violence and death perpetuated upon the bodies of black slaves.  

                                                
59 Militarily successful, even described as brilliant, the bombardment was declaimed in 
the international press as a moral disgrace. These specific facts, well documented on both 
sides of the border, are taken from The Course of Mexican History by Michael C. Meyer 
and William L. Sherman (349-350).  
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Just as Otero reads the transnational, transatlantic rhetoric of Anglo-Saxon 

superiority in terms relevant to the Mexican liberal nationalist project, Douglass places 

the moral injustice of the death of Mexican people in terms that directly related to his 

experience of and investment in the liberal nationalism of the United States and the on-

going perpetuation of chattel slavery. Although he does not spell out the analogy, 

Douglass refers to President Polk as “our slaveholding president” whose administration is 

characterized by a “settled determination” to “perpetuate enslavement of the colored 

people of this country” and “to prosecute the war…to the infernal consummation” (294). 

By repeatedly insisting on the reality and the humanity of every Mexican body that fell in 

the path of the US military and the Washington D.C. political machine, in direct defiance 

of “Anglo-Saxon cupidity and love of dominion,” Douglass is also insisting on the reality 

and humanity of the bodies of African slaves who were also subject to multiple levels of 

institutional and physical violence.60  

Otero, on the other hand, briefly alludes to the “bombardeo” of Veracruz as an 

exception of military bravado to the otherwise defenseless state in which the United 

States found Mexico, making no mention of the massive civilian deaths and destruction 

to the old city. Although he does invoke the notion of a common “human species”—

                                                
60 For example, in comparison to Thoreau’s figuration of “wooden soldiers” in “Civil 
Disobedience,” Douglass’s similar metaphor of the soldiers as “man-killing machines” 
bodies forth Mexican bodies. Douglass also refers to the soldiers as “hired assassins,” an 
oversimplification and diminishment of the soldier’s autonomy. Streeby contextualizes 
this phrase in terms of the public debate in New England about the poor and working-
class: “Although Douglass’s emphasis on the degraded nature of the recruits stops short 
of explicitly linking that degradation to lower-class status, other war opponents more 
readily blamed poor and working-class men for much of the prowar sentiment” (173).   
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expressing his desire that “desaparecerán esos errores que oímos aún en boca de personas 

ilustradas, atribuyendo a especialidades de la raza mexicana defectos que son comunes a 

la especia humana” / “the errors that we still hear from the mouths of enlightened people 

will disappear, in so far as they attribute as unique characteristics of the Mexican race 

those defects which are common to the human species” (765)—Otero works to limit and 

safely define the Mexican body as industrious and as specifically “white and mixed.”  

Otero’s appeal to a cosmopolitan ethic based on an identification of an exclusive 

propertied class as the future leaders of Mexico is directed at Mexico’s liberal intellectual 

elite in direct response to the sense of national crisis occasioned by the invasion of the 

United States to the drumbeat of racist slander. Douglass’s cosmopolitan ethic, on the 

other hand, is directed to the New England elite in the hopes of drawing a visceral 

connection between the anti-war sentiment and the slavery question. These different 

rhetorical tactics, both couched in fearful claims of national crisis, demonstrate a very 

different understanding of the stakes of Anglo-Saxon dominance within the discourse of 

liberal nationalism on the continent. Whereas Otero’s transnational counter-argument to 

the Anglo-Saxonist “hombres ligeros” of the United States appeals to the “well-educated” 

hearts of a cosmopolitan elite, Douglass evokes the triumphalist destiny of Anglo-

America as model nation in order to reorient the patriotism of his readers towards a 

transnational function of empathy and mutual identification. 
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 “As good neighbors”  

Arguably, each of these texts might be read as a different articulation of the bi-

national “concord, harmony, and mutual confidence” to which the Treaty of Guadalupe-

Hidalgo all but facetiously alluded to in 1848. As opposed to the fractured but sincere 

gestures of individuals like Bustamante, Fuller, Otero, and Douglass, the preamble of the 

treaty reads as blatant international farce, as an infamous example of what Fuller called 

international diplomacy: “another name for intrigue” (Margaret Fuller, Critic 16).61  

The United States of America and the United Mexican States animated by a 
sincere desire to put an end to the calamities of the war which unhappily exists 
between the two Republics and to establish Upon a solid basis relations of peace 
and friendship, which shall confer reciprocal benefits upon the citizens of both, 
and assure the concord, harmony, and mutual confidence wherein the two people 
should live, as good neighbors have for that purpose appointed their respective 
plenipotentiaries…. 
 
Los Estados Unidos Mexicanos y los Estados Unidos de América, animados de un 
sincero deseo de poner término á las calamidades de la guerra que 
desgraciadamente existe entre ambas repúblicas, y de establecer sobre báses 
sólidas relaciones de paz y buena amistad, que procuren recíprocas ventajas á los 
ciudadanos de uno y otro pais, y afianzen la Concordia, armonia, y mútua 
seguridad en que deben vivir, como buenos vecinos, los dos pueblos han 
nombrados á este efecto sus respectivos plenitpotenciarios….62 

 

                                                
61 Signed in February 1848, the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo ceded to the United States 
55% of Mexico’s territory in return for a sum of money roughly equivalent to a year’s 
worth of Mexico’s annual budget (Meyer 351). It extended the boundaries of the United 
States by over 525,000 square miles to the South and Southwest in what Frederick 
Douglass would call “our blood-bought possessions” (109). 
62 The “American Memory” site within the Library of Congress online materials includes 
an excellent digital copy of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, in addition to several other 
significant historical resources from the “Mexican War” as it is called on the site 
(http://www.loc.gov/rr/program/bib/mexicanwar/). The grammar and accents are from the 
Library of Congress’s online transcript of the ratified treaty. The emphasis on the 
language, “as good neighbors,” is mine.   
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In this last inter-textual juxtaposition within the American 1848, I read Thoreau’s 

emphasis on structures of neighborliness as civic duty in “Civil Disobedience” as a 

distinctly New England-placed response to the vapidity in the language of the ostensible 

peace ratified by the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. I juxtapose his imaginative gesture 

towards bi-national solidarity with José de la Rosa’s Impresiones de un viaje de México a 

Washington, published with W.G. Stewart’s press in New York City in 1849.63 De la 

Rosa’s slender travel narrative situates Thoreau’s gesture towards bi-national solidarity in 

“Civil Disobedience” in conversation with the bi-national sensibility of a Mexican new 

world liberal intellectual who was deeply invested in the shared futures of the two nation-

states.  

My reading of the two essays turns upon the authors’ almost mirror-image textual 

interventions in the national/local relationships between the citizen and the nation-state. 

Whereas “Civil Disobedience” disrupts the Massachusetts citizen’s ostensible over-

identification with the state through an appeal to a cosmopolitan ethic that included 

Mexican citizens, de la Rosa’s Impresiones sought to inspire the ostensible Mexican 

                                                
63 Ignacio Altamirano makes note of de la Rosa’s book in a brief review of travel 
volumes by Mexican authors in which he misnames the author: “Don Luís de la Rosa, 
que tenía cualidades para cultivar el estilo descriptivo, no las desplegó en su pálida y 
breve narración de viaje a los Estados Unidos” / “Don Luís de la Rosa, who had the 
qualities to develop a descriptive style, did not display them in this pale and short 
narration of travel to the United States.” Emmanuel Carballo, editor of the 2002 
publication of de la Rosa’s book, suggests that Altamirano disparaged it because he was 
never able to forgive de la Rosa for “haya sido el cerebro del convenio de paz de 
Guadalupe Hidalgo firmado con los invasores norteamericanos” / “having been the brain 
behind the peace treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo signed by the North American invaders” 
(viii). I have not been able to confirm de la Rosa’s status as the “brain” behind the peace 
treaty, but I agree with Carballo’s assessment that this slender volume has much to offer 
in the way of descriptive and literary style. 
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citizen’s under-identification with the state by way of a comparable and inter-related 

political geography of the United States.  

 In “Civil Disobedience” Thoreau argues that the citizens of Massachusetts are 

obligated by their professed principles of individual sovereignty and liberty to act out 

against a war that was initiated in the people’s name by the Polk administration in 

violation of Mexico as a sovereign nation. The citizens of Massachusetts are further 

obligated to take action because the war of conquest is an explicit bid to extend the 

representation and therefore voting power of slave states in the United States, further 

violating the individual sovereignty of African-American slaves. Thoreau figures this 

particular relationship of “good” citizenship in solidarity with others as that of a “good 

neighbor,” where individual rights are not authorized by the nation-state but rather 

affiliated across the deeply entrenched nineteenth-century boundaries of race and nation 

(652). The state does not pre-date citizens, but rather citizens authorize the various 

manifestations of government and statehood: “The character in the American people has 

done all that has been accomplished [i.e. “keep the country free,” “settle the West” and 

“educate”]; and it would have done somewhat more, if the government had not 

sometimes got in the way” (636). Thoreau charges that Massachusetts citizens have 

become “subjects” rather than “men” and that they have “cultivate[d] a respect for the 

law” instead of “the right” (637). The Massachusetts citizen’s rampant over-identification 

with the state not only threatens Thoreau’s hyper-individualism (that self-reliant man 

who supposedly “settled the West”), it obscures the transnational and personalized ethics 

of the citizen-neighbor.  
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Thus, the definitional relationality of Thoreau’s citizen-neighbor functions in 

unresolved tension with the primordial independence and individuality for which his US 

American prose has been widely read. In The American Jeremiad Bercovitch describes 

Thoreau as the author “par excellence” of US “American laissez-faire individualism” 

where tensions such as this play out as the US American Jeremiad “ritual form” (187-

188). According to Bercovitch, Thoreau’s appeal to a spiritual and symbolic American 

destiny located in the West and in tension with the US American profit-driven reality 

“preempts” his otherwise challenge to New England society through a ritualistic 

communitas or transnational humanism (189). In the specific context of the Treaty of 

Guadalupe Hidalgo and in juxtaposition to de la Rosa’s contemporaneous negotiations of 

similar themes, I read this tension in Thoreau’s essay as much more disruptive of 

dominant New England moral code and political quietism than Bercovitch’s reading 

allows.64 

Thoreau explicitly includes the fugitive slave, the Mexican prisoner of war, the 

Indian, the tax collector, and all of the townspeople in Concord as his citizen-neighbors. 

The idealized citizen-neighbor in “Civil Disobedience” does not make choices, take 

                                                
64 In her chapter about Thoreau’s essay “Civil Disobedience” in Through Other 

Continents (2006), Wai Chee Dimock reads Thoreau as a locally-situated global citizen-
reader. Citing Michael Walzer in Toward a Global Civil Society (1995), Dimock suggests 
that civil society “must be another place” from the nation-state and the institutional 
apparatus that supports that nation-state. Global civil society, in her reading, is an 
associative as opposed to territorial place that extends endlessly inward to the subnational 
and endlessly outward to the transnational. Dimock’s figuration of Thoreau’s 
cosmopolitanism owes much to Appiah’s formulation of “rooted” or “partial” or 
“patriotic” cosmopolitanism, although her reading of “Civil Disobedience” does not 
explore this inherent and fruitful tension between the national and the sub/trans-national. 
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action, and relate to others as one of many citizens of the state, but rather as a neighbor of 

fellow citizens. Thoreau suggests that the state is not just a “brute force, but partly a 

human force,” one that is based on neighbor-to-neighbor relationships that can only be 

reckoned with directly as neighbor-to-neighbor(s): “I please myself with imagining a 

State at last which can afford to be just to all men, and to treat the individual with respect 

as a neighbor” (659). Neighborliness, as dramatized in Thoreau’s local relationships in 

“Civil Disobedience,” but also as evoked in the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, bespeaks a 

relationship between citizens that, in fact, both includes and supersedes national 

citizenship and identity.   

José de la Rosa’s travel narrative is also deeply invested in the ideal and the act of 

good neighborliness, on both a national and personal level. Appointed as the 

plenipotentiary and extraordinary delegate to the United States, in October 1848 de la 

Rosa journeyed north to Washington D.C. in what amounted to an involuntary, 

diplomatic exile for an unspecified amount of time.65 It was an ignoble appointment, 

perhaps assigned to distance him from the Mexican Liberals who hoped to evade any 

responsibility for the terms of the treaty by laying the blame for the territorial loss 

                                                
65 Many Mexican statesmen traveled to the United States with explicit intentions to 
observe and published their observations. For example, Manuel Payno visited New York 
City and Philadelphia to study the US penitentiary system, officially, and to report on the 
annexation of Texas and the political climate, unofficially, at the bequest of President 
Herrera in 1845. Payno published several articles about his trip and he wrote a 
posthumously published travel narrative. “La mirada en el espejo. El viaje de Manuel 
Payno a los Estados Unidos (1845)” by Ana Rosa Suárez Argüello recounts his travels 
and the context of his publications. Guillermo Prieto did the same in 1877. His travel 
narrative is the subject of Chapter Four.  
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exclusively on Santa Anna’s poor leadership.66 De la Rosa was the Mexican 

representative to the Protocol of Querétero amendment to the treaty, which not 

incidentally marked the official consummation of the treaty’s failure as a document with 

any intention to promote and facilitate peace between the neighboring nations (and quite 

literally, the “new” neighbors in places such as California Alta where US Americans 

were already rushing in search of gold).   

Signed two months after the original treaty had been negotiated, the Protocol of 

Querétero qualified the US Congress’s suspect amendments to the original text. The first 

article addressed the US congressional vote to strike Article X of the treaty, which had 

guaranteed all land grants awarded by Mexican and Spanish governments in the newly 

acquired territories. The Protocol suggested that the land grants would still be honored 

pursuant to Mexican law. The second article explained the US congressional changes of 

the wording of Article IX of the treaty, which altered the stipulation for US citizens from 

an “as soon as possible” timeline to the vague stipulation that Mexicans living in acquired 

territory would be granted citizen upon request “at the proper time (to be judged of by the 

                                                
66 De la Rosa had offered the principal address at the Independence Day celebrations in 
Mexico City in September 1846. Over the course of his career he served as a Ministro de 
Estado in various roles, as a local senator in Zacatecas (his natal city), as a senator to the 
Congreso General Constituyente in 1856 (the year in which he died), a candidate for the 
presidency, and a frequent contributor to the Liberal newspaper, Siglo XIX. In addition to 
Impresiones, he wrote “Utilidad de la literatura en México” for El Ateneo Mexicano 
(1844-1846?) and a small volume of what we might now call prose-poems entitled 
Miscelánea de estudios descriptivos (published in 1848: I have not yet been able to locate 
a copy). 
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Congress of the United States).”67 The Protocol stated that the Mexicans would be 

protected and guaranteed rights pursuant to previous negotiations under the Louisiana 

Purchase. The United States government later explicitly ignored the Protocol on the 

grounds that the US representatives over-reached their authority in agreeing to it. De la 

Rosa had unwittingly signed his name to what would amount to a blind diplomatic excuse 

to elide the already threatened rights of the northern Mexican to his land and to a vote in 

(ostensibly at least) his new government.  

In spite of the inauspicious process and terms of the treaty and the pervasive racist 

rhetoric of the “hombre ligeros,” however, de la Rosa’s commitment to the tenor of the 

Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo is apparent in his prose (although he never directly 

mentions the reason for his diplomatic visit). In long, descriptive passages of the Mexican 

and US American landscape from his riverboat, de la Rosa translates the rhetoric of 

reconciliation into relatively innocuous but uncanny palimpsests of the two national 

territories. It is a weird mixture of romanticized, universal sublime emotion and clear-cut 

delineations of national ownership and title. The stunning mountains surrounding Mexico 

City are first and foremost Mexican and the breath-taking mountains of Virginia are 

above all, North American. The Mississippi river is beautiful, but not as beautiful as the 

                                                
67 The final text of Article IX reads: “The Mexicans who, in the territories aforesaid, shall 
not preserve the character of citizens of the Mexican Republic, conformably with what is 
stipulated in the preceding article, shall be incorporated into the Union of the United 
States and be admitted at the proper time (to be judged of by the Congress of the United 
States) to the enjoyment of all the rights of citizens of the United States, according to the 
principles of the Constitution; and in the mean time, shall be maintained and protected in 
the free enjoyment of their liberty and property, and secured in the free exercise of their 
religion without restriction.” 
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Xalapa river of Veracruz, Mexico. Even the limits of the ocean are nationalized in his 

border-crossing narrative. At a moment when the territorial boundaries of the two nations 

had been re-drawn on a massive scale—when Mexican mountain ranges, rivers, deserts, 

and peoples had suddenly been named US American—de la Rosa repeatedly reminds his 

readers of the distinction.  

De la Rosa promises his readers, figured as his friends back home, that “sin duda 

que esta viaje les proporcionará muchos deleites y conocimientos muy importantes para 

los progresos de la civilización en México” / “without a doubt this journey will provide 

them with much knowledge and many delights that are important for the progress of 

civilization in Mexico” (3). He draws boundary lines on every page of the text, along 

every segment of his journey, in order to articulate, in the immediate wake of the violent 

war, the possibility for renewed bi-national cooperation between the liberal-minded 

governing elite of both countries. His cosmopolitan appreciation of strange lands and 

beauty as he travels by river (always from afar, always in transit) offers him the safe and 

liminal space in which to imagine a mutually respectful relationship between the 

neighbor nation-states and their governing elite.68  

Almost finished with his journey, this bi-national attention to territorial details 

and geographical compatibilities leads him to offer his own bi-national American 

                                                
68 A narrative strategy of humility allows him to safely insert these opinions about the 
deeply shared past and futures of the neighbor republics. Claiming to have studied “sin 
cesar este país de actividad, de movimiento y vida” / “incessantly this country of activity, 
of movement and life,” de la Rosa suggests that he is far from knowing it well and he will 
leave any serious book about the United States to “profundos estadistas y grandes 
escritores” / “profound statesmen and great writers.” 
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Jeremiad of sorts. Passing by Mount Vernon on “Day 24” of the journey north along the 

Potomac River, de la Rosa takes note of stately buildings on the Washington estate which 

“han traído a mi memoria el nombre de Hidalgo, caudillo de la independencia de mi 

patria, y cuyo destino ha sido tan diverso del de George Washington…” / “have brought 

to my memory the name of Hidalgo, the independence leader of my homeland, and 

whose destiny has been so different from that of George Washington” (82). The 

stateliness of Mount Vernon brought to mind the stark contrast between Washington’s 

Revolutionary War and Hidalgo’s Independence movement, which ended with Hidalgo’s 

head publicly displayed on a pike, the first of Mexico’s “crushing defeats.” De la Rosa 

then goes on to suggest that the future vitality or destruction of US American and 

Mexican independence is mutually assured.  

Si México por sus disensiones hace inútil el holocausto de su magnánimo 
caudillo; si los Estados Unidos por un sentimiento de ambición y por falsas ideas 
de gloria olvidan las lecciones de moderación y de virtud que les dejó 
recomendadas su ilustre fundador, entonces estos dos pueblos se habrán 
extraviado…. (84) 
  
If Mexico, because of its divisions, renders useless the holocaust of its 
magnanimous leader; if the United States, because of its ambition and false ideas 
of glory forgets the lessons of moderation and virtue left by its illustrious founder, 
then these two countries will be lost.69  

                                                
69 In The American Jeremiad, Bercovitch alludes to Hidalgo and Mexican Independence 
as exemplary of New England’s exceptionality: “Nor is it accidental, finally, that while 
France and Latin America degenerated into factional pandemoniums, the American 
republic generated a conformist spirit that foreign observers termed as ‘a tyranny of the 
majority’” (154). The verbs themselves—degenerated vs. generated—are exemplary of 
an all too easy, too simplified dichotomy between the linguistic and regional new world 
liberalisms. Bercovitch suggests that Hidalgo’s and Bolivar’s “rhetoric of liberal 
democracy” contributed to the collapse of their revolutions because, unlike in the US 
American Republic, “the people” was not limited to the “middle class majority” (153-
154). De la Rosa’s reading of the “dissents” that destroyed Hidalgo and the Mexican 
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De la Rosa, like Bustamante, Otero and many of his Mexican Liberal peers, did not 

hesitate to employ the rhetoric of America’s republican, democratic destiny both as it had 

been applied specifically to the United States as model nation and as it applied to a new 

world liberal order on the continent. Thoreau also ventured into the rhetoric of mutually-

assured moral destruction. Just as “if I have unjustly wrested a plank from a drowning 

man, I must restore it to him though I drown myself,” “this people must cease to hold 

slaves, and to make war on Mexico, though it cost them their existence as a people” (639-

640).  But how are the stakes of that failure different for de la Rosa and Thoreau? How 

might we best understand their secular narratives of imminent national and moral failure 

in terms specific to their geopolitical positionality?  

The lynchpin of difference revolves around de la Rosa and Thoreau’s very 

different relationships to their interventions in the asymmetrically fraught relationships 

between the pueblo and the patria. Whereas Thoreau writes to “separate himself from the 

state logic,” his Mexican Liberals contemporaries, like Otero and de la Rosa explicitly 

sought to articulate and create (out of thin air) just such a morally entrenched “state 

logic” in their own speeches and published tracts (Escalante Gonzalbo 192). In fact, 

Thoreau’s articulation of bi-national neighborliness actually undermines de la Rosa’s 

vision of the sister republics joined together “for the forward march of civilization in 

                                                                                                                                            
Independence movement does not so much contradict Bercovitch’s generalization as it 
complicates it. The distinction between the US American and Mexican Independence 
goes much deeper than Hidalgo’s vs. Washington’s or Jefferson’s rhetoric, and the two 
national movements are related more by an oppositional compatibility than a comparative 
relationship of historical exceptionality (that might suggest one is generative where the 
other degenerative). 
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Mexico.” Rather than contractual allegiance and obedience to law, “Civil Disobedience 

articulates an alternative relationship between the individual citizen and the State, one 

based on “rightness” and “a true respect for the individual” (659). The dictum at the heart 

of his essay turns on a central moral code: “Action from principle — the perception and 

the performance of right — changes things and relations; it is essentially revolutionary, 

and does not consist wholly with anything which was” (643). He writes, “It costs me less 

in every sense to incur the penalty of disobedience to the State than it would to obey” 

(649). De la Rosa, on the other hand, is invested in establishing the aesthetic conditions, 

as closely linked to the political conditions, for appreciation and obedience to the 

authority of both nation-states.  

Fernando Escalante Gonzalbo’s explanation in Ciudadanos Imaginarios of the 

moral code behind Mexico’s political problems in the nineteenth century sheds light on 

de la Rosa’s (and Otero’s) approach even as it echoes and complicates Thoreau’s insights 

into the relationship between the individual and the state in “Civil Disobedience.” 

Escalante Gonzalbo suggests that the forms of identity and authority that established 

order in nineteenth-century Mexico’s societies and institutions were at odds with the 

moral structures of behavior (and its attendant forms of authority and identity) that 

necessarily linked a citizen’s behavior and the authority of a republican, individualistic 

State. This “falta de correspondencia entre la moral pública y el aparato estatal” / “lack of 

correspondence between the public morality and the state apparatus” perpetually 

frustrated the Mexican Liberal effort to establish a stable republican government based on 

(the perception of) the popular sovereignty of the ostensible citizen (52).  
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The reality was not that the Mexicans would not behave like ideal “citizens,” or 

that Mexico was over-run with corruption and disorder, but rather that the behavior of 

Mexicans and the native peoples living in proclaimed Mexican territory (including 

Liberal and Conservatives statesmen, clergy, soldiers, landowners, campesinos, 

indigenas, and merchants) operated under a different concept of identity, authority, and 

morality.  

…cuando un official desierta o traiciona, cuando un funcionario roba fondos 
públicos, cuando un elector vende su voto, cuando un juez falsea un proceso, se 
separan de la lógica estatal, de las exigencies morales el aparato juridico porque 
no está comprometida su identidad con el proyecto del Estado. (192-193) 
 
…when an official deserts or betrays, when a government functionary steals 
public funds, when a voter sells his vote, when a judge falsifies legal process,  
they separate themselves from the state logic, from the moral exigencies of the 
judicial apparatus because their identity is not engaged with the project of the 
State.  

 
Whereas “Civil Disobedience” is a specific appeal to interrupt the “moral exigencies” of 

the State in the name of cosmopolitan liberal values (i.e. neighborliness), de la Rosa’s 

travel narrative is an aesthetic articulation of the moral exigency of the project of the 

State—both the United States and Mexico—in the name of an as yet unrealized 

cosmopolitan liberal history, i.e. the march of civilizations.  

Both de la Rosa and Thoreau, however, articulated interventions that were always 

circumscribed as deferred ideals. Mexican new world liberal intellectuals struggled with 

the lack of functioning public moral code that was at odds with their vision and later, 

their mandate. De la Rosa idealized, even as he missed, the significance of the US 

American public morality and associated identity that underwrote the political authority 
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of the State and therefore the invasion of Mexico City by Polk’s presidential mandate. 

Thoreau, on the other hand, sought to undermine the authority of his militarist nation-

state, but any oppositional or alternative relationship between the citizen as neighbor and 

the state as neighbor remained an invisible imaginative gesture in the final lines of  “Civil 

Disobedience”: “A State which bore this kind of fruit, and suffered it to drop off as fast as 

it ripened, would prepare the way for a still more perfect and glorious State, which also I 

have imagined, but not yet anywhere seen” (650). Playing on the biblical, spiritual and 

political connotations of the word, Thoreau’s “more perfect and glorious State” 

ultimately is just as imaginary and invisible as de la Rosa’s.   

By way of these asymmetrical abstractions, Thoreau’s and de la Rosa’s gestures 

towards bi-national solidarity double back as mere gestures toward bi-national 

neighborliness. Their articulations of bi-national solidarity remain nothing more (and 

nothing less) than their own reflexive reactions to their felt national crisis. This doubling 

back is most poignantly apparent in the textual distancing and displacements that each 

narrator enacts in the name of bi-national neighborliness dependent upon their differently 

defined ideal states. De la Rosa and his family journeyed by carriage, boat, steamboat, 

and train through war-torn Mexico and up through the rivers of the United States South. 

From the banks of Montgomery, Alabama, de la Rosa observed, “En esta república, 

mientras un viajero extranjero está contemplando la naturaleza o admirando las bellas 

perspectivas, la mayor parte de los nativos del país están haciendo dollars” / “In this 

republic, while a foreign traveler is contemplating nature and admiring the beautiful 
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views, most of the natives are making dollars” (63). De la Rosa has an aesthetic purchase 

on the new lands because he is a foreigner.  

Embedded within “Civil Disobedience,” the narrator-Thoreau also figures himself 

as a foreigner when during his one night in prison his thoughts “travel” to a far country 

and he leaves the county jail a stranger to his neighbors in Concord, Massachusetts.  

It was like traveling into a far country, such as I had never expected to behold, 
to lie there for one night. It seemed to me that I never had heard the town-
clock strike before, nor the evening sounds of the village, for we slept with the 
windows open, which were on the inside of the grating. It was to see my 
native village in the light of the Middle Ages, and our Concord was turned 
into a Rhine stream, and visions of knights and castles passed before me. They 
were the voices of old burghers that I heard in the streets. I was an involuntary 
spectator and auditor of whatever was done and said in the kitchen of the 
adjacent village-inn,—a wholly new and rare experience for me. It was a 
closer view of my native town. I was fairly inside of it. I never had seen its 
institutions before…. I began to comprehend what its inhabitants were about” 
(652).  

 
The “perception and performance of right” suddenly demands a second sight, a second 

sight that effectively shifts the citizen-reader’s attention from the contested Mexican 

territories to an internal battleground between right and wrong action. Thoreau steps out 

of the prison a binocular observer as Emerson described to his brothers in Puerto Rico 

and a binocular informant as Fuller projected to her New England readers. As opposed to 

de la Rosa’s actual journey north, Thoreau imagines himself a visitor in a foreign land 

and displaces his narrator spatially and temporally to a medieval village. Old Europe, 

with her knights and castles, displaces both the New England village of Concord and 

Mexico.  
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 This imaginative distancing results in a profound disassociation from the sounds 

and citizens of home. In the morning, when Thoreau walks out of the village prison, he 

sees his “good neighbors and friends” anew as “a distinct race from me by their 

prejudices and superstitions, as the Chinamen and Malays are” (653). Thoreau’s 

proscription for a new kind of citizen and state, a neighborly citizen and a neighborly 

state, ultimately leaves him with a feeling of distance and disappointment with the 

“commoners” of his town.  

 

Failed States 

Like Thoreau’s “more perfect and glorious state,” this chapter is a twenty-first 

century consummation of a conversation that was imagined but never realized in post -

1848 New England and Mexico. The multi-authored collection Apuntes para la historia 

de la guerra entre méxico y los estados unidos, published in 1848 and one of the most 

widely quoted histories of the war in Mexican histories and textbooks, evokes the kinds 

of tentative cross-cultural affiliation I have described in this chapter. Singling out by 

name those whom they recognized as mutually ineffectual allies, the authors of Apuntes 

stated:  

Entre los ciudadanos mismos de la nación que nos ha hecho la guerra, ha sobrado 
quienes defiendan la causa de la República Mexicana; y esos imparciales 
defensores no han sido hombres oscuros, sino personajes muy distinguidos. 
México ha contado con el auxilio, ineficaz por desgracia, pero generoso e 
ilustrado, de un Clay, de un Adams, de un Webster, de un Gallatin; es decir con el 
de las notabilidades mas apreciadas por sus virtudes, por sus talentos, por sus 
servicios. (Alcaraz ix, emphasis mine). 
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Amongst the citizens of the same nation that has made war with us, many have 
risen to defend the cause of the Republic of Mexico; and these impartial defenders 
have not been nameless, but distinguished persons. Mexico has had the help, 
ineffectual unfortunately, but generous and enlightened, of a Clay, of a Adams, of 
a Webster, of a Gallatin; that is to say with the help of notable men most 
appreciated for their virtues, for their talents, for their services.  

 
Henry Clay, John Quincy Adams, Daniel Webster, and Albert Gallatin were US 

Congressmen in 1847 and the leading political leaders of the Whig party—representative 

of, in particular, the New England faction known as the “Conscience” Whigs. Although 

all were vocal opponents to the war, all but John Quincy Adams consistently voted to 

support the war with funds and arms.70 The Apuntes authors evoke their names in a 

strategic bid for affiliation that reads as a back-handed compliment.  

By virtue of the US Americans’ vocal and (supposedly) “impartial” opposition to 

the war these men were representative of the best of their nation. Like the Apuntes 

authors (implicitly the most enlightened of Mexico’s statesmen), however, the best of the 

United States’ citizens had also been defeated by the war.71 Like them, these US 

congressmen were also ineffectual and unfortunate. Here, the Mexican intellectuals were 

naming an ideological, implicitly political and class-valued affiliation across the 

conflicted, newly demarcated national borders—a transnational, imagined solidarity that 

                                                
70 Their anti-war speeches were published in newspapers across the country. For 
example, Albert Gallatin, who was a Jeffersonian democrat originally from Geneva, 
published a pamphlet entitled “Peace with Mexico” (1847) for which he was labeled in 
the penny press as the “Mexican democrat” and as an “alien.”  
71 Each chapter in Apuntes was written and then collectively edited by the men who 
would later write several of the most widely published novels, essays, and poems of 
Mexico’s nineteenth-century literature, including Guillermo Prieto, Ignacio Ramírez, and 
Manuel Payno. Almost all future supporters of Benito Júarez, the authors and editors 
eventually led the Liberal party’s turbulent political, economic, and military reforms of 
the nineteenth century. 
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purposefully distanced them from the corrupt and misled national leaders to be blamed 

for the war.72 The US-Mexican War might be read as representative of not just national 

failure, but a bi-national failure to realize shared liberal ideals. 

Apuntes embodies this sense of failure and the associated American aspirations of 

the new world intellectual elite in Mexico City. It was published as a commodity to be 

traded amongst the literary elite of Mexico's capital, an urban literary elite whose 

cosmopolitanism was clearly in play in both their various gestures towards bi-national 

accord and their sense of national crisis in their home country. Funded privately by the 

editors and published a mere seven months after the signing of the Treaty of Guadalupe-

Hidalgo, the text is extravagantly packaged. Marbled paper lines both sides of the 

binding, color lithographs of famous generals and statesman are distributed throughout 

the text, and each major section includes a fold-out map of the battlefield and troop 

movements. Like Bustamante’s, Otero’s, and de la Rosa’s texts, the presentation of 

Apuntes suggests a long-sighted, upper-class intervention in the political fallout after the 

withdrawal of US troops. A gift book that, in some sense, never arrived.73  

                                                
72 The first pair of illustrations renders the interwoven and inescapable corruption of the 
contemporaneous governments of both Washington D.C. and Mexico City explicit. The 
two national government leaders are figured as back-to-back images: President Santa 
Anna, best-known in the U.S. as the autocratic leader who savagely attacked the Alamo, 
and President Polk, rarely remembered in any list of memorable US presidents by US 
citizens although infamous in Mexican history. 
73 The authors’ aspirations to a wider audience are explicitly stated in references to an 
enlightened reader and “el mundo civilizado” / “the civilized world” which, at least 
temporarily, must have included the US army officer who translated it into English for 
US publication two years later under the title, The Other Side. The translation is available 
to read in the rare books collection of the Benson Latin American library at the 
University of Texas and a handful of other locations around the United States and 
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Given the ongoing lack of sustained cultural contact and communication between 

New England and Mexico City—as opposed to political, economic, and military 

collaboration—these texts continue to bespeak the failures that they initially articulated. 

All three of the above anti-war witnesses from New England—Fuller, Douglass, and 

Thoreau—gestured towards a US-Mexican bi-national solidarity across the conflict and 

violence through imaginative gestures that were not realized and were ineffectual in 

establishing what Ignacio Ramirez would two decades later imagine as an “an intellectual 

cataclysm” between the two regions and cultures. In Failure in Mexican Literature and 

Identity, which I quoted in the opening pages of this chapter, John A. Ochoa describes 

failure as “a fissure, a crack that at once defines and reveals weakness and threatens the 

larger structure.” When we read failures as fault lines “they afford the opportunity of 

laying bare the seams, the unseen continuities of form and of history” (5). Re-reading 

through inter-textual juxtaposition, we can begin to see an “unseen” continuity across the 

new world liberalisms of New England and Mexico City. We must reevaluate our 

assumptions of the imaginary of the American jeremiad as specifically a US American, 

Protestant obsession, seeing the genre as available to a host of cosmopolitan and 

transnational interpretations. In the hands of Douglass, Fuller, and Thoreau, for example, 

the cosmopolitan implications actively disrupt the US American recuperative nationalism 

and triumphalism for which their essays have been commonly read.  

                                                                                                                                            
Mexico. Arguably, its translation suggests that someone heard this Mexican version of 
the war. In the context of the bi-national gestures I have outlined here, it would require 
more research to ascertain who actually read it. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

“Americanícese Usted” / “Americanize Yourself”: 

Ralph Waldo Emerson and Ignacio Ramírez 

 

 
In 1865 Ignacio Ramírez—the man his peers proclaimed to be the “Voltaire of 

Mexico” and one of the most outspoken of his Liberal political faction in Mexico City—

lanced a polemical transatlantic manifesto from the trenches of an insurgent fight against 

the French occupation of Mexico. His letter was reprinted in Spanish-language papers in 

Spain, New York, throughout Mexico, and across the Americas.74 Responding to Emilio 

Castelar—Spanish Republican politician, acclaimed essayist, and future President of the 

short-lived First Spanish Republic—the essay parsed Castelar’s public scolding of 

Mexico and the Spanish American nations for rejecting the gifts that the Spanish empire 

had supposedly left behind. Castelar wrote: 

Renegáis, americanos, de esta nación generosa que tantos timbres tiene en su 
historia, tantas prendas en su carácter, tantos fulgures en su civilización. Renegáis 
de ese país, el único que supo leer en la frente de Colón el enigma de vuestra 
existencia. Renegaías de este país que ha fundado vuestros puertos, que ha erigido 
vuestros templos, que os ha dado su sangre, que ha difundido su alma en vuestra 
alma, que os ha enseñado a hablar la más hermosa, la más sonora de las lenguas, y 
que por civilizar al Nuevo Mundo se desangró, se enflaqueció, como Roma por 
civilizar el antiguo! (II: 382) 
 
Americanos, you reject that generous nation that has left so many tones ringing in 
your history, so many sparks in your nature, so many lights in your civilization. 
You reject that country, the only one that knew how to read the enigma of your 
existence in Christopher Columbus’s brow. You reject this country that has 

                                                
74 The article was first printed in 1865 in Ramírez’s anti-French newspaper La 

Insurrección. Over the course of the next three years it was reprinted in La Estrella de 

Occidente de Ures of Spain, several Spanish-language newspapers in New York City, 
and El Semanario Ilustrado of Mexico City on October 2, 1868 (according to the reprint 
in El Semanario Ilustrado).  
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founded your ports, erected your cathedrals, that has given you its blood, that has 
issued its soul in your soul, that has taught you the most beautiful, the most 
sonorous of all languages, and that for the cause of civilizing the New World, has 
bloodied itself, weakened itself, like Rome did to civilize the pagan world.  

 
Castelar’s language hits all the high notes of the colonial rhetoric that 19th century new 

world liberal intellectuals from New England and Mexico City felt themselves to be re-

orienting and re-imagining to different national, postcolonial and neocolonial ends.75 

Ramírez’s response points out to Castelar—well-known in Spain and in the 

colonies as a champion of democracy, liberal individualism, and the abolition of 

slavery—that he is belittled in the Spanish press as “el don Quijote del progreso” / “the 

Don Quijote of progress.” Castelar’s real paisanos, Ramírez argues, are not the 

Spaniards, but the americanos who are struggling to make his professed ideals a reality in 

the “New World.” Ramírez, then, invites Castelar to switch sides: “se trata de 

confundirnos en uno, tanto cuesta ir a Espana que venir de ella; americanícese usted 

senor Castelar.” / “it is a matter of merging ourselves as one, it costs as much to go to 

Spain as it does to arrive from her; Americanize yourself, senor Castelar”  (II: 386). His 

invitation “to Americanize” is a provocation, a satirical but powerful wordplay on the 

symbolic geography of America as the New World that Castelar himself evoked.   

In his open letter, Ramírez highlights the double-edged promise of Castelar’s 

Euro-centric New World narrative, reminding him that the march of civilization that he 

                                                
75 Political Conservatives, Ramírez’s “rival” letrados in the almost century-long bid for 
the political futures of Mexico, would have agreed with Castelar. By 1865, the year 
Ramírez published his response, many Conservatives (and moderate Liberals) believed 
that Mexico’s only hope as a modern nation lay in France’s hands. Ramírez, a Puro or 
Pure Liberal, engages Castelar in this transatlantic sparring of words during the War of 
the French Intervention from his outpost as a guerrilla journalist in Sonora.  
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says began in Rome and led to the rise of the European empires will culminate in the 

American nations. Ramírez’s punch line implies that progressive intellectuals, from a 

host of national and ethnic identifications, might overcome the bloody history of colonial 

violence if they can affirm a commonality grounded in shared democratic ideals. And, 

perhaps surprisingly, he includes the United States in this pan-American progressive 

vision.76 By 1848 Ramírez was an outspoken public historian of the United States-

Mexican War as a war of aggression, and, like Mariano Otero, he was vocally opposed to 

the peace accords that culminated in the Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo.77 As a perceptive 

critic of the United States’ individualist structures of society, voracious capitalism, and 

imperial violence in the 1840s and 1850s, by the 1860s Ramírez began to argue for 

strategic, pointed, and mutual bi-national cultural and political cooperation that, like 

many of his proposed national reforms, never materialized.78 Re-read today (in 

translation), Ramírez’s invitation to join this ideal “one” American brotherhood—as new 

                                                
76 Twisting Castelar’s list of civilization’s virtues, Ramírez offers Castelar an alternative 
geography upon which to locate the “truer” virtues of a civilization for the future: “…el 
triunfo en los Estados Unidos será para la humanidad; el triunfo en México para la 
independencia y el progreso; el triunfo en Perú para la justicia: en nombre de la justicia, 
de la independencia, del progreso, de la humanidad, de la gloria, venga usted, amigo 
nuestro….” / “…the triumph in the United States will be for humanity; the triumph in 
Mexico for independence and progress, the triumph in Peru for justice: in the name of 
justice, independence, progress, humanity, and glory, come, our friend…” (II: 386). 
77 Like Bustamante, Otero, and de la Rosa, Ramírez admired the seemingly orderly 
republicanism of the northern neighbor nation and in times of crisis strategically sought 
to align Mexico with the United States’ economic wealth and political clout. As I have 
discussed in more detail in Chapter One, whereas Conservatives and Moderates looked to 
Spain and France, the Liberals in Mexico looked to the United States as the model nation 
in which to judge Mexico’s always imminent failure. 
78 To read some of his critiques of United States nationalism and culture, see “San 
Francisco de California, enero 1º. De 1864.” and “Los Mormones” (1877) in Cartas a 

Fidel (Obras Completas Vol. III).  
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world liberal intellectuals—both echoes and disorients the nationalist and imperial 

discourse of a US American progressive destiny that has become so familiar and central 

to US American literary histories of the mid-to late-nineteenth century. I read Ramírez’s 

cultural nationalism and progressive version of new world liberalism in juxtaposition 

with one of his ostensible new world liberal intellectuals, Ralph Waldo Emerson, and 

Emerson’s now infamous preoccupation with the destiny of the New World in New 

England.  

Ramírez’s invitation, translated to English, returns an uncanny, uneven echo in 

our twenty-first-century ears. Certainly “Americanícese usted” is not the same as the 

translation into English: “Americanize yourself.” Anyone familiar with the histories and 

cultures of the US Southwest and Latin America must hear in the disproportion of the 

translation the centuries of conflict, exploitation, and uneven cooperation between the 

two linguistic communities that has authorized the increasingly self-evident twentieth and 

twenty-first-century US American cultural, military, and economic imperialisms within 

and beyond national borders. We can hear the imperial solipsism of the by-now 

colloquial collapse of the United States and the terms “America” and “American” as 

synonyms. Emerson’s effusive and often nationalistic poetics have come to represent the 

cultural and rhetorical power of this imperial and geographical palimpsest, and his words 

and works often stand in as shorthand for the urgent need and the profound challenges to 

deconstruct the imperial use-value of the United States as “America,” to go mas allá, to 

speak beyond it. Placed in a dialogic comparative conversation, Ramírez’s 

contemporaneous preoccupations with poetic and philological originality and authenticity 
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of cultural nationalism dislocate nation-based literary lineages of Emersonian liberalism, 

and instead map Emerson’s influential nationalism (and transnationalism) in the deep 

asymmetries and complexities of a bi-national context.  

In this chapter I juxtapose Emerson’s “The Poet,” published as the first essay in 

Emerson’s Essays: Second Series in 1844, with another of Ramírez’s literary nationalist 

essays, “El Apóstol Santo Tomás en América,” which was published in 1868 in El 

Semanario Ilustrado.79 Emerson and Ramírez were both preoccupied with national 

cultural independence as it coincided with European pseudo-scientific studies of the 

“primitive languages” of Amerindian peoples. Writing in their “mother tongue” of 

Spanish and English respectively, the primal originality of Amerindian languages as 

interpreted by European natural historians and philologists offered a transatlantic 

discourse in which to imagine and to write “America” into their nation.80 The European 

narratives of New World civilization and European centers of learning function as a third 

site/cite, indirectly connecting the two new world liberal intellectuals in the bi-national 

conversation I describe. In the following readings, I situate Emerson’s provincial 

cosmopolitanism with Ramírez’s own dialectical negotiations with nationalism and 

cosmopolitanism around these fraught “Americanized” issues of origins, authenticity, and 

language. 

                                                
79 I read for more general confluence of ideals across these intellectuals’ careers, making 
note of the temporal dislocation between 1844 and 1868 wherever pertinent.  
80 It is inappropriate to take these thinkers’ visions as representative of the polyglot 
nations in flux for which they hoped to speak, but their nationalistic definitions of 
“America” do resemble the regional literary histories that would only later be reified as 
“national” over the course of the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries.  
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This reading responds to recent scholarship that has equated mid-nineteenth-

century Emersonian liberalism with US American liberalism’s hegemonic dominance and 

rise to world power over the course of the late nineteenth century and into the twenty-

first.81 Ramírez’s gestures towards Mexico’s “American” destiny, summed up in his 

patronizing invitation “to Americanize,” complicate Emersonian liberal nationalism by 

engaging a similar matrix of ideals and preoccupations about language, authenticity, and 

originality. In Dislocating Race and Nation, to which I referred in Chapter One, Robert S. 

Levine argues that Emerson and the New England school of Romantics shared “the 

desire…to lay claim to ‘America’” with African-American nationalists such as David 

Walter and Southern Confederate Nationalists such as William Gilmore Simms. My 

reading of Emerson and Ramírez in inter-textual juxtaposition extends Levine’s reading 

to demonstrate, in its complexity, the extent to which “the desire to lay claim to 

‘America’” through literature was also an asymmetrically shared (and often intertwined) 

endeavor across national borders in the mid-nineteenth century (111). From this 

transnational picture we can see the extent to which Emerson’s (post/neo-colonial) desire 

to claim the narrative of the New World for New England was not yet assured of the 

imperial reach that American globalization can be said to have today. Furthermore, 

                                                
81 Sacvan Bercovitch, Donald Pease, Amy Kaplan, Christopher Newfield, and Anna 
Brickhouse are just a few of the scholars who have articulated this reading of Emerson. 
Their scholarship represents an ideological and historical analysis that has significantly 
opened up the discipline to a host of important critiques and vital canonical interventions. 
My disagreement with their analyses lies not in the richness and import of their critiques 
of US American liberalism, but in the nation-based critique of Emersonian liberalism that 
has proceeded as much, or more, from the limited self-conscious positionality of US 
Americanist literary histories as it has from the provincialism of US American writers 
like Emerson.  
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Ramírez’s engagement with compatible preoccupations sheds new light on both the limits 

and the complexity of Emerson’s own provincial cosmopolitanism.  

Those who are familiar with both national traditions will probably find this 

pairing odd and surprising because of their asymmetrical iconic status in their national 

canons and histories—why not Emerson and Ignacio Altamirano, or Henry David 

Thoreau and Ramírez? I juxtapose the two American scholars because of the confluence 

of new world liberal ideals that motivated their creative and poetic work and because of 

the very lack of influence and representative national symmetry between them. The 

asymmetrical symmetry of their negotiations with and within nation-building and 

liberalism in the US and Mexico offers us an opportunity to learn through a comparative 

reading of their essays while maintaining a constant awareness of the disproportion or 

inadequacy of easy translations and attractive generalizations.82 Both writers draw upon a 

shared but antagonistic new world liberal identity in order to articulate a national poetics 

in the face of the postcolonial and neocolonial transitions of the mid-nineteenth-century 

in which both writers were enmeshed.  

In the following section I describe the intellectual and religious overlaps between 

Emerson’s and Ramírez’s biographies in order to establish their comparable 

cosmopolitan educations even as I highlight the racial, linguistic, cultural, and 

geographical discrepancies that define each intellectual as cosmopolitan. I then go on to 

                                                
82 Here, I am thinking of Bercovitch’s “hermeneutics of non-transcendence” wherein 
“insight is problematic, provisional, and nourished by a frustrating sense of boundaries,” 
Spivak’s “ “provisional and ever deferred arrival into the performative of the other,” and 
Anzaldua’s “new mestiza” call for “divergent thinking” (The Rites of Assent 5, Death of a 

Discipline 13, Borderlands 32). 
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offer a close reading of the two essays in order to tease out the geopolitical complexity of 

the contemporary thinkers’ investments in both an idealized new world/pan-American 

fraternity of intellectuals and the futures of their nations. The imagined dialogue that 

evolves ultimately casts Emerson’s iconic US American status in the path of Ramírez’s 

shadow.  

 

Intellectual Itineraries across the Multilingual Americas 

As a well known scholar in the greater Boston and New England region, Emerson 

assumed his public role and voice in New England first as a minister and later through 

paid speeches, mainly given on the lyceum lecture circuit. He preferred to publish books, 

shying away from the newspaper journalism that occupied many of his peers including 

Margaret Fuller and William Cullen Bryant. Ramírez, on the other hand, as evidenced by 

at least four documented instances of imprisonment and exile in his biography, 

polemically engaged the political debates over Mexico’s identity and future in the daily 

newspapers. Furthermore, he was an elected politician affiliated with the Liberal Puros, a 

trained lawyer, a journalist, a professor, and by 1868, an appointed judge on the Mexican 

Supreme Court. The two American scholars could not seem more different and divorced 

in their concerns and approaches to their writing and their communities: Ramírez as an 

active participant in the politics of Mexico City and Emerson as a political observer of 

Boston, New York City, Washington D.C.83 In this section I establish their shared 

                                                
83 For more detailed accounts of Emerson’s life and role in US New England literary 
history see Emerson (2008), Lawrence Buell’s biography, and Phillip Gura’s American 
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intellectual itineraries through a comparative analysis of the two figures’ attitudes 

towards European philosophical debates, romantic nationalism, indigenous populations in 

their region, and the dominant religions in their communities.  

Although there is no evidence that the two scholars read the other’s work, there is 

reason to believe that Ramírez knew of Emerson. Friends such as Guillermo Prieto and 

Ignacio Mariscal read and redacted Emerson’s thought in essays, portraying him as a 

well-known philosopher native to the United States. In his own redaction of European 

philosophy, “Estudios de los metafísicos,” Ramírez takes note of the German Idealist 

school of thought led by Kant that was so influential on Emerson’s prose by honoring 

them with a back-handed missive: “cada maestro se va sepultando con un millar de 

abortativos discípulos”/ “each teacher buries himself with a million abortive disciples” (I: 

60).  Echoing a common contemporaneous critique of Emerson, this sums up Ramírez’s 

likely attitude toward his fellow intellectual. Emerson, on the other hand, hampered by 

racial and regional prejudices, never acknowledged Mexican scholarship within his 

intellectual horizon in his extensive journals, letters, and essays. To Ramírez, Emerson 

might have looked like a watered-down philosopher, one of those many “abortive 

disciples” of Kant, and a cloying “metaphysical” idealist to boot. To Emerson, Ramírez 

might have seemed a hard-nosed realist whose “impudent knowingness” Emerson spent a 

lifetime working to interrupt (Essays 245).  

                                                                                                                                            
Transcentalism (2003). For detailed accounts of Ignacio Ramírez’s life and works see 
Carlos Monsivaís’s chapter on Ramírez in Las herencias ocultas del liberalismo (2006), 
David R. Maciel’s “Prólogo” in Volume I of Ramírez’s Obras (1984), and Ignacio M. 
Altamirano’s “Biografía de Ignacio Ramírez,” a posthumous biography of his mentor 
printed in En pos de la libertad (1986).   
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Even though they did not and certainly had no direct influence on each other, it is 

likely that Ramírez and Emerson read many of the same books from continental Europe. 

Many of the books available in the exclusive Mexico City libraries that Ramirez 

frequented are also listed as translations from the originals in Elizabeth Peabody’s 

Concord, MA, foreign literature lending library and in the pages of Theodore Parker’s 

thirteen-volume work, Specimens of Foreign Standard Literature. Emerson was certainly 

familiar with translations of Sainte-Simon and his student, Auguste Comte, as well as 

those of Victor Cousin, Theodore Simon Jouffrey, Alphonse de Lamartine, and Francois 

Marie Charles Fourier, all of which Ramírez and his intellectual circle read in the 

original. As demonstrated by his redactions of the authors in various instructional essays, 

Ramírez was familiar with Immanuel Kant, Johann Gottfried von Herder, Friedrich 

Wilhelm Joseph von Schelling, Friedrich Heinrich Jacobi, and Georg Wilhelm Freidrich 

Hegel, among other well-known influences on Emerson’s thought.84  

The intellectual inquiries of both men and their associated philosophical and 

political movements (Transcendentalism and La Reforma), would eventually be reified 

into nationalizing literary histories of the modern, liberal nation. In the years after the US 

Civil War, Emerson became closely identified with hegemonic narratives of New 

England nationalism, and Ramírez, soon after his death, fell into a mistaken and limited 

                                                
84 In order to reconstruct this list of some of the books that libraries in New England and 
in Mexico City had in common, I consulted: Phillip Gura’s American Transcendentalism, 
Lawrence Buell’s Emerson, Charles A. Hale’s The Transmission of Liberalism in late 

Nineteenth-Century Mexico, and Carlos Monsivaís’s essay on Ramírez in Las herencias 

ocultas del liberalismo. 
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iconic role as one of many “apostles” of Benito Juárez.85 These asymmetrical similarities 

in their iconic status within the two national cultures reflect the authors’ mutual 

engagement with liberalism and nation-building as circumscribed by the uneven fates of 

new world liberalism and the geopolitics of knowledge in the Americas. The nation-state 

formation in the Americas mapped cultural knowledge along certain Western European 

cultural centers and their implied peripheries, a map that we now consider always 

available for disruption but which both authors, to different degree, embraced and 

perpetuated. Emerson was an English-speaking, Anglo-American cultural actor in New 

England, a region that was conscientiously claiming its status as a cultural center in 

opposition to the Old World and as the voice of the New. He adopted a racialized rhetoric 

informed by the popularized Black Legend of Spain and a dominant interpretation of 

Anglo-Saxon superiority and destiny in the New World. Ramírez, on the other hand, 

worked within Spanish-language Mexico City and the intellectual cohort that were 

consistently marginalized by these race-based ideological hierarchies and the European 

cultural centers of Britain, Spain and France.  

                                                
85 In the September 11, 2009 edition of La Jornada, a nationally distributed newspaper in 
Mexico, frequent contributor and gender rights activist Gabriela Rodríguez published an 
editorial entitled “Viva El Nigromante!” In it, she describes the silence around the 
historical memory of Ramírez as a hundred years of secrecy that can be traced back to 
Porfirio Díaz and the Mexico’s Archbishop’s threatened reactions to his writings in print. 
With the publication of El Nigromante: Memorias prohibidas (2009) by Ignacio 
Ramírez’s great grandson, Emilio Arellano, ethnologist Julieta Gil Elorduy celebrates in 
the preface that now “nos permite comprender el amplio legado ‘de quien independizó la 
mente del pueblo mexicano,”  / “we can understand the broad legacy of the one who 
granted independence to the mind of the Mexican people’” (10).  
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Both scholars’ preoccupation with cultural independence and American origins 

spoke to and from this mapping of geopolitical control of knowledge production and 

dissemination in the Americas. Whereas Emerson lived his life and published within the 

genteel tradition, a tradition codified by a certain transatlantic cultural capital meted out 

by Harvard in New England, Ramírez was one of an intellectual elite forced to fabricate 

the conditions perceived necessary to act as intellectuals within the Western concept of a 

public sphere as later described by Habermas. Carlos Monsívais describes the stakes of 

the Mexican letrados’ literary enterprise as nothing short of  “la ambición central 

de…poner fin a la marginación psicológica y cultural de los mexicanos”/ “the central 

ambition…to put an end to the psychological and cultural marginalization of Mexicans” 

in the Eurocentric print sphere (92). Emerson’s preoccupation with the need for 

American originality evolved within a transatlantic, postcolonial relationship to British 

authors, critics, and institutions and the increasingly coherent articulation of a US 

American manifest destiny as a dominating power on the continent. Ramírez’s calls for 

cultural independence, on the other hand, responded to and within the successive 

marginalization of Mexico and Latin America by Spain, France, Britain, and the manifest 

destiny-infused, increasingly wealthy United States. 

As Walter Mignolo describes in detail in The Idea of Latin America, the 

cartographic labeling of the continents as first “America” and then the later naming of 

“Latin America” are profoundly Eurocentric constructs founded upon a “logic of 

coloniality” that rendered less visible the on-going presence and interventions of 

indigenous, marginalized, and racialized peoples in the Americas (11). Furthermore, the 
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slow fracturing and bankruptcy of the Spanish empire and the precipitous decline of the 

Napoleonic empire had been accompanied by a rise in British naval and industrial power 

just as the colonies began to demand independence. By the mid-nineteenth century this 

geopolitical shift in imperial power on the European continent had been effectively 

mapped onto the now familiar Anglo-Latin binary. The postcolonial histories of the 

nineteenth-century Americas, as written from a Eurocentric perspective by native elites, 

embraced this powerful binary between the Anglo Americas (as English speaking, 

influenced by British and Germanic sources, Protestant, defined by perceived Anglo-

Saxon affiliation), and the Latin Americas (as Spanish and French speaking, Catholic, 

influenced by Spanish and French sources, defined by perceived Latinate affiliation).  

By the end of the eighteenth century this geo-politics of knowledge was also 

mapped onto race-based assumptions about political and intellectual acumen. Whereas 

Emerson would ultimately embrace his Anglo-American ancestry and its attendant 

assumptions about Anglo-Saxon history and superiority, Ramírez celebrated his mestizo 

and indigenous heritage and was well known for proclaiming that “en ser indio mi 

vanidad se funda” / “my pride is based upon being Indian” (qtd. in Monsivaís 78).86 The 

starkest, most obvious, and most divisive difference between the two men, and between 

the two national imaginaries in the nineteenth century—as each chapter of this 

                                                
86 Emerson privileges whiteness even in the context of his conscientious struggles with 
the issues around race and race-consciousness during his lifetime, most especially chattel 
slavery. And, of course, where Emerson seems most provincial in his own self-awareness 
and national critique is in his uncritical assumptions in line with the all-too-common 
association between inferiority and the mixed races of the Mexican territories during and 
after the US-Mexico War of 1846.  
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dissertation attests—was the ideology and practice of white superiority and privilege (the 

practice of white privilege is common but not equivalent in both countries).  

Emerson’s provincial racism enables and fuels his universalizing tendencies just 

as Ramírez’s objective scientific methods results in a patronizing stance towards the 

indigenous peoples of nineteenth-century Mexico that sought to educate and assimilate 

indigenous cultures into the national project. Both intellectuals lived in regions populated 

by indigenous American nations: Emerson in Concord, Massachusetts, formerly land 

cultivated by the Musketaquid people of the Wampanoag tribe and to this day the 

regional home to the Abenaki people; and Ignacio Ramírez in Mexico City, built upon 

and with the infrastructure of the Aztec empire and still home to the Nahua, Mazahua, 

Otomí, and Mixteco peoples. Emerson’s and Ramírez’s mutual preoccupation with 

indigeniety led them to engage (one implicitly and the other explicitly) the oral and 

written languages of the native Americans of their region for its nationalistic “use” value. 

As I argue in the next section, their post- and neo-colonialisms are not equivalent even as 

they are ideologically interwoven. 

 Second only to racial categorizations and racist generalizations, religion was/is 

widely recognized as central to US and Mexican interpretations of the other nation’s 

entrenched difference, or otherness. False cognates between religion and national 

development have led to mistaken but influential equations between Protestant/Puritan 

culture with early US consolidations of power and Catholic colonial culture with Latin 

American economic and political disadvantage. Such “culturalist and dependentist 

explanations” of national difference, as Jorge Cañizares-Esguerra describes them in 
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Puritan Conquistadors: Iberianizing the Atlantic: 1550-1700 (2006), have obscured the 

common rhetoric and historical arcs of colonial conquest, postcolonial independence, and 

neocolonial reforms across the continent. Cañizares-Esguerra’s recent comparative study 

on the religious rhetoric of colonization, from which I quoted in the opening pages of this 

dissertation, demonstrates a compatible “biblically sanctioned interpretation of 

expansion” amongst British Protestants and Spanish Catholics (9). Although I cannot 

begin to offer a similar historical monograph on the nineteenth century here, I read 

Emerson’s and Ramírez's particular confrontations with their regional religious 

institutions as comparable manifestations of the new world liberal’s self-conscious 

negotiation with biblical authority as, in part, inherited from the colonial discourses 

Cañizares-Esguerra postulates as common to both regions. A surprisingly comparable 

and significant relationship to the national civic religion characterizes both figures public 

personas as “poets” within their national literary histories. 

Emerson and Ramírez publicly broke with the dominant religious traditions of 

their communities based on intellectual inquiry and readings associated with intellectual 

movements in Europe. Both men would be labeled heretics only to convert themselves 

into prophets of the nation’s civic religion, and the “heretical” intellectual inquiries of 

both men and their associated movements would eventually be reified into nationalizing 

histories. The heresies that launched the scholars’ public careers point to a startling 

similarity among the profound differences I have already highlighted: both scholars 

understood their essays as secular innovations upon and interventions in the religious 

vocabularies and status quo in their communities.  Emerson’s cultural and literary 
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engagement with New England’s dominant traditions of Puritan and Unitarian 

Christianity is of a piece with Ramírez’s simultaneous direct confrontation with the 

Catholic establishment and Catholic worship in Mexico and Mexico City. For both 

scholars, the notion of origins and original meaning as it adhered to the scientific 

discourse of “primitive languages” became one possible venue in which to shift the 

notions of authority that held sway in the dominant religious discourse.    

The historical emphasis that characterized the scholars’ heretical positions in their 

societies frames their later textual and literary negotiations with the vocabularies of 

science and religion that I will turn to in the next section. In 1832 Ralph Waldo Emerson 

delivered a sermon at the Second Unitarian Church in Boston, a public oration 

commemorated as the rupture that marked his transition from Unitarian minister to a 

secular minister on the lyceum circuit to the national spokesman of US individualism. 

Drawing on Quaker theologians and early reading of redactions of Johan Gottfried von 

Herder’s On the Spirit of Hebrew Poetry, Emerson founded his departure with tradition 

based upon a personal conviction earned from private study (Buell 16). Later accusations 

of heretical “infidelity,” which reached a fever pitch after Emerson’s Harvard “Divinity 

School Address,” called his Transcendentalism “a synonym for foreign nonsense” (Buell 

31). Emerson’s early public positioning as a “radical” even among the ranks of the liberal 

schism in New England Unitarianism was interpreted and understood at the time as 

decidedly anti-national and indebted to a misguided and imitative study of texts from 

Western Europe and Asia.  
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In 1837 Ignacio Ramírez made a similarly shocking, culturally and religiously 

heretical, semi-public declaration. As was customary, new students seeking entrance to 

the newly formed Academia de San Juan Letrán, a literary association organized within 

the elite Colegio de San Juan that self-consciously understood themselves to be the 

progenitors of a Mexican national literary movement, were expected to deliver a public 

defense of their thesis before a gathering of scholars. Entitled, “No hay dios. Los seres de 

la naturaleza se sostienen de si mismos” / “There is no god. Natural beings sustain 

themselves by themselves,” Ramírez's entrance exam detailed a rational explanation of 

atheism based on the philosophy of Lucretius. Although there is no record of the text 

upon which Ramírez based his lecture, Guillermo Prieto narrates a lively account of 

Ramírez's entrance exam.   

Ramirez sacó del bolsillo del costado, un puño de papeles de todos tamaños y 
colores; algunos, impresos por un lado, otras en tiras como recortes de moldes de 
vestido, y avisos de toros o de teatro. Arregló aquella baraja y leyó con voz segura 
e insolente el título, que decía: No hay Dios. 
 El estallido inesperado de una bomba, la aparición de un monstruo, el 
derrumbe estrepitoso del techo, no hubieron producido mayor conmoción. 
   
Ramírez took a stack of papers of all sizes and colors out of his side bag: some 
printed upside down, others in pieces like the bits of a dress pattern, and bullfight 
or theater advertisements. He straightened this mixed deck of cards and read the 
title with a confident and insolent voice: God does not exist.  

The explosion of an unexpected bomb, the apparition of a monster, the 
tumultuous destruction of the ceiling, could not have produced more commotion. 
(qtd. in Monsivaís 83)87 

 

                                                
87 Carlos Monsivaís pays special attention to this moment in Ramirez’s biography in “La 
expresión radical de Ignacio Ramírez” (included in Volume III of Ramirez’s Obras) and 
in “Del saber compartido en la ciudad indiferente. De grupos y ateneos en el siglo XIX” 
included in La república de la letras: Asomos a la cultura escrita del México 

decimonónico (Vol. I, 2005).  
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Prieto’s description of Ramírez’s infamous statement does much to incorporate 

Ramírez’s intellectual insolence into a scene palatable to the common reader in Mexico 

City—his revolutionary statement supposedly written on the backs of theater 

advertisements. The significance of Ramírez’s heretical erudition, however, does not 

derive from Prieto’s popular imagery alone.  

Emerson’s study of religious texts in translation was publicly perceived as a threat 

to the provincial nationalism of New England’s singular destiny, an example of how 

Emerson’s own words could be turned against him. Although the controversy around 

Ramírez’s atheism also became synonymous with Ramírez’s extensive reading of Latin, 

Greek, French, German, and Spanish classics of literature, philosophy, and jurisprudence 

(not to mention the Nahuatl poetry and Asian religious texts with which he was also 

familiar), his public persona as an atheist was ultimately understood by his enemies and 

his friends alike as another example of his legendary erudition, or so the story goes—

after spending eight consecutive years in the city’s libraries, “habiendo entrado esas 

biliotecas erguido y esbelto, salío de ellas encorvado y enfermo, pero erudito y sabio, 

eminentemente sabio” / “having entered those libraries upright and slender, he left them 

stooped and sick, but erudite and wise, emminently wise” (Ramírez México 24). His 

larger than life persona and his self-perpetuated reputation as almost diabolical were 

actually reinforced by his reputation for voracious reading. He was simultaneously 

enviable and suspicious among Mexico City’s more cosmopolitan literati. The two 

intellectuals’ antagonistic engagement with the religious histories and vocabularies of 
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their regions led them both to the philological and philosophical study of languages and 

the origins of language.   

In the following section, I read for the inter-textual resonances between the two 

authors’ engagements with concurrent Eurocentric philology in Emerson’s “The Poet” 

and Ramírez’s “El Apóstol Santo Tomás en América.” Ramírez’s focus on primitive 

meanings has much in common and much to say about Emerson’s literary and 

philosophical emphasis on origins and originality, which has been almost exclusively 

read in US American literary histories as ideologically intertwined with US American 

nationalism.  

 

Primal Warblings and the Songs of Nations 

Ramírez’s and Emerson’s embrace of the nascent scientific discourse around 

primitive languages, not surprisingly, revolves around diametrically opposed approaches 

to science itself. Ramirez’s scientific analysis sounds not unlike Emerson’s “true 

science,” “the science of the real” in “The Poet,” but the authors’ contrapuntal use of the 

word “science” places them at the opposite ends of continental philosophical debates: 

Ramírez as a Realist/Positivist and Emerson as an Idealist/Transcendentalist. For 

Ramírez, in “El Apostól Santo Tomás en América,” the objective study of “first” 

languages with a rigorous scientific method promises to disprove the spurious claims that 

Santo Tomás preached in the pre-Conquest Americas. Emerson sits on the other side of 

this fence. In “The Poet,” science is “superficial”: the Poet reads in the “facts” of 

“astronomy, chemistry, vegetation, and animation” the many varied “signs” of the 
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Universe, of “that Being we have.” The “origen lógico del lenguaje” / “logical origin of 

language” for Emerson is a poetic process of renewal through the infinite combinations 

of figurative language that has the potential to speak to a shared reality—those “primal 

warblings” that might become the “songs of nations” (Essays 227). 

It is likely, however, that Emerson and Ramirez read the same or similar 

monographs on the study of “primitive” languages (languages other than the official 

languages of Western Europe that were mapped within a hierarchy of value: Latin, 

Greek, French, Spanish, German, and English). They may have even responded to the 

same nascent “science of language” text, La Vraie Messie, ou l’Ancien et le Nouveau 

Testaments Examinés d’aprés les principles de la langue de la nature by an obscure 

Swedenborgian French philosopher named Guillaume Oegger. A common text in 

Ramírez’s avid study of and access to French philosophy, Oegger’s work was translated 

into English by Emerson’s friend, Elizabeth Peabody, and available in her well-known 

and well-frequented library in Concord, Massachusetts (Poirier 35).  

Despite their positionings on opposite ends of the philosophical debate over the 

meaning of “science,” each author creatively applies the “fundamentals” of this nascent 

linguistic science in order to craft an argument for national cultural independence in the 

flux of neo- and post-colonialisms on the American continent. I have labeled these 

“fundamentals” as one) an original purity of meanings in primitive or primal language, 

two) etymology as truth-telling, and three) the significance of nationally representative 

symbols. Both Emerson and Ramirez draw upon the comparative philological texts that 

Ferdinand de Saussure was reacting to when he laid out his theory of linguistics that we 
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now refer to as structuralism and/or semiotics, which has been so influential on 

poststructuralist and postmodern analyses in literary studies. Saussure’s theories 

demonstrated the pseudo-scientific nature of the French, German, Polish, Slav and British 

philologists who studied language as if it were a physical/static object rather than a 

social/relational one. Already indebted to Saussure in my theoretical emphasis on the 

primacy of relational truths to study (trans)-nationalisms, in the following reading I 

explore the ways that both Emerson and Ramírez employed the static pseudo-science of 

comparative philology to approach the notions of contingent meaning-making and the 

arbitrariness of the sign that Saussure would elaborate in his linguistics classroom in 

Geneva at the turn of the twentieth century. 

The original purity of meaning in “primitive language” is the basis for both 

scholars’ claims for national independence as grounded in the continental idea of 

America. In order to intervene in the colonizing legend of Saint Thomas’s evangelizing 

mission in the pre-conquest Americas, in what we might describe in hindsight as a 

politically-motivated act of cultural criticism, Ramírez turns to “la tierra 

Americana…fecunda en idiomas: la mayor parte de ellos, aunque agotados, vegetan 

todavía y pueden florecer con un mediano cultivo” / “the American land…fertile with 

languages: most of which, although dying, grow still and might flourish with a cultivating 

medium” (II: 347). In “The Poet,” Emerson engages some of the same linguistic 

assumptions as Ramírez, but instead of a historically and regionally placed argument 

based on living indigenous languages, he renders the force of “primal warblings” as 
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(almost) universally available material for an aesthetic process of critical and constant 

revision of the symbol of “America.”  

In his five-part series of articles, Ramírez seeks to undermine the influence of a 

particularly Eurocentric legend that placed the Apostle Thomas in the Americas after the 

fall of Jerusalem. The pre-Columbian presence of Christianity was supremely important 

to the perception of the legitimacy of the evangelical colonization of the indigenous 

tribes, and over time, it became part of a nationalizing Creole myth as Saint Thomas was 

equated with Quetzalcoátl, a central figure in Aztec history and religion. Jaques LaFaye, 

in Quetzalcóatl y Guadalupe: La formación de la conciencia nacional de México (1977), 

suggests that, like the Virgen de Guadalupe, “el pretendido apóstol Santo Tomás…fue 

para todos la inesperada salida de un callejón sin salida” / “the supposed apostle Saint 

Thomas…was for everyone the unexpected escape from a dead end” (267). The Santo 

Tomás-Quetzalcóatl narrative served the colonial missionaries as a pretense upon which 

they might include the indigenous populations in their cosmologies and figure them as 

therefore available for redemption, even as it may have helped the native peoples absorb 

the unforeseen (the cataclysmic arrival of the Spanish conquistadors) within their own 

prophetic and postcolonial cosmologies.88 Ramírez’s essay is an early precursor of more 

widely known refutations of the narrative published around the turn of the century, 

because as more and more Mexican intellectuals began to read Indo-European and 

Egyptian texts (a central project of the Sociedad de Geografía y Estadística that Ramírez 

                                                
88 The legend of Saint Thomas in the Americas was popularized and canonized in 
histories throughout the Spanish Americas and his visitation and association with native 
gods and figures were not limited to the central valley of Mexico.  
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helped to found), the assumptions behind such a Eurocentric, unfounded premise became 

increasingly difficult to maintain.  

Ramírez begins his treatise, “El Apóstol Santo Tomás en América,” by 

introducing his readers to the first languages “de lo que ahora llamamos la Republica 

Mexicana” / “of that which we now refer to as the Mexican Republic.” These languages 

are “primitivos,” he says, defining a primitive language as one “que no se ha formado por 

la fusion con otro idioma, sino que su desarollo lo ha sacado de sus propios elementos: 

así el azteca, el otomí, el tarasco, el zapoteca y otros”/ “that has not formed in fusion with 

another language, but rather its development derives from its own elements: such as in 

the Aztec, Otomí, Tarasco, Zapotec, and other languages” (II: 348). This principal purity 

of primitive languages is the scientific basis for Ramírez’s refutation of the “official” 

version of the Saint Thomas-Quetzalcoátl thesis disseminated by both colonial Catholic 

missionaries in the seventeenth century and creole nationalists in the eighteenth century:  

…las naciones americanas formándose durante muchos siglos se han levantado 
hasta la civilización sin un modelo extraño; nada hay en ellos de asiático, africano 
ni europeo, sino las coincidencias naturales por los cuales un monte, se parece a 
otro monte, un río a otro río, un ave a otra ave: la combinación de elementos por 
todas partes es la misma. (II: 358) 
 
…the American nations, forming themselves over the course of many centuries, 
had raised themselves to civilization without a foreign model; there is nothing in 
them of the Asian, African, or European, besides the natural coincidences in 
which a mountain looks like another mountain, a river like another river, a bird 
like another bird: the combination of elements is the same everywhere.  

 
Any coincidences between the significance of Quetzalcoátl in the Aztec cosmology of the 

“American nations” and Saint Thomas in Spanish-Christian cosmology are evidence of 

similar, parallel structures of civilization at work, not the cohesive Christian colonial 
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cosmology that Saint Thomas as Quetzalcoátl is supposed to authorize. Put another way, 

the sovereignty of the American nations can be derived from their linguistic purity where 

any coincidence with other continental languages can be explained by an essential 

relationship between the signifier and the signified. To return to Saussure’s useful 

terminology, if not his theory, the signifier for a river (the signified) might look and 

sound like the signifier for a different river in another language. Ramírez’s point is that 

any comparative similarity is due to a fundamental philological relationship between 

language and natural features, rather than a testament of influence.  

Whereas Ramírez’s argument depends upon a recovery of the purity of meaning, 

Emerson’s argument posits this purity of meaning as an ever-renewable resource for 

poetic and aesthetic creation. In Nature, published in 1836, Emerson offers a similar 

version of the language analysis that Ramírez uses to buttress his American argument: 

Because of this radical correspondence between visible things and human 
thoughts, savages, who have only what is necessary, converse in figures. As we 
go back in history, language becomes more picturesque, until its infancy, when it 
is all poetry; or all spiritual facts are represented by natural symbols. The same 
symbols are found to make the original elements of all languages. It has moreover 
been observed, that the idioms of all languages approach each other in passages of 
the greatest eloquence and power. And as this is the first language, so is it the last. 
This immediate dependence of language upon nature, this conversion of an 
outward phenomenon into a type of somewhat in human life, never loses its 
power to affect us. (Selections 33)  
 

In Nature, Emerson locates the primacy of poetry in the hieroglyphic art of “savages.” In 

“The Poet” Emerson transfers this ostensible primacy to the modern poet, who “by virtue 

of this science the Poet is the Namer, or Language-Maker, naming things sometimes after 

their appearance, sometimes after their essence, and giving to every one its own name 
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and not another’s” (Essays 222, 226-227). The Poet as Language-Maker can return to a 

“primitive” linguistic state that Ramírez locates in the indigenous languages of the 

“American nations” where “todo es visible y todo aparece en acción” / “all is visible and 

everything appears in action,” or in Emerson’s words, “everything has its own name and 

not another’s” (II: 356, 227).   

Emerson’s uncritical embrace of the discourse of Native American disappearance 

from New England’s lands and cultural landscape grants Emerson’s Poet uncomplicated 

access to that which Ramírez calls “el origen lógico del lenguaje; la necesidad de unir a 

cada sensación una palabra: fenómeno orgánico, en si mismo inexplicable, pero de 

fecundísimas aplicaciones” / “the logical origin of language; the necessity to join a word 

to each sensation: organic phenomenon, in itself inexplicable, but with endlessly fertile 

applications” (II: 347). Whereas Ramírez argues that the indigenous languages of Mexico 

can provide nineteenth-century scholars with authoritative, scientific truth based on the 

past purity of primitive, original language construction, Emerson locates the authority, or 

truth, of linguistic meaning in an ahistorical palimpsest of the past, the present, and the 

future. For both, the originality of America—defined as an available return to pre-

Conquest, pre-European, American origins—holds out the promise of cultural 

authenticity in the face of European claims of influence and inheritance along the lines of 

Castelar’s critique with which I began the chapter.   

A comparison of Emerson’s and Ramírez’s rhetorical use of etymologies to 

further their arguments, however, reveals the significantly different hierarchies of history 

and poetry in their New World appeals for a specifically American authenticity and 
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independence. Whereas Ramírez turns to the etymology of the word “Quetzalcóatl” to 

dislocate the arguments for a preordained Catholic and Spanish presence in the Americas 

that authorized the canonical history of Santo Tomás, Emerson locates etymology as a 

conceptual key to unlocking the universal poetic origin of all words in all languages. For 

Ramírez, etymology exposes the political and colonial act of control exercised by 

secondary and tertiary uses of a word. For Emerson, etymology reveals the mundane and 

ordinary use-value of words that were once poetic.  Ramírez, in contrast, takes several 

pages of analysis to demonstrate how Emerson’s poetic designation of etymologies as 

“fossil poetry” might actually serve as a living tool to recover and revise obscured and/or 

erased histories.  

If Emerson’s “etymologist finds the deadest word to have once been a brilliant 

picture,” Ramírez finds that the “deadest word” is far from dead; instead, the brilliant 

picture that etymology paints has the potential to re-inscribe certain words as a sovereign 

national symbol (Essays 229). Through the ostensibly objective reasoning of etymology 

he translates, and transfigures on the page, the Spanish translation of Quetzalcóatl back 

into Nahuatl as Quetzalcohuatl. 

Quetzalcóatl. Couatle significa culebra y mellizo…Qutzalli, nombre de un ave 
de colores brillantes, donde dominan el verde y el azul; nombre de las plumas de 
esa ave; término figurado, común a la elocuencia y al poesía, para manifestar lo 
rico, lo hermoso, lo espléndido, y también para lo que se mueve con majestad y 
pompa…es culebra con plumas brillantes…en efecto, se aplica el aire, el aire en 
movimiento, al viento…es un serpiente volante, Quetzalcohuatl. (II: 359-360)   
 
Quetzalcóatl. Couatle means snake and twin… Qutzalli, the name of a brightly 
colored bird, mostly green and blue; the name of the feathers of this bird; a 
figurative term, common in speeches and poetry, to mean that which is rich, 
beautiful, splendid, and that which moves with majesty and splendor…it is a 
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snake with bright feathers…in effect, it applies to the air, air in movement, the 
wind…it is a flying serpent, Quetzalcohuatl.  
 

Ramírez alludes to the poetic significance of the term for many mexica cultures and goes 

on to account for the geographic and linguistic origins of the name “en la tierra 

Americana” / “the American land.” Quetzalcohuatl populates Aztec and pre-Aztec 

poetry, history, and religion. Here, Ramírez grounds that poetry, the shaping of those 

words, in Anáhuac, and not the “North American” continent under which name it would 

later be known.  

Pero, sea el aire o Santo Tomás, los mexicanos formaron la palabra en México, 
en el Anáhuac, y no en el Norte de la América, más bien al Sur del Popocatépetl, 
puesto que todos los autores convienen en que el raíz quetz ha provenido por lo 
menos de Oaxaca, donde vuela todavía por los bosques el ave deslumbradora que 
prestaba sus brillantes plumas a la poesía de los mexicanos. (II: 361) 

 
But, whether it refers to air or to Saint Thomas, the mexicanos shaped the word 
in México, in Anáhuac, and not in North America, but in the region south of 
Popocatépetl, since so many authors agree that the root quetz has come at least 
from Oaxaca, where the dazzling bird that lent its brightly colored feathers to the 
poetry of the mexicanos still flies in the forests.  
 

Ramírez’s etymology is a recovery of a lost purity, and a lost sovereignty, based in the 

indigenous cultures and their ties to the territory, now claimed by the Republic of México 

but also known as Anáhuac. Emerson’s life-long fascination with etymology exhibits a 

similar tension with the notions of originality, meaningfulness, and the objects of Nature, 

but Emerson evades any diachronic, or historical, attention to change in favor of a 

synchronic, or atemporal, focus on meaning-making in the context of nation-making. For 

Emerson, etymologies are poems deadened by daily use, and the Poet’s ability to access 
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original meaning, however mediated and incomplete, establishes his cultural authority as 

a spokesperson for the nation. 

In Nature Emerson plays with etymologies by drawing upon the then commonly 

held theory of primitive languages as a discernable “language of nature,” and in “The 

Poet” Emerson locates etymologies in a simile that, uncannily, displaces Ramírez’s 

insight about the primacy of land over national territory to the continents as a geological 

and biological structure. Emerson, who so often fixates on the horizon, uses a metaphor 

of etymologies as “the limestone of the continent [which] consists of infinite masses of 

the shells of animalcules, [just as] language is made up of images, or tropes, which now, 

in their secondary use, have long ceased to remind us of their poetic origin” (Essays 227). 

In “The Poet,” Emerson suggests that the “poetic origin” of these words and that (re)-

vivifying “new fact” expressed by the Poet can “enhance the great and constant fact of 

Life, which can dwarf any and every circumstance, and to which the belt of wampum and 

the commerce of America are alike” (Essays 230). The historically multi-layered 

meanings of words, which Ramírez describes to revise history, Emerson invokes to erase 

history. The belt of wampum and the commerce of America—in light of the West Indies 

trade of which Emerson was personally and professionally aware, we might read this as 

the transnational commerce that it was—were not only not “alike” for the Abenaki and 

other Native American peoples in New England, they were two economic and social 

systems in direct conflict.89 Here, Emerson’s synchronic lens in his celebratory prose 

                                                
89 This reading is informed by Lisa Brooks’ description of Abenaki space and writing in 
The Common Pot: The Recovery of Native Space in the Northeast (2008).  
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does indeed “dwarf” circumstance and ignores, arguably out of his own provincial 

ignorance, the vital distinctions between “the belt of wampum” as a regional and cross-

cultural economy of resources and “the commerce of America” as a capitalist mode of 

value-extraction inseparable from an ideology of Anglo-American manifest destiny.90  

The continent, that “idea of America,” plays an implicit role in both authors’ use 

of etymology. As an ostensibly objective scientific body of knowledge, Ramírez’s 

analysis suggests that an etymological study of Náhuatl allows his readers to study “la 

América como si no existiera otro continente”/ “America as if no other continent existed” 

(II: 358). The purity of indigenous languages proves beyond doubt by a positivistic and 

scientific process of deduction that no Asian, European, or African influence built the 

Aztec civilization that Cortéz found upon his arrival. The deductive reasoning of 

etymological science reveals the indigenous meaning and making of meaning under the 

sign of Quetzalcohuatl and not Santo Tomás. The fascinating paradox of Ramírez’s 

etymology evolves through his process of reasoning based upon an essentializing theory 

                                                
90 In one of his last essays, “Quotation and Originality” published in the 1876 collection 
Letters and Social Aims, Emerson revises and speculates on the “new fact” of meaning-
making in the Americas as it related to his life-long fascination with etymology. Here, the 
idea of originality comes around to meet its dialogic, attendant preoccupation—
historicity—on a continental, transnational, multi-generational scale: “Our benefactors 
are as many as the children who invented speech, word by word. Language is a city, to 
the building of which every human being brought a stone; yet he is no more to be 
credited with the grand result than the acaleph which adds a cell to the coral reef which is 
the basis of the continent” (Essays 436-7). At the end of his life, the “infinite mass,” the 
“limestone of the continent,” has transformed in Emerson’s geological/biological 
metaphors from “dead fossils” to a living “coral reef.” Acknowledging the diachronic 
evolution of language and meaning, now describing the invention of speech as the work 
of each new generation of children, Emerson re-conceives the “great and constant fact of 
Life” as not that which dwarfs circumstance. Rather, it is “the grand result” for which no 
human, ostensibly even the Poet, can take credit.   
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of primitive language. When he gets back to the meaning of Quetzalcohuatl he must 

acknowledge the varied ways that the word was used in Oaxaca (poetic, religious, and 

geographic) and the ways those meanings evolved under a different nomenclature for the 

land itself—Anáhuac, the Mexican Republic, América. He “recovers” Quetzacóatl as an 

organic manifestation of the lands and peoples of Mexico, not as a symbolic placeholder 

for an inevitable Euro-American destiny, but in so doing, highlights how the 

transformation from the sensible to the spirit becomes the poetry of the Aztec nation, then 

the Spanish-American nation, and finally, perhaps, the Mexican nation. To return to study 

America as Anáhuac is not to return to an uncorrupted moment in history, but rather to 

acknowledge the contingency of symbols and nations. 

Whereas for Emerson in “The Poet,” “most of the process by which this 

transformation is made is hidden from us in the remote time when language was framed,” 

for Ramirez the historical process is anything but remote (Essays 229). However, 

Emerson also begins with an argument for a pure vision of America as a continent 

“separated from the contamination which infects all other civilized lands” (qtd. in Poirier 

34). For Emerson the idea of America as barren and therefore “separated 

from…contamination” becomes central to his arguments for the creative, 

transformational potential of words and poems on the page. The limestone/language of 

the American continent is uniquely available to the Poet for revision and renewal where 

“all the creatures by pairs and by tribes pour into his mind as into a Noah’s ark, to come 

forth again to people a new world” (Essays 238). The barren continent is connected, for 

Emerson, to the potential of “all language” wherein “all symbols are fluxional, all 
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language is vehicular and transitive, and that is good, as horses and ferries are, for 

conveyance, not as farms and houses are, for homestead” (Essays 235). The contingency 

of meaning, the arbitrariness of signs, also lies buried in Emerson’s more universalizing 

theory of poetic revision as a democratic, universal, and human potential. Arguably, even 

Emerson’s own cultural symbology of “America” and the new world “must be held 

lightly, and be very willingly translated into the equivalent terms which others use” 

(Essays 237). The basis for “equivalent terms” lies in Emerson’s new world liberalism, 

which he shared with Ramírez.  

Nowhere is this more clear than in the way both scholars attempt to educate a 

nation through their projects by addressing the significance of coherent, representative 

national symbols. Ramírez uses the nascent science to demystify certain national symbols 

that have been imposed to the detriment of national emblems that represent the native 

landscape, while Emerson celebrates the mystical emotion associated with all national 

emblems as proof of the poetic sensibility available to every man and woman. Ramírez 

concludes his study by arguing that unlike Quetzalcóatl, whose “poetic origin” ties him to 

the land of Mexico, many of the symbols of current Mexican poets are imported and 

completely foreign to the land itself: 

…esos idilios de varias formas que todavía nos cautivan, aún en medio de las 
ciudades donde nos parecen imposibles las situaciones y costumbres que el poeta 
retrata. El buey, el cordero, la cabra, el carro, la leche, el pasto, forman la mitad 
del simbolismo en los idiomas vulgares y técnicos de todas esas razas que 
siempre han impuesto a las demás como un modelo. (II: 363) 
 
…those various romances that still captivate us, even in the midst of cities where 
the situations and manners that the poet describes appear impossible. Donkey, 
lamb, goat, wagon, milk, pasture, they form half of the symbolism of the vulgar 
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and technical languages and tradesmen of all of the races that have always 
imposed themselves over others as a model.  
 

Anglo-Saxon pastorals, from the lays of Medieval England and France to Milton’s 

Paradise Lost, have been imposed as models that obscure the truer poetic origins of 

Mexico in “el nopal, el maguey, el maíz y el tule, cuatro fuentes de bienestar” / “nopal, 

maguey, corn, and reeds, four fountains of well-being” (II: 365). The “village symbols” 

can be translated because they are available as “universal signs” (i.e. arbitrary but 

socially and politically resonant speech acts or combinations of sign and signified) of the 

national romance (Essays 237).   

In “The Poet” Emerson also recognizes “the power of national emblems,” but his 

concern lies with the power of symbol-makin, not the specific emblems. The populace is 

as “intoxicated” with their symbols as “the schools of poets and philosophers,” and the 

national emblems are a sign of the “inwardness, and mystery” that “drives men of every 

class” (Essays 237). Emerson lists the national emblems as proof of the “universality of 

the symbolic language”: “Some stars, lilies, leopards, a crescent, a lion, an eagle, or other 

figure, which came into credit God knows how, on an old rag of bunting, blowing in the 

wind, on a fort, at the ends of the earth, shall make the blood tingle under the rudest or 

the most conventional exterior” (Essays 234). Whereas in “El Apóstol Santo Tomás en 

América” Ramírez is primarily concerned with demystifying this “God knows how,” 

Emerson seems flippant about the process through which some symbols come into credit 

when they do. 
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 And yet, Emerson’s flippancy disguises his faith, or maybe his faith is haunted by 

this flippancy, for the “poetic origin” in Emerson is that “original relation with the 

Universe,” that  “relation between the mind and matter [that] is not fancied by some poet, 

but stands in the will of God, and so is free to be known by all men” (Selections 35).  The 

universalizing, expansive tendency in Emerson’s thought is both the crux of his notion of 

spiritual insight through poetic language and the proverbial mote in his eye. "Every 

object rightly seen, unlocks a new faculty of the soul," but the need to return to an 

ahistorical “original relation with the Universe” interrupts Emerson’s ability to “rightly 

see” those objects around him (Essays 237). The “poetic origin” of national emblems in 

Ramírez’s essay, on the other hand, is not empowered by a universal right or an 

“unconscious truth,” but rather a timely legitimacy based on the appropriateness for his 

version of Mexico. 

 For Ramírez, the “logical origin of language,” and for Emerson, the “true science” 

or the original poetics of language, led them to a surprisingly similar insight that speaks 

to our own (modern/postmodern) time and condition: knowledge and the making of 

meaning are transient and contingent. As Ramírez demystifies “la critica histórica del que 

se llama Nuevo Continente” / “the critical history of that which is called New Continent,” 

he also has to acknowledge the naming of the Mexican Republic as incommensurate with 

the “American nations” that continue to live and speak within “that territory we now refer 

to as the Mexican Republic” (II: 360).  The “scientific” structural “purity” of the living 

languages of the American nations is an assumption that Ramírez cannot maintain (and 

the argumentative, objective tone eventually gives way to the more playful, imaginative 
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speculations that I will turn to in the next section). Ramírez exposes the neocolonial use-

value of invention even as he uses the tools of invention in favor of the Mexican Republic 

he seeks to construct and instruct. The reform of the nation is located in the rhetorical 

space between peoples, place-names, and moments—albeit circumscribed by Ramírez’s 

new world liberal vision of progress. 

For Emerson, on the other hand, the nation is contingent upon a potential, 

unrealized future—an ideal "nation of men." Thinking back to the last line of “The 

American Scholar”—“A nation of men will the first time exist, because each believes 

himself inspired by the Divine Soul which also inspires all men”— Emerson’s twist on 

the nascent linguistic sciences and the study of “primitive languages” in the nineteenth 

century inscribes the poet as the one with the ability to inspire that belief, to articulate 

symbols so that man “believes himself inspired” by a sense of that “Being that we have” 

which joins him in a “nation” with other men (Selections 22). It is a renewable contract: 

always available for revision, but always attached to one people in one place. In “The 

Poet” the renewable energies of the nation, any nation, are ultimately ontologically 

ultimately fixed within the cultural and territorial boundaries of the United States as 

Anglo-Saxon, as a neologism for New England.91 

                                                
91 Here, I am thinking of the Emersonian list immediately before that highly quotable 
quote: “America is that poem in our eyes; its ample geography dazzles the imagination, 
and it will not wait long for meters.” Although certainly there is a more flexible, 
cosmopolitan perspective in “The Poet” which I have highlighted here, when Emerson 
refers to “America” in the poem, he is by and large referring to the United States. In fact, 
“our log-rolling…or Negroes and Indians, our boats and repudiations…the northern 
trade, the southern planting, the western clearing, Oregon and Texas” names a 
particularly expansionist, neocolonial mapping of the United States poetic and territorial 
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Emerson’s critical engagement with the “nation” operates through an aesthetic, 

perpetually displaced location of “uncorrupted” meaning as always available to be 

written and re-written—everyone can and must “Americanize” the United States. For 

Ramírez, on the other hand, the re-writing of Mexico’s origins in and through the living 

languages of the “American nations” is a critical socio-historical revision intended to 

“Americanizar” Mexico. Quetzalcóatl and the poetry of the American nations of Anahuác 

offer the fertile symbols for a sovereign Mexican nation on the Western stage. Ramírez’s 

historical revisionism based on a science of words also self-consciously intervenes in the 

narratives of belonging to a “nation of men.”  

 

Imagined Dialogue 

This inter-textual close reading between the two scholars around the idea of 

nation, America, indigeneity, and origins suggests an imagined dialogue that dislodges 

assumptions about Mexican liberalism and Mexican scholarship (or the lack thereof) in 

the nineteenth century. It re-contextualizes and complicates, even as it also corroborates, 

New Americanist and transnational readers’ critiques of Emersonian idealism in the 

context of Ramírez’s struggle with shared preoccupations. It challenges, implicitly, the 

colloquial palimpsest between the northern United States and the term America. 

Emerson’s and Ramírez’s contrapuntal negotiations with the four inter-related 

preoccupations of the new world liberal intellectual—the authenticity of national culture 

                                                                                                                                            
boundaries with New England as center (as the shared “our”) (Essays 238). While 
resonant, Ramírez’s and Emerson’s new world liberal nationalisms were indeed 
antagonistic.  
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in comparison to European models, a paradoxical need for cultural independence from 

the very same models, the idea of America as it related to cultural nationalism, and the 

burgeoning interest in the scientific study of Amerindian languages—suggests a bi-

national dialogue around the authority of language(s) and the written word in their 

nations and on the continent. 

In this final section, gesturing towards a dialogue that never happened, I explore 

the common theme of the wriiten word as Word in the New World for both scholars in 

light of the above close reading. Tucked in amidst the scientific deduction through 

linguistic analysis in “El Apostól Santo Tomás en América,” Ramírez elaborates an 

imaginative, almost playful dialogue between a hypothetical Santo Tomás and Ahuitzotl, 

Aztec Emperor. Erupting as a counterfactual aside, the hidden centrality of the written 

word as published operates as a silent third term in Ramírez’s deductive reasoning around 

national symbols and his rudimentary version of a socio-linguistic history of Mexico. The 

centrality of the written word is also implicit in Emerson’s “The Poet.” Ramírez and 

Emerson dedicated their lives to the act of writing and the purpose of publishing (another 

common preoccupation of the new world liberal intellectual), and the importance of the 

printed word evolves from and through their comparable self-stylized roles as prophets of 

the national civic religion and the felt need to determine the relationship between the 

future of the nation as related to and located within a continental or American past.     

Ramírez’s provocative, hypothetical dialogue is a parody of the pseudo-historical 

theories that placed Saint Thomas in the Americas during the reign of the Aztec empire in 

the central valley of Anáhuac, or Mexico. As Ramírez's hypothetical narration elaborates, 
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having learned the Aztec language and having found himself amongst the criminals 

(Ramírez’s suggestion of the equivalent of Hebrew slaves in Aztec society, which 

involves its own sort of ideologically-driven omissions), Santo Tomás drew the attention 

of the magistrates and was called before the emperor and his court. The emperor asks him 

“¿qué haces aquí? ¿qué consejos son ésos que has dado a mis vasallos?” / “What are you 

doing here? What advice are you giving to my vassals?” (II: 353). Santo Tomás responds 

with an account of his travels and his evangelizing mission. The emperor is tolerant, 

amused, and curious. After a series of questions that seems to render Santo Tomás’s 

scandalous claims about false idols and circumcision innocuous, the emperor invites the 

missionary to join the office of history as a scribe: “para que mejores mis jeroglíficos, 

pues los tuyos me llamen la atención por pequeños y por facilidad con que dicen tantas 

cosas” /  “so that you can improve upon my hieroglyphics, as yours call my attention 

because they are so small and they say many things easily” (II: 354). Ramírez suggests 

that the hypothetical Santo Tomás’s knowledge of the Hebrew alphabet is his most 

powerful weapon and his saving grace.  

The meaningfulness of the canonized Judeo-Christian scripture (a foundational 

written text in Western culture) erupts into the indigenous world Ramírez crafts for his 

readers on the page; and in his imagined version at least, it is successfully absorbed by 

the wealth and good humor of the Aztec emperor. Ramírez points out, in the context of 

his counterfactual story, of course, that even with the “el arma desconocida del enemigo” 

/ “the unknown weapon of the enemy,” or the history books, Santo Tomás could not 

convert the Aztec ruler and his court to Christianity (II: 358). In reality, the written word 
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(as identified with the Conquest) was not so easily absorbed by the indigenous peoples, 

whose cultures and languages continue to struggle under the onslaught of modernity’s 

oppressions. From this imagined dialogue we might extrapolate Ramírez’s response to his 

own European education (steeped in but not limited to “la más hermosa, la más sonora de 

las lenguas” / “the most beautiful, the most sonorous of languages,” as Castelar had 

figured the Spanish language in Mexican culture). Here, he imagines the written word as 

not only a weapon of conquest but also as an indigenous tool.92  

Ramírez’s essay “El Apóstol Santo Tomás en América” employs the written 

word, as printed and published in Mexico City, to revise the history of the continent as 

written by the Spanish conquerors into a narrative for a future, as yet nonexistent and 

threatened, modern liberal nation called México. He undermines the canonical and 

Eurocentric history of Santo Tomás, replacing it with a fictionalized scenario that models 

indigenous agency and cultural wealth. Like Ramírez, Emerson also conceives of the 

written word as “a new weapon in the magazine of power” through which “that which 

was unconscious truth, becomes, when interpreted and defined in an object, a part of the 

domain of knowledge” (Selections 36). The act of interpretation, of defining unconscious 

truth as an object, is not clear-cut for Emerson though. In “The Poet” the transcription of 

                                                
92 He laments that many Mexican writers do not use the printed word to the same ends.  
“Los escritores no se atrevan a levantar el vuelo para sin perder de vista el magnífico 
espectáculo del Nuevo Mundo, ni las razas que viven entre nosotros, ni los monumentos 
que duermen en los bosques, preguntar a la naturaleza.” / “The writers do not dare to 
elevate their flight in order to not lose sight of the magnificent spectacle of the New 
World, or the races that live among us, or the monuments that sleep in our forests, in 
order to ask of nature….” (II, 358). 
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the poem as a written text from preexistent, unconscious truth in Nature must always fall 

short.  

In her essay “Origin and Authority: Emerson and Higher Criticism,” published in 

Reconstructing American Literary History (1986), Barbara Packer demonstrates the 

influence of Judeo-Christian texts and German higher criticism on Emerson’s thought. 

Packer shows that, through an idiosyncratic, persistent embrace of a minor theory called 

the “oral hypothesis”—which consisted of the assumption that “the Ur-Gospel is more 

‘original’ than the three synoptic gospels…and the oral cyclus is more original still”—

Emerson consistently returns to the idea that we can only approximate the essential truths 

of the forever-lost oral cyclus of Nature (81). The Poet is one “of more delicate ear” than 

the rest of us, who, upon “hear[ing] those primal warblings” of Nature “and attempting to 

write them down…miswrite the poem.” The Poet is able to transcribe those essential, first 

truths of Nature “more faithfully” although even his text remains “imperfect” (219).  

Ramírez and Emerson ask writers, historians, and poets to look to nature in order 

to evaluate and re-evaluate truth beyond the received truths of the status quo. Writing is 

an act of postcolonial, and neocolonial, cultural independence. In Ramírez’s plea for 

writers to look for “los fastos mexicanos en los monumentos de la naturaleza y del arte, 

sino en las crónicas de los conventos” / “Mexican celebrations in the monuments of 

nature and of art, rather than the histories by the convents,” however, the act of 

interpreting and defining objects from nature is not as troubled as it becomes for Emerson 

(II: 358). By looking to the indigenous cultures of that territory known as Mexico, writers 

might define “as objects” the autonomous Aztec and Mayan civilizations in such a way 
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that they become available analogs to an autonomous, ideal Mexican nation. Whereas 

Emerson’s approach to Nature, unconscious truth, and the significance of the written 

word universalizes and glosses over the histories of conquest and the Native American 

presence in New England, Ramírez’s turn to the written word as integral to his liberal 

agenda objectifies the indigenous cultures he seeks to recognize and assimilate into his 

projections of an ideal nation. The authors’ conscientious embrace of the written word as 

a tool for truth-telling, even as a mediated one, evolved from and through their 

surprisingly common roles as heretics turned national prophets.  

The written word could supposedly rewrite, or reclaim, the authority afforded to 

religious institutions for a civic, national future. Both essays directly and indirectly 

engage the vocabularies and narratives of religious authority dominant in their respective 

regions, which for all of their significant differences held the Euro-Christian geography 

of the world and the Christian embrace of a messianic history in common. Whereas 

Emerson seeks to reinvent the vocabularies of Christian paradigms of history and 

geography, Ramírez seeks to displace those Christian-centric paradigms with Mexican-

indigenous histories. In Ramírez’s most direct appeal to fellow writers to reconstruct a 

national historical narrative with an “inventorio escrupuloso de lo que positivamente 

conocemos…analizar los idiomas, reconstruir al indígena independiente y conquistador, 

con el esqueleto del indígena subyugado o errante” / “scrupulous inventory of that which 

we positively know…to analyze the languages, to reconstruct the independent and 

conquering Indian, with the skeleton of the subjected and errant Indian,” he calls upon 
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them to sacrifice “los cuentos de la dispersion de las razas” / “the stories of the dispersion 

of the races” (II: 358).  

The story of the dispersion of the races is the biblical story of the dispersion of the 

sons of Noah as the biblical God’s judgment for the building of the Tower of Babel. It is 

the Judeo-Christian origin story of racial difference, also associated with the division of a 

unified human race into contentious, isolated linguistic communities. The European 

colonizers’ discovery and naming of America as the New World occurred in response to 

the biblical histories of the Old World: a Eurocentric, Christian geographical vision of a 

tri-partite world divided into three different races on three different continents wherein 

Europe/Caucasian corresponded to Japheth, the blessed son; Asia/Mongloid 

corresponded to Shem, blessed with the line of Abraham, and Africa/Negroid 

corresponded to Ham, the cursed son. Ramírez’s suggestion that the writers must 

sacrifice the biblical canonicity of the dispersion of the races in favor of a more objective 

study of Amerindian languages and cultures threatens to also expose the invented origins 

or the very contingency of the idea of America. México is Anahuác, is Tlaxcala, is 

Zapotec, is Mexica, is América. The New World is not that new.  

Emerson’s vision of “the universe” in “The Poet” echoes this same Christian, tri-

partite, continental divide, although without directly acknowledging it. He names three 

children “which reappear under different names, in every system of thought whether they 

be called cause, operation, and effect…Jove, Pluto, and Neptune…the Father, the Spirit, 

and the Son.” Emerson re-names the three “primal” offspring as “the Knower, the Doer, 

and the Sayer” or “for the love of truth, for the love of good, and for the love of beauty;” 
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wherein “the poet is the sayer, the namer, and represents Beauty” (Essays 219). He does 

not name Japheth, Shem, and Ham here, but in his final celebration of the poet for whom 

he looks in vain, he echoes the Christian vision of the Americas in a metaphor for the 

poet’s genius that I quoted above: “all the creatures, by pairs and by tribes, pour into his 

mind as into a Noah’s ark, to come forth again to people a new world” (Essays 237). The 

story of the dispersion of the races, the story of Noah’s racialized, divided sons haunts 

Emerson’s metaphors of original, transformational truth-telling. In a way, Emerson also 

calls for a “sacrifice of the story of the dispersion of the races” as canonical by offering a 

list of equal alternatives to the Christian-centric tripartite vision of the world. There is not 

one history of the New World to be undermined, as for Ramírez, but many new worlds to 

be named and envisioned and realized—America becomes a perpetual “poem in our 

eyes” (Essays 235).  

Of course, Emerson’s tri-partite metaphors, those children of his universe, also 

echo another familiar story in the New Testament or Christian bible, that of the coming 

and the promised return of Jesus as Christ: “the Father, the Spirit, and the Son.” If the 

poet is the namer, he is also a “liberating god,” one who is “free,” and who “makes free,” 

one who holds “the magic of liberty, which puts the world, like a ball, in our hands” 

(Essays 232-233). The canonical Christian answer to the curse of the Tower of Babel is 

the return of Jesus Christ to unify racially- and linguistically-divided nations.  Emerson 

combines the unifying virtue of Jesus as Christ in this dominant biblical narrative with 

the dominant narratives of republican virtue—the poet is the “liberating god” as the 
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liberal poet (in terms of the Latin etymology of the term “liberal” meaning “pertaining to 

a free man”).   

Although with very different tonal embraces of such a Messianic figure, Ramírez 

also gestures towards a “liberating god” who might join, and disrupt, the national and 

Western European pantheon of heroes and representative men. In the essay, Ramírez 

certainly plays down Quetzalcóatl’s connotation as a liberator in indigenous histories and 

religions that the Christian Santo Tomás-Quetzalcóatl thesis highlighted. He is much 

more concerned with proving the “grounded-ness” of Quetzalcóatl in Mexico’s landscape 

than with the prophesies that surrounded the prophet figure. Ramírez begins the series 

with a matter of fact outline of a socio-historical explication of Jesus as nothing less and 

nothing more than the answer to the plight of the Jewish people enslaved by the Roman 

empire, “sobre las runias del templo…el Mesías ya no podía encontrarse entre los 

hombres sino en el cielo: el Mesías entonces fue un Dios”/ “over the ruins of the 

temple…the Messiah could no longer be found among men but rather in heaven: the 

Messiah then became a God” (II: 344). He then ends his etymological “recovery” of 

Quetzalcóatl with the following invocation:  

…y aunque Santo Tomás desaparezca indignado, evoquemos en su verdadero 
sepulcro a Xóchitl la voluptosa, a Huitzilopóchtli el cruel y a Quetzalcóatl que ya 
reposa, ya vuela entre el cielo y la tierra, reflejándonos en su plumaje. (II: 361) 
 
…and although Saint Thomas might disappear indignant, we invoke in his very 
grave Xóchitl the voluptuous, Huitzilopóchtli the cruel, and Quetzalcóatl who 
already rests, already flies between the heavens and the earth, reflecting us in his 
feathers.  
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Whereas Emerson looks in vain for the “liberating god” as poet he invokes, Ramírez 

finds the liberating god he needs in Mexico’s indigenous, pre-Conquest history. 

Quetzacóatl is not Santo Tomás, but rather the image of Mexico’s national future 

reflected in a Mexican past.   

Ramírez, who referred to himself in print as El Nigromante, or a reader of the 

future in the dead, turned on its head the “cultural symbology” identified by Bercovitch 

in Emerson as “the liberal underpinnings of his dissent…the premises of his commitment 

to America in its full ambiguity, ideal and…actual” (Office 139). Where Emerson’s 

optative feedback loop towards an enlightened nation is oriented towards a vast and 

flowing future, Ramírez’s more “utopistic” method is grounded in particular but multi-

layered pre-Conquest versions of the past.93 Both engage an American liberal ideology 

that perpetually defers the act of meeting its most progressive ideals, but whereas 

Emerson’s idea of the nation is “that which is becoming, that which may exist,” 

Ramírez’s nation is “that which is referred to as.” The nation, for both, is a construct 

contingent upon the orientation of the nation to its own history. For Emerson, that history 

is sublimated by an ever-potential future. For Ramírez, that history is fixed in an 

idealized past that might strategically reflect an equally idealized future.   

Paradoxically (although perhaps not so surprisingly in light of the liberal and 

neoliberal economic collaborations between the two nations) the shift from colonial 

                                                
93 In his introduction to the above-quoted The Idea of Latin America, Mignolo offers a 
qualification on dialogue that is important to my use of the term and to which I will 
return in the Epilogue: “Dialogue today is a utopia, as we are witnessing in Iraq, and it 
should be reconceived as utopistic: a double movement composed of a critical take on the 
past in order to imagine and construct future possible worlds” (xix).  
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religious authority towards a secular, national imagined sovereignty in these two very 

different thinkers’ essays has obscured a shared tension that the nation is only ever a 

construct. Whether founded upon “a critical take on the past” (Ramírez’s Quetzacóatl), or 

a futuristic obsession with “possible worlds” (Emerson’s poet), the idea of “nation” is 

only ever a provocation for both civic prophets. “America”—whether as the barren, 

uncorrupted cultural space in Emerson’s imagination or as the language, culture, and 

civilization of the Aztec empire in Ramírez’s—might become the symbol of the nation.  

The major difference between the two thinkers’ work to align the two symbols 

“America” and “nation” lies in Emerson’s construction of “America” as always empty, 

always available, and always unknown in contrast to Ramírez’s construction of 

“America” as supremely populated, located in a time and place, and ultimately knowable 

(and even recoverable “with a cultivating medium”).  There are many times in his 

journals and essays where we can hear Emerson sounding out the implications of his 

particular version of America. In a journal entry dated October 27, 1851, in preparations 

for his editorial responsibilities for The Dial, he laments, “When this annual project of a 

Journal returns, & I cast about to think who are to be contributors, I am struck with a 

feeling of great poverty; my bareness!, my bareness! seems America to say” (71). That 

notion of the cosmic emptiness of America that Emerson would turn into a poetic and 

spiritual metaphor for personal and cultural transformation left him, at times, lonely—

“this new yet unapproachable America I have found in the West” is also “an innavigable 

sea [that] washes with silent waves between us and the things we aim at and converse 

with” (Essays 255, 243). Emerson, so profoundly critical of his own nation at times, was 
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trapped in his own neologism that could all too easily equate New England with the 

United States, and the United States with America; his constructed “bareness!” of 

America seems to promise so much and leaves him with so little.  

Ramírez’s version of America, on the other hand, was infinitely more particular 

and specific in its insistence on the knowable and recoverable cultures of Amerindian 

peoples. His own “optative mood,” that drive to realize a vision of civilization grounded 

in the ideals of new world liberalism, also perpetually interrupts his critique; in other 

words, that knowable idealized past located in the pre-conquest Aztec empire seems to 

offer a sovereign national image but leaves him, like so many of his peers, perpetually 

disappointed in Mexico’s “backward” peoples.  Although his critical take on the past 

draws the false picture of static, passive Indians who are in need of national reform, his 

emphasis on the alternative histories of the pre-conquest Americas establishes debate and 

conflict as the basis of territorial and cultural boundaries.94 Paradoxically, in light of his 

positivist insistence upon objective fact and Emerson’s preoccupation with the flexibility 

of all meaning, Ramírez’s cultural symbology of Mexico as America seems to be always 

in conversation with any number of other competing definitions of the nation and the 

                                                
94 Although Ramirez is remarkable as an early advocate of women’s rights and the right 
to divorce, and for his emphasis on the validity and importance of education for 
indigenous peoples in Mexico, he was also a strong supporter of the Leyes de Reforma 
that wiped out much of the communal property-holdings of indigenous communities in 
addition to the Catholic Church’s estate. Ramírez, like many of his Liberal peers, 
embraced the liberal model of individual property-ownership as a building block of the 
modern nation and in so doing, contributed to the ongoing struggle of these peoples and 
cultures to survive the cataclysm of modernity in their midst.  
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continent.95 The provinciality of Emerson’s worldview, on the other hand, is 

commeasurable to his universal and universalizing philosophies (his penchant for 

synthesis as Bercovitch has described him), just as the cosmopolitan and transnational 

flexibility of his ideals manifest in the ever-renewable and always revisionary energy of 

his poetics. 

 

An Intellectual Cataclysm 

In “Antigalicanismo” (“Anti-Gallicanism”), an essay published soon after “La 

desespañolización,” Ramírez apologizes to Castelar “por haberlo invitado a 

americanizarse” / “for having invited him to Americanize himself,” going on to explain 

that “los de la raza más or menos Latina, necesitamos medio siglo para ponernos en 

aptitud de recibir a tan nobles huéspedes” / “those of the more or less Latin race, we need 

a half century in order to acquire the aptitude to receive such noble guests,” such as 

Castelar (II: 388). Mexico, like Spain, is becoming too French, and therefore un-

American. Half-teasing Castelar, Ramírez goes on to postulate a potential “feliz alianza” / 

“happy alliance” with the Anglo-Saxon race in double-edged terms: “La lengua española, 

rejuvencida en la América, cuántas galas recibiría como un regalo en su feliz alianza con 

los dialectos de la raza anglo-sajona!” / “The Spanish language, rejuvenated in America, 

                                                
95 In one of his more well-known speeches given in Mazatlán in 1864, “En el aniversario 
de la constitución de 1857,” he famously declared, “El mexicano es libre, y todos los 
hombres pueden ser mexicanos” / “The Mexican is free, and all men can be Mexican” (I: 
44). 
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how many glories would it receive as a gift from its happy alliance with the dialects of 

the Anglo-Saxon race!” (II: 387-388).96  

On the one hand, Ramírez’s exclamation alludes to the recent allocation of US 

Union troops to the US-Mexican border in support of Benito Juárez’s rebellion army and 

Lincoln’s belated threats to the French occupation upon the uneasy conclusion of the 

Union-Confederate Civil War. It is a pointed reminder to the French and Spanish 

supporters of the French Intervention of this tenuous but influential Anglo-American 

alliance. On the other hand, it also reads as a satirical warning to Mexicans to remain 

vigilant of their national sovereignty—based on recent history, an alliance with the 

Anglo-Saxon United States would not prove to be too happy. The loaded satire 

demonstrates Ramírez’s nuanced insight into the cultural and linguistic terms of power in 

the shared transnational and transatlantic New World narrative as it was at play in 1865 

(an insight that we miss in Emerson’s more “barren” version of America).  

Here, Ramirez also speculates on the important and geopolitical hierarchies of 

language on the continent—this time from a postcolonial perspective aware of the 

neocolonial manifest destiny of the United States. The United States, with its “dialects of 

the Anglo-Saxon race,” might offer a certain protection from the military and economic 

avarice of the Old World nations, but Mexico must be wary of swapping Spanish for 

French for US American English as the neo-colonizer’s language. On the heels of this 

distinction between a military/political and cultural/linguistic alliance with the United 

                                                
96 In addition to these two essays, he also published essays such as “Unión americana” in 
1867. 
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States, “Antigalicanismo” culminates in a prescription for Mexico’s future that resembles 

the emphasis on supreme originality that so characterized the cultural nationalism in New 

England, and Emerson’s in particular. Tongue-in-cheek, but always with an educating 

edge, Ramírez imagines a counter-factual future for Mexico based upon an “intellectual 

cataclysm” with the ancient classics and the various dialects of Anglo-Saxonism: 

Supongo que un cataclismo intellectual nos arrebata de la Francia, y después de 
pasearnos por la antigüedad clásica, noc coloca en los Estados Unidos, en la 
Alemania o en la Inglaterra: ¿cuál sería nuestra suerte?...respirando el vivífico 
ambiente de la Grecia, y adoptando sus costumbres republicanas, nosotros, como 
hoy, a las orillas de la laguna de Texcoco, representamos una colonia francesa…. 
(II: 387) 
 
Suppose that an intellectual cataclysm snatches us from the French, and after we 
visit the ancient classics, places us in the United States, in Germany or in 
England: what would be our fate?...breathing the vivifying environment of 
Greece, and adopting its republican customs, we, as we do today, on the shores of 
the lake of Texcoco, would represent a French colony….  

 
Taking his previous manipulation of Castelar’s New World narrative to another extreme, 

Ramírez suggests that to begin in Rome and to end in the United States would still leave 

Mexico a colonized dependent. Rather, Mexico must study its own geography, base its 

laws in its own reforms and not the Napoleonic Code, read its own poets, and learn its 

indigenous languages in addition to Latin. Ramírez’s invocation and simultaneous 

rejection of an “intellectual cataclysm” of Spanish and English, Mexico and Anglo-

America, warns us away from any potential romanticization of the new world liberal 

commonalities I have described in these pages. The neo- and post-colonial histories of the 

United States and Mexico are mutually intertwined, even as the geopolitical interests of 

the two nations have been antagonistically aligned.  
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As US Americanists continue to struggle to come to terms with the powerful 

ideology of US American exceptionalism—a unifying political myth that was as 

powerful for George W. Bush as it was for Barak Obama’s political bid for national 

leadership among the US American electorate in 2008— in the dynamic contexts of 

globalization, massive economic migration, and the “transnational turn” in the discipline, 

we can hear in Ramírez’s tongue in cheek invitation to “Americanícese,” (and its loaded 

translation in English, “Americanize yourself”) an unforeseen realization of Ramírez’s 

“intellectual catacylsm”: The US American Renaissance, as was its representative 

philosopher Ralph Waldo Emerson, were actually in dialogue with Mexican 

contemporaries like Ramírez without ever knowing it. The binocular readings of literary 

liberalism that the resonance between these two intellectuals enables ultimately highlights 

the provincial boundaries of Emerson’s cosmopolitanism and the cosmopolitan insights 

of Ramírez’s nationalism.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 

Discrepant Liberalisms: 

William Cullen Bryant and Guillermo Prieto 

 

 

On May 29, 1877 Guillermo Prieto returned to his hotel room in the Saint 

Julien Hotel in New York City to find a card from William Cullen Bryant. Having met 

Prieto briefly during his own visit to Mexico City in 1872, Bryant invited the Mexican 

letrado to visit him at Cedarmere, his country estate on Long Island. On the agreed upon 

morning Prieto walked to Bryant’s office in The New York Evening Post building on 

Broadway. While the two men admired the rapid efficiency of the printing presses, 

Bryant sent someone to look for Spanish-language newspapers for Prieto to read on their 

journey. Since Prieto did not speak English and Bryant’s spoken Spanish was 

rudimentary, conversation was challenging. Prieto described it for his readers in Mexico 

as a scene more extraordinary than the Tower of Babel.  

Mister Bryant conoce el español bastante bien, pero tiene muy poco ejercicio; ya 
sabes cuanta y cuan estupenda es mi ignorancia en el ingles, sobre todo hablando; 
pero a fuerza de desear comunicarnos, echábamos mano alternativamente de 
palabras francesas, latinas, españoles, ingleses y no se cuantas mas, que nos 
hacían forjar a dúo escenas que no se habrían desdeñado en la mismísima torre de 
Babel. 
 
Mister Bryant knows Spanish fairly well, but he has little opportunity to use it; 
you already know how much and how great is my stupendous ignorance of 
English, above all when speaking; but due to our desire to communicate with each 
other, we helped each other out alternately with French, Latin, Spanish, and I 
don’t know how many other languages, a duet that forced us to occupy scenes that 
they would not have disdained in the Tower of Babel. (330) 

 
Their multi-lingual communication in order to engage in a bi-lingual, bi-national 

conversation evokes the triangulated, asymmetrical relationships between US American 
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and Mexican new world liberal intellectuals that I have detailed in the two previous 

chapters. Although private and momentary, their meeting teases out the simultaneity of 

conflict and convergence that characterize this non-relationship—where their “desire to 

communicate” was met with an odd combination of “stupendous ignorance” and an 

impressive array of their shared Eurocentric languages and learning. 

 By the 1870s, the nascent bi-national new world liberal relationship that I have 

been tracing had transitioned from tenuous intellectual and political resonances like those 

which I described in Chapter Two and Three to an increasingly stabilized and influential 

economic and political alliance of liberal elites from the two nationally centralized 

regions. Bryant and Prieto’s face-to-face meetings—first in Mexico City in 1872 and then 

again in New York City in 1877—took place within this inter-related consolidation of 

federal powers under the promise of liberal progress in both countries.97 Because both 

poets were active participants in and spokespersons for liberal (trans)-nationalism in their 

respective countries across the mid-nineteenth century, their published accounts of their 

meetings in the 1870s are especially salient windows into the terms as well as the 

erasures of this newly minted manifestation of bi-national new world liberalism. 

                                                
97 Although many would follow in his footsteps, Bryant is the only one of his white, 
Anglophone, politically influential, financially elite, and nationally renowned peers to 
travel south of the contested US-Mexico border and to publish an extended account of it. 
Henry Adams would visit Mexico City twice in 1895 and in 1896 but his trips received 
the dismissal of two sentences in his travel narrative much more taken with the 
intellectual history of Europe, The Education of Henry Adams (1907). Although by the 
time Bryant visited Mexico City several others had published their travel accounts 
(including Francis Calderón de la Barca’s Life in Mexico, published in 1843), William 
Cullen Bryant’s reputation as an influential journalist and national poet with renown 
singled him out in the eyes of the Mexican press and Mexico’s literary elite. 
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Bryant’s account of his visit in Mexico City and Prieto’s travelogue about the 

United States speak to their shared and antagonistic preoccupations with a nationally 

beneficial collaboration between the increasingly inter-connected economies. A close re-

reading of their texts and their conversations, as recorded by Prieto, reveals that the 

ostensibly common sympathy that drew them together was, in fact, riddled with poignant 

and telling misunderstandings. Specifically, the cosmologies of liberal progress that 

informed Bryant’s and Prieto’s “free trade” positions fissured around their philosophical 

and practical orientations to racial identities and nationalist progressive visions of history. 

Both poets embraced the central tenet of romantic nationalism as defined by Rousseau, 

Herder, and Hegel: the authority of the state derives from an organic unity of its people. 

Similar to Otero’s essay on the supposedly unifying identity of an economic middle class, 

Emerson’s repeated Hegelian assertions about “the spirit of the age,” and Ramírez’s 

essays on a distinctly Mexican national identity, Bryant’s and Prieto’s poetry and prose 

conscientiously articulated national images to which a potentially unified public might 

conform. The two poets had dedicated their careers in print to the quixotic cultivation of 

the structural integrity of their national communities, a dream that was exposed as 

hauntingly fragile in the turmoil of the countries’ respective post-war recoveries during 

the 1870s.    

Not surprisingly, their investments in romantic nationalism fissured around the 

racially delineated hierarchy of ethnic national identities which Hegel most famously 

synthesized into a seemingly coherent historical narrative in the Phänomenologie des 

Geistes / Phenomenology of the Spirit (1807). While I do not want to argue here that 
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Hegel directly influenced Bryant or (especially not) Prieto, the following readings of their 

prose and poetry in the context of their tenuous friendship reveal the extent to which their 

investments in early nineteenth-century romantic nationalism brought them together only 

to drive them apart. Their visions of national coherence were predicated upon a narrative 

of western European civilization and progress that proved to be compatible upon certain 

conditions. This conditionality, defined in terms of racialized hierarchies and progressive 

models of civilization, haunts both poets’ prose and poetry. I read the transnational 

significance of their tenuous friendship as an example of this fundamental “hatchet” to 

which both held on tightly and which, as politely as they may have tried, they could not 

bury.  

For Bryant, the Hegelian model of the teleological evolution of national 

civilizations which coalesced around the supposed superiority of Anglo-Saxondom 

served as the historical lens with which he would both justify and struggle against the 

aggressive manifest destiny and industrial expansion of Anglo-America during his 

lifetime. Because the successive rise and fall of racially identified civilizations was an all-

encompassing worldview for Bryant along with many other romantic nationalists, in his 

poetry and his prose he repeatedly worked to incorporate and map non-European 

civilizations into larger transamerican historical narratives. Perhaps best known today for 

his poem ”The Prairies,” Bryant’s cosmology of racial progress figured the white Anglo-

American settler as the destined “man of the hour” who moved west in the wake of 

supposedly waning Native American civilizations to establish an extension of the New 

England national community. Even as Bryant’s romantic nationalism as related to his 
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political and economic sympathies brought him into Prieto’s confidence, the following 

inter-textual juxtapositions reveal the extent to which Bryant’s progressive historiography 

and its attendant racial and historical assumptions foiled his own attempts at bi-national 

respect and affiliation.   

For Prieto, the reality of liberal and national progress, as dependent upon the 

stability of the nation-state and its geopolitical influence, proved to be a much trickier 

matter. When the liberal nation he and his cohorts had idealized had still not materialized 

under Benito Juárez’s leadership and the República Restaurada (1867-1872), Prieto, 

along with many of his liberal contemporaries, increasingly aligned himself with French 

Positivism, heavily influenced by the French sociologist Auguste Comte. Instead of 

interpreting the rise and success of civilizations through national/racial Hegelian 

“personalities,” Comte’s sociological and scientific emphasis offered an applied model 

for evolutionary national progress more amenable to Mexico’s “peculiar” circumstances. 

Prieto self-consciously responds to Bryant’s Anglo-Saxonism from a perspective much 

influenced by both the romantic nationalism of Rousseau and the positivism of Comte. 

He takes Bryant into confidence based upon an assumed new world liberal sympathy that 

proved to be more fraught than perhaps he had imagined—or so he portrays it to his 

readers in Mexico City. Prieto’s account of his friendship with Bryant, and my translation 

of it in this chapter, is significant for its rich and multi-layered exposure of the 

antagonistic sympathies of the romantic nationalists of the two countries.  Through the 

following inter-textual readings I argue that Bryant and Prieto’s friendship, and the 
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discrepant liberalisms to which their meetings point, narrates a story that Bryant could 

not hear and that US Americanists should.   

Read in juxtaposition, the poetry that brought both authors national renown by the 

1870s expresses these deep and contradictory assumptions that skated never far below the 

surface of their seemingly innocuous, friendly, and multilingual but stilted conversations. 

In this chapter I read their poetry through their own prose-rendered prism as a 

“palimpsest” of romantic nationalist expression from the perspective of greater New 

England and greater Mexico City. I apply Matthew Frye Jacobson’s useful idea of the 

historical palimpsest that speaks to the “unstable combinations” that result from “specific 

histories” that “linger,” which I quoted in Chapter One, across the spatial and the 

temporal contradictions of Bryant and Prieto’s bi-national 1870s encounters (142). These 

close readings tease apart the inherently unstable combination between romantic/racial 

nationalism and liberal cosmopolitanism that Bryant and Prieto shared with many of their 

contemporaries. We see each poet strategically negotiate romantic/racial nationalism and 

a shared cosmopolitanism in their encounters and in their prose and poetry written for a 

idealized national, monolingual audience. Furthermore, the strategies by which each poet 

evoked a liberal cosmology of his nation informed the combination of hospitality and 

misunderstanding that characterized their friendship. And in turn, their culminating face-

to-face meetings register the nascent intellectual resonances and dissonances that I have 

traced in these pages (and that I will trace in their poetry), even as they foreshadow the 

shift in bi-national new world liberalism by 1877 that both poets championed through 

their prose renderings of the other.  
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Bryant’s engagement with Mexico and Cuba has begun to receive renewed 

attention in the context of the “transnational turn” in US American Studies. My specific 

bi-national focus and positionality in this dissertation contributes to current scholarship in 

transnational US American studies, which has recently “recovered” Bryant’s travels to 

Mexico City as a significant literary historical fact. In Transamerican Literary Relations 

and the Nineteenth-Century Public Sphere Anna Brickhouse describes his troubled 

transamericanism as an “Anglo-Saxonist and expansionist ideology in which a glorious 

US paragon of democracy and civilization would encroach” on the southern hemisphere 

(142). While Brickhouse reads Bryant’s transamerican writings and literary relations as 

examples of “unspoken cultural anxieties” that must be “contained” in order to maintain 

his Anglo-Saxonist ideology, in Ambassadors of Culture: The Transamerican Origins of 

Latino Writing, Silva Gruesz suggests that perhaps Bryant imagined a more two-way 

relation of literary and political influence in which the Monroe Doctrine’s rhetoric of 

proximity actually offered Bryant some comfort “at having southern ‘neighbors’ in the 

overwhelming task of ‘civilizing’ America” (56). In this chapter I argue that Bryant, as an 

influential poetic and political figure in greater New England, embodies the fraught but 

central relationships to Mexican new world liberal intellectuals that I have suggested are 

more significant in the mid-nineteenth century than we have realized.   

As opposed to Brickhouse’s readings of Bryant as haunted by a cultural anxiety 

born of his cross-cultural contact with Mexico and Cuba, I argue that Bryant rather 

blatantly refused to be haunted by his contradictory Anglo-American perspective on the 

Americas. My description of Bryant’s tenuous friendship with Prieto fleshes out Silva 
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Gruesz’s reading of Bryant’s investment in the United States and Mexico as “sister 

republics” in light of Prieto’s asymmetrically shared investment. This chapter 

contextualizes and shades the disciplinary fact of Bryant’s visit to Mexico as a complex, 

nuanced example of a US American new world liberal intellectual writing and acting 

“transnationally” in a specific Mexican historical moment and in comparison to the 

transnationality of his Mexican contemporary.   

In the first section of this chapter I describe the poets’ first impressions of each 

other, contextualizing their first meeting in Mexico City within the bi-national 

consolidation of liberal nationalism in which they were actors, commentators, and 

inventors. Their textual (mis)representations of each other in 1872 clarify the stakes of 

their bi-national friendship as a cultural authorization of the perceived value of bi-

national economic collusion under the name of “free trade.” Bryant’s regular column for 

The New York Evening Post, written while in Mexico City, underwrites this first 

section.98 The limited purview of his racialized perception of civilizations and peoples 

become poignantly clear in his fairly sincere if superficial interactions with several fellow 

new world liberal intellectuals in Mexico (figures with whom readers of the previous two 

chapters are already familiar). Here, that familiar tension between US American 

liberalism as economically-defined (“free trade”) and US American liberalism as 

                                                
98 Bryant took advantage of his travels to Cuba and Mexico in order to write this regular 
column for his newspaper The Evening Post in New York City. He wrote a total of eight 
letters dated from February 5 through March 20, 1872 documenting his travels from New 
York City, the Bahamas, to Cuba, through Veracruz to Mexico City, and back.  The 
letters were eventually published periodically from February 14 through May 24, 1872, 
and later published together in his collected Works in 1889 under the title “Visit to 
Mexico.” 
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politically or social-defined (“free men”) arises in a bi-national, bi-lingual conversation 

between the Fireside Poet and his Mexican contemporary.  

In the second section, the two poets’ visions resonate with one another around a 

transamerican poetic landscape—Niagara Falls—and through a specifically American 

poetic influence—José María Heredia. My attention to their poetry spans Bryant’s poetic 

career in a reflective mode that looks back across the decades of national and bi-national 

turmoil that have been the subject of my previous two chapters.99 Heredia’s poem, 

written in 1829, and Bryant’s influential publication of it in a January 1837 edition of The 

United States Review and Literary Gazette structure the poetic landscape in which the 

two poets’ conflicting cosmologies of racial progress converge. Just as Bryant’s early 

connection to Heredia likely inspired Prieto to read aloud his recently written Niagara 

Falls poems in Bryant’s parlor, I bring the poetic ramblings of Bryant’s internationally 

recognized voice to bear upon the two poets’ significant encounters in 1872 and in 1877. 

Evolving from and through this temporal and historical dislocation, I read Bryant’s poem 

“The Fountain,” written in 1839, in an inter-textual juxtaposition with Prieto’s poetry 

written during his year of exile in 1877. In these poems, both poets struggle with and 

engage the ways that their romanticized models of national, and human, progress were 

actually being mapped onto the geography and history of their nation and the continent.  

                                                
99 This reflective mode also seems appropriate given Bryant’s death in 1878. His fireside 
meeting with Prieto came at the end of his influential life as a newspaper editor, political 
figure, and internationally renowned poet. In many ways, Prieto’s prose eulogizes the 
elderly Bryant in ways that hint at even as they erase Bryant’s internal/external 
contradictions that I trace here.  
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In the third section, I turn to Prieto’s above-quoted account of his visit to Bryant’s 

home on Long Island, New York five years later. Here, Prieto becomes the dominant 

narrator in a predominantly US-based context. His detailed description of the personal 

and implied national significance of their evening together in his three-volume travel 

narrative, Viaje a los Estados Unidos, grounds my analysis of the significance of that 

meeting for US transnational Americanists today.100 As rendered by Prieto (no small 

point), the private visit between the two poets was personally transformative. The 

particular geopolitical transitions of 1877 highlight the economic and political 

asymmetries that characterized the countries’ inter-related shift to an era of “stability” 

after decades of violence and national turmoil. Bryant’s and Prieto’s meeting embodies 

the conditional and discrepant sympathies that I trace in their poetry. Furthermore, in the 

context of the transition to a new kind of bi-national new world liberal affiliation, Prieto’s 

sentimental account takes on a transamerican historical significance. 

 

“Free Commerce, Free Speech, Free Soil” 

Bryant and Prieto first met at a funeral in 1872. One of Mexican President Benito 

Juárez’s military leaders had been killed in battle with General Porfirio Díaz’s rebellion 

                                                
100 Prieto’s Viaje a los Estados Unidos is a multi-genre, epic work that reads like a 
personal diary. It is over 1000 pages and interweaves public commentary and analysis 
with personal despair and lyric poetry. Spread across three volumes, Prieto’s travelogue 
covers a fast-paced seven-month trip across the United States, from San Francisco to 
New Orleans, north to New York, and then back south across the Texas-Mexico border. 
It is a quintessential text of the romantic, nationalist hero, exiled from his patria, his past, 
and his future.  
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forces and Prieto was asked to give the speech.101 In Bryant’s account of the funeral he 

seems to understand and respond most to Prieto’s eulogy and he takes the opportunity in 

his published letter to pontificate on Prieto’s significance to Mexico and to the United 

States.  

Senor Guillermo Prieto, a poet and political economist, spoke with great 
animation of the virtues and services of the dead. The crowd listened with deep 
attention, and but that it was a funeral I am sure would have broken out into loud 
applause.  
 I have mentioned that Senor Prieto is a political economist. I have a book 
of his, made up of lectures on the science of political economy, delivered last year 
in the School of Jurisprudence in the city of Mexico. He is a zealous champion of 
the free exchange of commodities between nation and nation, and sees clearly that 
an unobstructed trade with foreign countries is one of the great needs of Mexico, 
one of the surest means of weaning her people from their rude way of living and 
prompting their advance in civilization and all the arts which adorn and dignify 
life. (65)  

 

Bryant’s praise of Prieto as a “zealous champion of the free exchange of commodities 

between nation and nation” says much about the terms of the investment of Bryant and 

his readers in Mexico’s natural resources, trade opportunities, and business ventures. 

It was actually four days after the funeral when Prieto gave Bryant a copy of his 

most recently published book, Lecciones elementales de economía política, dadas en la 

escuela de Jurisprudencia de México en el curso de 1871, during a breakfast hosted by 

Feliciano Herreros de Tejada, the Ambassador to Mexico from Spain. Prieto, Bryant, and 

Manual Payno were the only invitees. Although Bryant takes note of the book that Prieto 

                                                
101 In 1871 Juárez sought a third term re-election, much to many of his former Liberal 
supporters’ chagrin (including Prieto’s). He won in a narrow and contested race against 
Sebastián Lerdo de Tejada and Porfirio Díaz. Díaz, a celebrated general during the War 
of the French Intervention, responded by proclaiming revolt against the Juárez regime 
with an armed insurrection that federal troops had mostly defeated by Bryant’s visit. 
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gave him, he makes no mention of the breakfast and on separate occasion dismisses 

Manual Payno as an outspoken “proteccionista” / “protectionist” who was against 

opening the country to unregulated foreign imports and investments. Prieto’s supposedly 

“zealous” stance towards “free trade” seems to have earned him Bryant’s attention to the 

exclusion of the many other Mexican new world liberal intellectuals Bryant would meet 

during his visit (65).  

It is not an exaggeration to call Bryant one of the most outspoken and influential 

proponents of free trade in the United States (and perhaps, the continent). Over the course 

of his career he used his platform as the editor of The Evening Post to celebrate US 

American, British, Chinese, and Mexican deregulation of trade and repeatedly boasted of 

the merits of “a grand and universal scheme of commercial emancipation” (Bryant II, 

187). Upon his death, one of Bryant’s many eulogizers aptly described him as “ever 

defending free commerce, free speech, freesoil” (Bryant II, x). In his editorial reflection 

on “The Year 1847” and the US-Mexico War, Bryant celebrated “the more general 

recognition of the beneficent doctrines of free trade than the world ever knew before” and 

then indulged in a counterfactual speculation:  

If Mexico had been, in a moderate degree, a commercial country, and in that 
constant, frequent and free intercourse with the United States, to which the 
different occupations followed by the inhabitants of the two countries, and the 
diversity of their products, would seem naturally to lead; if the wants of the 
Mexican population had been those of a civilized nation, and the policy of its 
government, enlightened and liberal, there would long ago have been formed, 
between that republic and ours, ties which it would have been hard to break, and 
when broken easy to unite. We should without question at this moment have been 
at peace with Mexico. (255-256)  
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The logic behind Bryant’s 1847 scenario of peace and free trade is patently ridiculous in 

the face of the blatant and aggressive manifest destiny of US American expansion under 

President Polk.  

In fact, Bryant’s opposition to the US invasion of Mexico was based 

predominately on his “free soil” stance as an outspoken opponent of the expansion of the 

Southern economic system based upon chattel slavery, rather than any identification of 

the mutual respect and equality of Mexico as another nation among nations (akin to 

Fuller, Douglass, and Thoreau’s perspectives I described in Chapter Two). Echoing the 

language in his 1847 editorial, Bryant’s description of Prieto in 1872 characterizes 

foreign investment as the necessary “weaning” of an infantilized people “from their rude 

way of living.” The “free exchange of commodities between nation and nation” (i.e., 

United States dollars in Mexican railroads and mines) would “prompt their advance in 

civilization” (65). In this section I trace the inter-related confluences and divergences of 

the new world liberal preoccupation with “free commerce” across Bryant’s and Prieto’s 

careers as liberal nationalists. Bryant’s equation of free trade, free soil, and often by 

implication, free men is deeply embedded in and complicated by the US-Mexican 

relations that also preoccupied Prieto and his fellow Mexican Liberals.  

By 1848, Prieto and his fellow Liberals in Mexico were well aware of the 

contradictions of “free commerce” and “free soil” for the “free men” of Mexico. Even as 

Bryant was making the above pronouncements about the lackluster “wants of the 

Mexican population” and the “policies of its government,” most Mexican liberals had 

swung from an anti-Conservative, uncritical support of the theories of Adam Smith 
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(translated into Spanish in 1794 and widely disseminated by Juan Bautista Say, a French 

economist who had much influence on Mexican liberalism) to a pragmatic embrace of 

specific and high tariffs in order to survive the post-war economic crisis. In Prieto’s first 

book on political economy, published in 1850 while he served as the Finance Minister, 

Prieto argued for what liberal historian Jesús Reyes Heroles describes as Mexican 

liberalism’s heterodox laissez faire position of “una regulación sabia, detenida, y en que 

se aprecian nuestras circunstancias peliculares…un flexible eclecticismo, marcado por un 

protecionismo racional” / “a wise, detailed regulation, that appreciates our peculiar 

circumstances…a flexible eclecticism, defined by a rational protectionism” (507). By 

1850, Mexican liberals were well aware that their quixotic quest for a nation of “free 

men” was undermined by the adoption of a free trade model which “no será fomentando 

el trabajo del pueblo mexicano, sino el de los pueblos ingles y francés, suizo y de 

Norteamérica” / “will not encourage the work of the Mexican peoples, but rather the 

work of the English and French peoples, of Switzerland and of North America” (from an 

El Siglo Diez y Nueve editorial qtd. in Reyes Heroles 500). Across the nineteenth-century 

Mexican liberals had navigated the pitfalls and inherent inequalities of Bryant’s 

seemingly innocuous universalizing scheme for world peace through free trade.  

Nonetheless, although far from a  “zealous champion,” by 1872 Prieto had indeed 

become a “librecambista” / “free-trader.” Long since having left public service in the 

national treasury, with the publication of his second book on political economy in 1871 

Prieto joined many of his colleagues (including Ignacio Ramírez) to call for increased 

free trade incentives in order to invite more foreign investment. As the Positivist virtue of 
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scientific methods applied in the name of social, political, and economic development 

gained sway, the lowering of tariffs and duties to encourage foreign investment gained 

prestige. Furthermore, beginning under Juárez’s República Restaurada and fully realized 

under Porfirio Diáz’s turn-of-the-century regime (which I will describe in detail in the 

next section), the stability of the nation-state began to take precedence over the idealism 

of the classical liberal-national model. The pragmatic and heterodox history of liberal 

economics in Mexico suggests that even in these early stages of bi-national liberalism’s 

rise to dominance, “free trade” did not mean quite the same thing for Bryant and Prieto. 

Whereas “the emancipation of commerce” promised to be the great equalizer in Bryant’s 

view, for Prieto this lynchpin of liberal economic theory oscillated somewhere between a 

practical theory and a necessary evil.102  

Bryant’s own international reputation as a “zealous champion of…free 

exchange,” on the other hand, fanned the flames of this national debate and the bi-

national intrigue and significance around Bryant’s visit. Even before his boat landed 

                                                
102 In 1878 Matías Romero wrote to John W. Foster, US Minister to Mexico, “la teoría 
proteccionista ha prevalecido por lo general en México…se ve que el problema de 
procurar el desarrollo de los elementos naturales de México no es tan sencillo como a 
primera vista pudiera creerse, porque las circunstancias de esta nación le dan ciertas 
peculiaridades que no pueden atenderse debidamente por medio de un sistema abstracto, 
ni con principios absolutos” / “the protectionist theory has prevailed in general in 
Mexico…one can see that the problem of developing the natural resources of Mexico is 
not as simple as it may seem at first glance, because the circumstances of this nation give 
it certain peculiarities that unfortunately cannot be attended to by an abstract system, nor 
with absolute principles” (qtd. in Reyes Heroles 528). Although Juárez and Díaz both 
opened up Mexico’s mines and railroad industry to US American businessmen, their 
embrace of “free trade” principles was always modified along the terms outlined in 
Romero’s letter. Although advocating for lower tariffs and increased foreign trade, 
Prieto’s political economics still falls closer to this insight then Bryant’s life-long 
championing of “free trade” theory.  
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Bryant had been publicly inscribed in the bi-national, highly contested negotiations over 

the role of the United States and United States citizens in the development of Mexico’s 

national economy, sovereignty, and future. Upon Bryant’s arrival Benito Juárez’s 

administration had succeeded in contracting and laying the groundwork for a railroad 

from the Gulf of Mexico port in Veracruz to Mexico City (it would be finally finished in 

December soon after Bryant’s visit), and in encouraging immigration that had enticed 

Protestant communities and US and British investors. Based on his moderate success, 

however, Juárez’s political enemies in the capital were quick to discredit him as “soft” 

with the United States and European investors. Bryant’s reception in the Mexican press, 

as well as his letters home published soon after in The New York Evening Post, reveal the 

extent to which his visit was implicated in this significant and formative moment in the 

United States and Mexico’s political and economic relationships.  

On February 8th, 1872, La Revista Universal in Mexico City published an 

exaggerated announcement of Bryant’s eminent arrival in the capital: 

EL POETA BRYANT. Este ilustre americano, editor del New York 
Evening Post, el periódico mas acreditado y de mayor influjo entre los capitalistas 
de los Estados Unidos, llegara dentro de poco a México.  

Las sociedades literarias de esta capital, los escritores y amantes de las 
bellas letras, recibirán sin duda con las mayores nuestras de aprecio a este 
distinguido Americano. El senor Bryant habla perfectamente el castellano, fue 
amigo íntimo de una de gran Heredia, a quien acompañó al Niagara, motivo de 
una de sus brillantes composiciones. Entre las joyas que el señor Bryant ha dado a 
la prensa, su versión al ingles de la canción de Rioja ‘A las ruinas de Itálica’ es 
una de las más apreciadas.  

 
THE POET BRYANT. This illustrious American, editor of the New York 

Evening Post, the most accredited newspaper and of great influence among the 
capitalists of the United States, will arrive in Mexico very soon.  
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The literary societies of the capital, the writers and the lovers of beautiful 
literature, will receive this distinguished American with utmost appreciation. 
Senor Bryant speaks perfect Spanish, he was an intimate friend of the great 
Heredia, whom he accompanied to Niagara, the inspiration of one of his greatest 
compositions. Among the jewels that Bryant has left in print, readers should see 
his translation into English of Rioja’s song ‘To the Ruins of Italy,” one of his 
most lauded. (Chapman 48)103 

  
The exaggerations of this announcement planted the seeds for the controversy to follow: 

Bryant speaks “perfect Spanish,” he is an “intimate friend” of Cuban poet José María 

Heredia, and editor of a paper with “great influence among the capitalists of the United 

States.” These details read as code in Mexico City that Bryant was a man with influence 

on both sides of the border, and newspapers run by the Liberal factions in opposition to 

President Benito Juárez’s government were quick to capitalize on Bryant’s perceived 

authority. The next day El Siglo XIX published an anonymous note dated January 2, 1872 

from Washington D.C. that suggested that Ulysses S. Grant’s administration was 

bargaining with Juárez’s government—offering one million dollars in loan to Mexico and 

guaranteeing four years of support for the government in return for an abolition of the 

Free Zone on the border, territorial negotiations for Baja California and part of Sonora, 

and an influx of U.S. troops in Oaxaca to suppress Porfirio Díaz’s ongoing rebellion. 

William Cullen Bryant was listed as the most likely emissary to negotiate the terms of the 

contract.  

                                                
103 The above-mentioned Arnold Chapman published a detailed account of the public 
controversy surrounding Bryant’s visit entitled Mexico and Mr. Bryant that was later 
translated into Spanish by Carlos Valdes and published in 1984. Notably, the English 
original is out of print. The Spanish language translation is still available through the 
Fonda Cultural Económica, a major publication of historical and critical texts in Mexico.  
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 As is evident in the political intrigue surrounding his visit, Bryant was much more 

than an internationally recognized poet. In addition to his poems that were widely 

anthologized, translated, and quoted, Bryant’s editorials in The Evening Post were widely 

read as the influential commentary of a political and party leader. Bryant began his career 

as a Jacksonian Democrat, often dissenting from the Bostonian Whig stronghold from 

whence he came. In 1848, due to his anti-slavery expansion convictions, Bryant was a 

founding member of the Free Soil party that later formed the basis for the new 

Republican Party that elected Lincoln in 1860. In the post Civil War political era 

Bryant’s voice as a member of the Republican Party continued to be influential, and upon 

his return from Mexico and Cuba in 1872, he was rumored to be running for President of 

the United States (a rumor he vehemently and derisively denied). 

Given the company he kept, it is no wonder that the politically entrenched Bryant 

continued to draw suspicion throughout his visit. His connections and letters of 

introduction from friends and colleagues in the United States put him in touch with the 

recent influx of foreign merchants, landowners, and factory operators in Mexico. Wined 

and dined by these bi-national capitalists as ostentatiously as he was by the Mexican elite, 

Bryant’s culturally motivated visit to Mexico was facilitated by a community functioning 

in English within Mexico and dominated by economic investments in the country’s 

natural resources. To many Mexico City observers, however, “free commerce” and “free 

soil” easily translated to stolen national resources and foreign meddling.  

In spite of this, Bryant seems to exhibit no real awareness of the bi-national 

context and ramifications of his visit. Unbeknownst to the poet, the ensuing social 
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engagements and honorary invitations in the capital—almost all of which he experienced 

as an imposition upon his real intentions to relax and tour the city—were actually a series 

of power plays by the opposing camps with political influence in the capital: those 

supporting the Juárez government and those supporting Lerdo de Tejada. In this intense 

political climate, of which Bryant remained ignorant, Prieto published his own bi-

national introduction of Bryant, the poet.  

Prieto’s introduction of Bryant in the Mexican press alluded to the bi-national 

significance of Bryant’s visit on a different register—one that sublimated even as it 

turned upon the “free trade” relationship at the heart of Bryant’s investment in Mexico. 

On March 10, 1872 in his weekly column, “Crónicas charlamentarias,” Prieto singled out 

Bryant’s presence at the funeral where they had first met.  

Entre la comitiva fúnebre, y por una verdadera casualidad, según creemos, 
distinguimos entre otras personas que se hacían notar por la extrañeza de sus 
vestidos, a uno que parecía fijar más la atención de la generalidad….  
 Preguntamos por el nombre de este personaje, y nos dijeron llamarse Mr. 
William Cullen Bryant, unos de los poetas más eminentes y de los escritores más 
ilustres de los Estados Unidos…. 
 Recordemos que en las vacilaciones que solía producir nuestra situación 
en los Estados Unidos, sin cuidarse de las batallas, nos consagraba honrado y con 
desinterés su esfuerzo, se ponía en contacto con los mexicanos que allí trabajaban 
por nosotros, nos alentaba en los reveses, tenía siempre lauros en sus manos para 
nuestros triunfos…. 
 
Amidst the funeral procession, and by pure coincidence, according to our 
knowledge, we distinguished among other people that were notable for their 
strange dress, one that seemed to draw more attention than the rest…. 
 We asked for the name of this person, and they told us that he was Mr. 
William Cullen Bryant, one of the most imminent poets and illustrious writers of 
the United States…. 
 We remember that amidst the uncertainties produced by our relations with 
the United States, without fixating on the battles, he honored us and with 
disinterested effort, he was in contact with Mexicans that worked with us, he 
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cheered us on in our setbacks, he always had laurels in his hands for our 
triumphs…. (qtd. in Chapman 52).  

  
Prieto’s praise alludes to Bryant’s public friendship and support for Matías Romero 

during his ambassadorship in Washington D.C. during the Mexican Liberal routing of 

Maximiliano in 1867. With a nod to the rumors of conspiracy (Bryant was at the funeral 

by coincidence “according to our knowledge”), Prieto glosses over Bryant’s more 

troubling public support for the expansionist policies associated with the annexation of 

Texas and the US-Mexico War of 1846, not to mention his frequent speculations about 

the unfitness or barbarity of Mexico in line with his depreciatory analysis of the Mexican 

people and the Mexican government in his above-quoted 1847 editorial.  

Instead, Prieto offered his Mexico City readers a fairly innocuous version of 

Bryant as an illustrious poet and a loyal friend of Mexico. What is at stake in the two 

poets’ public caricatures of the other? The public portrait that each poet painted of the 

other represents one face of the multi-faceted prism of the national interests to which 

each poet appealed: Bryant as a non-threatening poet who represented a benevolent and 

cooperative faction of the Yankees whom Mexico City’s liberal elite might trust to 

cooperate but not make conquest, and Prieto as a vocal free-trade supporter with 

considerable influence among his colleagues in Mexico City with whom the businessmen 

and politicians of greater New York might take confidence. The strategy is the same: 

construct the other poet as cultural emblem of the desired economic, political, and 

cultural relationship between the liberal elite of both countries. Dilute the other poet in so 

far as, on the one hand, the caricature might build confidence in Mexico’s resources for 
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US investment and, on the other hand, it might diminish fears of US usurpation of 

Mexican sovereignty.  

Across their bi-national portraits we can see the extent to which the political and 

the poetic roles of the two men available to be drawn upon depending upon the strategic 

message behind them. This flexibility as representative national poets and as 

representative statesmen on the bi-national stage is born of their mutually recognizable 

roles as “ambassadors of culture”—derived from the similar norms of cultural and 

political authority in their respective home communities. As Silva Gruesz describes it, the 

cultural ambassador’s “authority” is always secondary to “the political authority s/he 

represents rather than being intrinsic to the ambassador’s own self” (18). As influential 

cultural actors, Bryant and Prieto accrued aesthetic and popular authority based on their 

secondary affiliations to a political machine and its ties to the state. By the time Bryant 

and Prieto published their travel accounts of the other’s home country, both men were 

widely respected commentators and interpreters in their respective communities—

established, influential statesmen acting within their national project(ion)s in the US and 

in Mexico. Both men had a considerable amount of influence at the tip of their pens, and 

both were guaranteed publication and readers in their respective hometowns.104  

                                                
104 The conversation between William Cullen Bryant and Benito Juárez in the office of 
the President in the National Palace in Mexico City illustrates Bryant’s quasi-ambassador 
status. Juárez addressed Bryant as a representative of potential investment, and he quickly 
moved the conversation to depict Mexico as an advantageous destination for Bryant’s 
readers in The Evening Post, the businessmen and investors in New York City. Bryant, 
on the other hand, was most “struck” by the President’s appearance.  In a letter written 
for The Evening Post, Bryant describes his surprise, “There stood before me a man of low 
stature and dark complexion, evidently of the Aztec race, square built and sturdy in 
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Bryant’s cultural ambassadorship in Mexico in 1872 was characterized by 

misapprehension rather than diplomacy, though. His participation in the Sociedad de 

Geografía y Estadística—an intellectual society that was established in 1833 and whose 

dedication to scientific and literary pursuits were well known across Latin America—

exemplifies the bi-cultural disjunction that characterized his visit. On March 8, 1872, 

Bryant was inducted as an honorary member and appeared as the keynote speaker of a 

regular meeting at the Sociedad de Geografía y Estadística. It was considered a high 

honor.105 While his presence bespeaks the institutionalized, strategic, and international 

community of New World liberal intellectuals that I have posited in this dissertation, 

Bryant’s participation in and description of the event merits attention more for what it 

leaves out then what it includes.106 By 1872, the Sociedad was dominated by anti-Juárez 

letrados, most affiliated with Lerdo de Tejada, so Bryant’s attendance was understood by 

everyone but Bryant as implicit support for Lerdo de Tejada’s claims to the presidency. 

Beyond this political context missed by Bryant, his honorary speech marks an especially 

poignant and nonpartisan instance of misrecognition.  

                                                                                                                                            
figure, with a mild expression of countenance, yet with something in his aspect which 
indicated inflexible resolution.” This was not the image of male, Anglo-Saxon resolve 
that Bryant, and many of his readers, associated with the figures of national leadership in 
the United States.  And, of course, Benito Juárez was a Zapotec from Oaxaca, not an 
indigenous descendent of Aztecs of Central Mexico at all. I address his racial 
preoccupation and misapprehension in more detail in regards to the Mexican new world 
literary intellectuals with whom Bryant also crossed paths.  
105 In the quick turnover of the polemical press, the assertions of Bryant’s insidious 
intentions had long been refuted. 
106 In her biographical account of Bryant’s transamerican credentials, Brickhouse 
mentions “he was admitted in an honorary capacity into the Sociedad Mexicana de 

Geografía Estadística, a group encompassing Mexico’s successful novelists and poets” 
(139). In this section, I flesh out the Mexican terms of this “honor.”  
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 When Bryant stood to give his speech, he brought with him a host of expectations 

and concerns that were quite different from those of his listeners. The speech he gave was 

short, cordial, mostly in English with a couple of sentences in Spanish. In fact, upon 

standing, he began with an apology in Spanish and immediately turned to English:  

Señor presidente y socios: no hablo con facilidad bastante el hermoso idioma de 
vuestro país, para que me aventure a contestar en mal español las lisonjeras y 
elocuentes palabras que acabo de oír; y me perdonaréis, por tanto, si recurro a la 
lengua menos melodiosa, aunque expresiva, que aprendí en mi cuna.  

 
Señor president and associates: I do not speak the beautiful language of your 
country with enough facility to venture to respond in my bad Spanish to the 
flattering and eloquent words that I have just heard; and excuse me, if for this 
reason, I resort to the less melodious, although expressive, language that I learned 
in the cradle. (qtd. in Chapman 70)  

 
While Bryant’s use of Spanish was well received as a significant and polite gesture, the 

accounts in the next day’s press and in private letters and journals of the Mexicans in 

attendance share a sense of disappointment. In comparison to the ornate and lengthy 

rhetorical style of the Mexican letrados, Bryant’s speech was startlingly less than three 

minutes long. Compared to the earlier announcements of his perfect Spanish and his 

friendship with Heredia, his inconsistent command of the language was a surprise to 

many.107 Devoid of any substance beyond general acknowledgements of gratitude and a 

series of compliments to Mexico’s landscape and accomplishments, the speech was lifted 

from an earlier speech that he gave at an event in honor of Matías Romero at Hotel 

                                                
107 While I make much of the ineffectuality of Bryant’s spoken Spanish and the resultant 
misunderstandings in this chapter, his introductory statement implies that he was able to 
capture the gist of what he had heard and respond on the spot. As is even more apparent 
in his 1877 meeting with Prieto, Bryant clearly worked to compensate for his lack of 
facility with effort and aplomb. 
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Delmonico’s in New York City in 1864. Many of the attendees of the meeting likely 

understood his speech in English, which meant that they also understood that Bryant had 

actually offered very little.108  

Bryant’s account of the event is even more revealing of just how much he missed. 

Here he was in the midst of many of the most influential and widely published 

intellectuals of Mexico’s national literary movement, and he did not recognize them as 

contemporaries. Instead, he mislabeled them as cultivated, well-mannered Aztecs. Of 

Ignacio Ramirez and Ignacio Altamirano, two of the cultural architects of Mexico’s 

national literary tradition and sensibility, Bryant notes for his audience back home 

discuss little more than their racial features:  

…a gentleman evidently of the pure Aztec race, who, I was told, generally 
presided at the meetings of the society—it was Senor Ramirez, the vice-president. 
At a desk in front of the president sat Senor Allamirane, the first secretary, who 
bore equally manifest tokens of Aztec descent. Many of these descendents of the 
people subdued by Cortez are men of cultivated minds and engaging manners…. 
(51) 

 
It is shocking, in hindsight, that Bryant failed to recognize the shared literary interest, 

vast cosmopolitan libraries, and erudite poetry, novels, and essays of Altamirano and 

Ramírez (not to mention the novelist Manual Payno, whom he had dismissed in his letters 

to The Evening Post as a mere “protectionist”). Furthermore, as I discussed in Chapter 

                                                
108 This in comparison to the rest of the meeting dedicated to debates about the evidence 
of glaciers in the central Mexican valley and to the colonization schemes for interior 
Mexico. According to the minutes and press coverage of the meeting, Ignacio Ramírez 
among others debated the evidence for and the need to pursue the scientific study of 
glaciers, and there was not time made for discussion of colonization. Bryant made no 
mention of the discourse, and it is likely that he, in turn, found the last half of the meeting 
tedious due to his limited Spanish.  
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Three, Ramírez was not from an indigenous family, but rather he was a mestizo who had 

publicly and famously stated his pride in his Indian features. Ignacio Altamirano, a 

Zapotec Indian from Oaxaca, was no Aztec either. Both men understood themselves as 

Mexican Liberals, first and foremost, and participated together in the national literary 

movement to incorporate and assimilate Mexican indigenous cultures into their national 

imaginary and legal regime.109 Bryant could not recognize the racial, political, or 

intellectual identities that were most salient for each of them.  

For all of Bryant’s misreadings and missed opportunities, he did clearly recognize 

and befriend Prieto more than any other Mexican intellectual he met during his stay. 

Chapman speculates that this was due to a natural affinity between the two men that rose 

above their cultural and linguistic barriers. I would add that it probably had much to do 

with Prieto’s gregarious personality, his “free trade” sympathies, and his white skin. In 

spite of fairly limited contact during Bryant’s whirlwind visit, Prieto, in turn, chose to 

contact Bryant when he was forced to travel to the United States in 1877 due to the on-

going internal political turmoil in Mexico’s Liberal leadership. Five years later, the bi-

national, semi-bi-lingual relationship that began amidst Bryant’s visit, where he described 

himself as “breakfasted, dined, and diplomad,” would culminate in a private, leisurely 

                                                
109 Their relationship, Altamirano as a younger beneficiary and disciple of Ramírez who 
by 1872 was acknowledged as the leader of the national literary movement in the capital, 
might be read as a Mexican parallel to the literary history around Emerson and Thoreau’s 
literary relationship. In fact, their literary relationship offers an unrecognized Mexican 
counter-example to Buell’s statement in his biography of Emerson that “the case for 
Emersonian influence is open and shut. World literature offers no more dramatic case of 
long-term discipleship to a particular ‘great’ precursor by a young writer later recognized 
as great in his own right—unless it be the discipleship of Plato and Socrates” (297).   
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evening together in Bryant’s home. It is an encounter that Prieto himself would 

characterize as simultaneously meaningful and meaningless.      

 
 
“haunts of the eagle and the snake” 

My argument for the particularly rich bi-national significance of Prieto’s account 

of their encounter in 1877 begins with a close reading of the two poets’ divergent 

struggle with the dominant notions of national progress as inscribed within their poetry. I 

juxtapose Bryant’s and Prieto’s poetic invocations of the new world liberal intellectual’s 

hopes for national modernization and progress as an explanation for both the underlying 

connection and the profound disconnections that characterized their bi-national visits. I 

look specifically at poems in which each poet invoked romanticized metaphors for the 

futures of their national community in response to that sublime symbol of high romantic 

nationalism drawn upon by poets across the continent: Niagara Falls. Here, José María 

Heredia’s ode to Niagara operates as a triangulated American text that influenced both 

Bryant and Prieto. 

Niagara Falls held metaphorical significance for new world liberal intellectuals 

across the continent and Prieto traveled to the Falls in a sort of inter-american pilgrimage. 

In fact, it is not an overstatement to name Niagara Falls as a major signifier in a 

transnational poetic landscape of the Americas akin to the prairies of the US Manifest 

Destiny poetic vocabulary or Popocatépetl in Mexico’s national poetic tradition. Silva 

Gruesz describes the significance of Niagara Falls as an “inter-American icon” that “to 

virtually every observer in the early nineteenth century…encoded the essence of the New 
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World sublime, the difference inherent in American nature that allowed it to rival 

European civilization.” By the 1870s, for young US American authors responding to the 

romantic nationalism of William Cullen Bryant and Emerson, such as William Dean 

Howells, Niagara Falls would become an American cliché. But, as Silva Gruesz suggests, 

the Falls “provoked complex meditations on the veil of forgetting and the loss of 

language that, though on the surface antithetical to the raw patriotism behind the cult of 

American nature, form an important part of that cult” (31). It is no coincidence that the 

Falls attracted Prieto in 1877, traveling in exile from his Mexican Republic and 

struggling to reconcile his recent dehumanizing experience as a non-English speaker in 

the United States with his liberal sympathies to the US American republic. I read 

Bryant’s and Prieto’s poetry through an inter-American genealogy of Niagara, not just as 

a cliché signifier of the Romantic American sublime, but “as an emblem of the central 

linguistic and cultural divide of America” (i.e. the English language and Spanish 

language visions of and experiences in the Americas) (Silva Gruesz 30-31).  

Overcome with an overwhelming hyper-Romantic impulse to write while 

standing at the base of the falls, Prieto remembers the many Latin American poets who 

came before him, “los mil acentos que tu pompa inspira” / “the thousand accents that 

your pomp inspires”—José María Heredia, first among them (214). First published in the 

original in New York City in 1825 in a slender volume of poetry, Al sol, the English 

translation of Heredia’s “Niagara” first appeared in the January 1827 United States 

Review and Literary Gazette of which Bryant was the co-editor. Thatcher Taylor Payne, a 

friend and fellow poet, co-translated the version that Bryant published and popularized in 
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the Anglophone Americas.110 As shown in the above-mentioned Mexican editorial in 

1872, the legend that Bryant not only translated the poem but also befriended Heredia 

was entrenched in the continental public imagination.111 And for all three writers—

Heredia, and in turn, Bryant and Prieto—the Niagara Falls served as a physical 

instantiation of sublime destiny, as a particularly American representation of the passage 

of time and the promise of progress in the New World. In Bryant’s and Prieto’s Niagara 

Falls inspired poems, we can hear their antagonistic investments in a bi-national 

collaboration across the linguistic and cultural divide of the Americas.   

Heredia’s poem serves as a triangulated point of departure for my reading of both 

poets. A Cuban exile whom Martí would name “the first poet of America,” Heredia 

addressed Niagara Falls as an interlocutor, a sympathetic physical site in which he might 

find some comprehension for the isolation and spatial/temporal dislocation of his exile 

(qtd. in Brickhouse A Story 1). In 1823 Heredia was banished from Cuba upon charges of 

                                                
110 On a side note, given the language learning that is so important to this story, Bryant’s 
inclusion of the poem in translation in the journal led to frequent subsequent publications 
of Heredia’s poem in English and in Spanish. Heredia’s poem was often included 
throughout the nineteenth century in Spanish-language textbooks. And in his original 
publication he strategically framed his book of poetry as a pedagogy tool for learning 
Spanish.   
111 For an excellent account of the international rumor, see Héctor H. Orjuela’s  
“Revaloración de una vieja polémica literaria: William Cullen Bryant y la oda ‘Niágara’ 
de José María Heredia” in the Boletín del Instituto Caro y Cuervo 19 (1964). Orjuela also 
points out that “the story of their friendship became an important symbol of inter-
American literary solidarity” (Brickhouse 141). Even Ralph Bauer’s Early American 
Literature online site continues to cite Bryant as the translator, but along with Brickhouse 
and Orjuela, I am convinced that Bryant did not consider himself as such as he included 
his translation of another Heredia poem, “The Hurricane,” and not “Niagara” in his 
Poetical Works published for the first time in 1854 and revised just before his death in 
1878.   
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conspiracy against the Spanish government. He spent two years in New York City where 

he worked as a Spanish teacher and published his first collection of poems. From New 

York, he moved to Mexico City where he published prose and poetry, became a 

naturalized citizen, and served as a legal magistrate until his early death in 1839. His ode 

to Niagara Falls was and is one of his best-known poems and it arguably influenced both 

Bryant and Prieto. Given the biographical, political and cultural overlap between the 

three figures, I tease apart the resonance in three of their poems around the troubled 

definitions of liberal progress within their specific and different national loyalties and 

contexts. 

In Heredia’s poem, the current of the Falls becomes a metaphor for the passage of 

time and the sublime destiny of the New World—a symbol for him of the ways that the 

ideal had been twisted and reshaped by his exile and the related geopolitical imbalance of 

economic, military, and cultural power in the region. Heredia speculates that the “hand” 

from which the powerful current originated might not simply dissipate in the Falls but 

someday “roll to overwhelm the earth.” 

¡Asombroso torrente! 
Cómo tu vista el ánimo enajena! 
y de terror y admiración me llena! 
¿Do tu origen está? ¿Quién fertiliza 
por tantos siglos tu inexhausta fuente? 
¿Que poderosa mano 
hace que al recibirte 
no rebose en la tierra el Óceano? 

Dread torrent! that with wonder and with fear 
Dost overwhelm the soul of him that looks 
Upon thee, and dost bear it from itself, 
Whence hast though thy beginning? Who supplies, 
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Age after age, thy unexhausted springs? 
What power hath ordered, that, when all thy weight 
Descends into the deep, the swollen waves 
Rise not, and roll to overwhelm the earth?112 

 
Heredia’s depiction of Niagara Falls as a metaphor for the “el torrente oscuro de los 

siglos / en insondable eternidad” / “the dark torrent of the centuries / of an unfathomable 

eternity” becomes a master trope that Bryant and Prieto would modify in their own poetic 

meditations on their national communities and their trans-american futures. The 

metaphorical essence of Niagara as the speaker’s unfathomable and mysterious 

interlocutor also evokes the misunderstandings and misapprehensions that I have been 

arguing characterized the bi-national new world liberal intellectuals of the mid-nineteenth 

century.113   

Bryant’s poem “The Fountain” ends with a reversal of the rhetorical speculations 

that Heredia’s speaker addresses to Niagara Falls to interrogate a speculative trans-

american future.  

     Is there no other change for thee, that lurks 
Among the future ages? Will not man 
Seek out strange arts to wither and deform  
The pleasant landscape which thou makest green?  
Or shall the veins that feed thy constant stream 
Be choked in middle earth, and flow no more 
For ever, that the water-plants along 
Thy channel perish, and the bird in vain  
Alight to drink? Haply shall these green hills 
Sink, with the lapse of years, into the gulf 

                                                
112 I use here the Bryant/Payne translation from “Niagara.”  
113 From Mexico, Heredia published many essays and articles about inter-American 
relations, including a favorable comparison of George Washington to Napoleon 
Bonaparte and a critique of John Quincy Adam’s expansionist policies directed at Cuba 
and the Caribbean.   
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Of ocean-waters, and thy source be lost 
Amidst the bitter-brine? Or shall they rise,  
Upheaved in broken cliffs and airy peaks, 
Haunts of the eagle and the snake, and thou 
Gush midway from the bare and barren steep? 
(Poetical 270-271) 
 

Bryant takes up Heredia’s apocalyptic image of the Falls’ that might “overwhelm the 

earth” in order to warn that perhaps man’s “strange arts”—in the Hegelian racialized 

theory of civilization that informs the poem this clearly means the US American white 

man’s “strange arts”—will irrevocably deform the landscape. The series of questions 

deepens the ominous image of Bryant’s earlier-named “white man’s axe” by associating 

it with images of cataclysmic geological events that either flatten the landscape, leave the 

stream a pool of “bitter-brine,” or push the hills into towering mountains that would 

transform the gentle stream into a gushing waterfall. 

Such contradictory positions towards his own manifest destiny-infused theory of 

progressive civilizations have long been a noted characteristic of Bryant’s poems and 

prose. As David Baxter aptly describes Bryant in “The Dilemma of Progress: Bryant’s 

Continental Vision,” Bryant was a lover of the “unspoiled landscape” who was also a 

“visionary expansionist” (Brodwin 17, 20). Although it seems the poet found ways to 

reconcile his personal and political contradictions (both in his poems and in his 

influential role in the construction of Central Park in New York City, for example), in a 

2003 article in American Periodicals Ingrid Satelmajer demonstrates that Bryant’s poem 

“The Fountain,” as originally published in the Democratic Review in 1839, indeed 

articulated a critical concern with the Jacksonian Free Soil platform that pushed US 
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American settlers westward in the name of an Anglo-American racial superiority. 114 In 

this context, Bryant’s rhetorical questions responded to the polemical debates over 

westward expansion and the annexation of Texas in 1839 that also preoccupied the new 

world liberal intellectuals in Texas and in Mexico. Satelmajer argues that the final stanza 

of Bryant’s poem “ultimately interrogates the structural integrity” of the US American 

national project as it was being debated and defined in the Democratic Review’s own 

pages (35).  Here, I argue that there is also an as yet unrecognized transamerican 

dimension to Bryant’s expressed concerns for the future of the US American nation as 

metonymically described in “The Fountain” in the context of the annexation of Texas (a 

key provocation of the US-Mexican War as Mexico had not recognized Texas’s secession 

from Mexico).   

The poem builds upon a typical example of Bryant’s historical and racialized 

cosmology of Hegelian progress defined by the rise and fall of civilizations. Looking 

upon the small mountain stream, the speaker of the poem initially sees “histories that stir 

the heart/ With deeper feeling” rise before him: first, a battle scene of Indian warriors 

where the dead lay beside the stream “mangled by tomahawks”; then, a “hunter’s lodge” 

                                                
114 Entitled “Unbinding ‘The Book’: Bryant’s ‘The Fountain’ in the Democratic Review,” 
Satelmajer’s article argues that the emphasis on the published books or “works” of 
Bryant has contributed to the false assumption that he was a genteel poet removed from 
society—a disciplinary perspective that has, in turn, obscured his international status as 
an influential and at times critical poet-citizen. Bryant’s later publications of “The 
Fountain” in book form, and his assertion that is was to actually serve as one part of a 
longer poem, safely contained his critique that US Americanism contained the seeds of its 
own destruction within other poems that assured that “…the eternal flow of things, / Like 
a bright river of the fields of heaven, / Shall journey onward in perpetual peace” (Bryant 
Poetical Works “An Evening Revery,” 282). 
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and the laughter of “black-eyed Indian maidens”; and finally, the “white man swung the 

axe” and the “blue-eyed girls / Brought pails, and dipped them in thy crystal pool” as 

“children, ruddy-cheeked and flaxen-haired, / Gathered the glistening cowslip.” Similar 

to “The Prairies,” the fountain becomes a metonymical site of the white, male US 

American nation, and the laughter of flaxen-haired children replaces and effaces the tribal 

nation’s presence on the land (Poetical 266-270).  

Bryant’s final stanza, however, expresses a profound ambivalence about the 

virtues of the exceptional US American democratic experiment that in 1839 was pushing 

west and south into tribal lands and Mexican national territory. The concluding stanza of 

“The Fountain” obliquely alludes to a transamerican destiny for the ideals of liberal 

progress and the march of civilization. Opposed to the annexation of Texas on purely 

anti-slavery grounds, Bryant evokes the flag of the Mexican Republic in the final lines of 

“The Fountain.” To repeat the final image: 

…Or shall they rise,  
Upheaved in broken cliffs and airy peaks, 
Haunts of the eagle and the snake, and thou 
Gush midway from the bare and barren steep? 
(Poetical 270-271) 
 

The metonymical US American national community might rise up (like the previous 

civilizations that rose up before the speaker’s eyes) into a powerful waterfall “haunted” 

by the emblems of Mexico’s national flag: “the eagle and the snake.” The concluding 

lines of “The Fountain” suggest Bryant predicted the future of the unique destiny of the 

Anglo-American democratic experiment in close relationship to Mexico—a Niagara Falls 

haunted by the Mexican flag? It is an guarded image though, one that also evokes the 
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white man’s “strange arts” that may leave the natural resources and landscape “bare and 

barren” amidst the rush of time. As is clear in his editorial response to the US-Mexican 

War, Bryant understood any relationship with Mexico as a “sister republic” in terms of 

the benevolence of the Anglo-American interest in an infantile, backward, barbarian 

Mexican Republic. And by 1871, when he published his letters from Mexico City to The 

New York Evening Post, Bryant would articulate such a seemingly benevolent but 

potentially destructive bi-national relationship in concrete political and economic terms.  

Prieto’s own ode to Niagara Falls also makes a bi-national allusion, this time to 

the national myths of the United States. The narrative of progressive civilizations 

embodied by the awful rush of the Falls leads Prieto back to the romantic nationalists’ 

preoccupation with an ever elusive ontological unity of the national community. In a 

particularly telling moment, the speaker compares the delirium of the waves to the 

“caudaloso río” / “plentiful river” from which they came (214).  

Cuánto más dulce, caudaloso río, 
en tu existencia sosegada fueras, 
música dando al blanco caserío 
y regando las verdes sementeras. 
 
Much more sweetly, plentiful river, 
your existence quietly goes by, 
giving music to the white farmhouse 
and watering the greenly sown lands.  

 
The water now crashing upon the rocks like “el tropel” / “the mob” was once a sweet 

river watering an idyllic picture of agrarian production. It is the image of the white 

yeoman farmer of the idealized Jeffersonian Republic. It is the Mexican Liberal’s fantasy 

for Mexico, as most clearly articulated by Mariano Otero in “Consideraciónes sobre la 
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situación política y social de la república mexicana, en el año 1847”: an economic, 

cultural, and societal structure that never existed and never would.  

To indulge in a bit of counter-factualism here, if Prieto had imagined an 

indigenous ejido, or communal land primarily used for small-plot farming, one might 

have argued that he had much of Mexico’s landscape and agriculture in mind. But of 

course, he did not and would not, as the ejido tribal communities were explicitly at odds 

and often at war with the Liberal reformers and their emphasis on capitalism and 

individual property rights. Prieto’s projection of the destruction, violence, and failure of 

the nation on to Niagara Falls reveals that the failure in Prieto’s eyes was based on a 

displaced, idealized projection of an Anglo-American idealization of the New England 

past. Bryant’s sympathy with that lament—his own idealizations of the white yeoman 

farmer in “The Fountain” and other poems—translated to a seemingly compatible 

preoccupation with a cohesive national community as the authority of the nation-state. It 

was the new world liberal intellectual’s ephemeral dream that was always, already 

passing like “esa leve y delicada gasa / en que el iris derrama sus colores” / “that light 

and delicate chiffon / in which the rainbow spills her colors” at the base of Niagara Falls 

(Prieto 214). 

 
 

“por sentirme amado” 

 
 In 1877 Prieto arrived on the shores of San Francisco, having fled Porfirio Díaz’s 
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second, more successful insurrection to claim the Mexican presidency in 1877.115 In the 

intervening time Benito Juárez had died (just one month after Bryant’s visit), and the 

previous presidential candidate Lerdo de Tejada had assumed the presidency, where he 

continued Juárez’s focus on building a railroad infrastructure, promoting a national public 

education system through the rather ineffective mode of building largely empty rural 

schools, inviting foreign capital to invest in the railroad, agriculture and mining 

industries, and strengthening a federal police force called the rurales to combat the 

roadside violence for which Mexico had become infamous. When Lerdo de Tejada 

sought re-election, Díaz (from his revolutionary outpost in Brownsville, Texas) once 

again declared his re-election antithetical to the republican spirit of reform and marshaled 

an army that quickly sent Lerdo de Tejada on a boat bound for New York. Prieto, 

demonstrative of the fractured nature of Mexican Liberalism, had aligned himself with 

                                                
115 Prieto did not receive a warm welcome from the native English-speaking functionaries 
of the US elite comparable to Bryant’s description of his visit to Mexico City. Almost all 
of Prieto’s contacts in the United States were there as either diplomatic functionaries of a 
Latin American government in power or expatriate literary elites in disfavor with the 
current Latin American government in power. For example, in New Orleans, the city in 
which Prieto and his group stayed the longest, Prieto was connected to and hosted by the 
established Hispanophone community informally led by his friend Jose Agustin Quintero. 
Silva Gruesz characterizes Quintero, by then an editor at the Picayune, as “perhaps the 
most deeply engaged of his generation of Caribbean letrados in New England 
sensibilities” (152). The son of an Englishwoman and a Cuban tobacco plantation owner, 
Quintero was sent to Harvard at a young age, and his obituary mentioned Emerson, 
Everett Hale, and Longfellow as a few of his lifelong “Northern friends.” His friendship 
with Prieto began during Prieto’s first exile in the United States by Juárez’s side from 
1851 through 1853 during the Reform Wars in Mexico and it endured Quintero’s tricky 
service to the Confederate cause during the Civil War when his allegiances to the 
Mexican Liberals might have been questioned. In Viaje a los Estados Unidos, Quintero 
serves as Prieto’s informant on all things “American” and literary, and Prieto publishes 
for his readers a summary, written by his friend Quintero, of US letters. 
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yet another pretender to the contested presidential seat, José María Iglesias. When Diáz’s 

troops turned their attention to Iglesias and his supporters, the candidate and his 

supporters fled Mexico City for the coast and boarded a boat also bound for the United 

States. Mexico was perched on the cusp of the Porfiriato—Porfirio Díaz’s almost thirty-

year control over Mexico’s increasingly centralized government where he governed by 

the motto “Paz, Orden, y Progreso” / “Peace, Order, and Progress”—and Prieto left 

Mexico as the poet and statesman of a passing era. 

The year 1877 also marked a monumental, transitional moment in United States 

history. Roughly akin to the turmoil around the presidential leadership of Mexico, the 

1876 election had ended in infamy and recrimination when Samuel Tilden’s win by 

popular vote was brokered by a congressional vote and unofficial compromise that 

effectively gave Rutherford B. Hayes the presidency in return for a withdrawal of US 

troops from the Reconstruction South.116 The year that the post-war Reconstruction in the 

US South ended, the same US Northern capitalists who would profit from bi-national 

deals in Mexico moved into the ravaged Southern economy to cooperate with Southern 

white elites in the name of a so-called “New South” that effectively established an 

economic neocolonial relationship between the two regions. The Panic of 1873, falling 

                                                
116 Although courted by both Democrats and Republicans throughout the election, Bryant 
refused to publicly support either candidate and kept his vote a secret. Based on his 
public and private letters, however, he most vocally supported Hayes as a Republican 
over his close friend Tilden. He defended the outcome of the contested electoral 
commission, although he also wrote that he found he had little interest in the matter. 
According to private letters, it seems that by 1877 in regards to the political corruption in 
Washington he hoped for the best, expected the worse, and had begun to care more about 
things of another world other than this one.   
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prices, and uncertain profits of big railroad and mining schemes across the territorial 

United States contributed to increasing distrust in the local, state, and federal 

government.117 Robert H. Wiebe, in The Search for Order 1877-1920 (1967), describes 

the national sentiment as “a haunting sense of the war’s failure, a vague feeling of 

political betrayal” wherein “corrupt bargains, crude force, and extralegal expedients had 

become the new standard, as the methods of Congressional reconstruction and the 

techniques of white redemption in the South so amply illustrated” (5). The mid-

nineteenth century was over in both countries, and the futures of the sectionalized, 

racially divided, war-torn national communities as yet seemed unsure.  

Bi-national collaborations between the governments and business elites in the 

name of a promised national stability would be one product of the uncertainties of 1877. 

Already in 1877, Porfirio Díaz was in the process of courting recognition of his 

insurrectionist government from the United States. He had agreed to settle the 

outstanding US claims disputes with the Hayes administration in annual installments of 

$300,000, and in return, Hayes authorized official recognition of the Díaz government in 

the spring of 1878. 118 Both presidential administrations would oversee a notable increase 

                                                
117 In Viaje a los Estaods Unidos, Prieto documented one of the quickly forgotten, and 
historically erased, manifestations of this unrest: the Great Railroad Strike of ’77. 
118 This act of goodwill—or so it was perceived by those involved—was followed by 
narrowly avoided international conflict, however, when during the summer of 1877 
President Hayes threatened to send US troops into Mexican territory in pursuit of bandits 
and Native American raids on property in Texas. Díaz responded by sending an influx of 
Mexican troops to police the Mexican side of the border. In another well-publicized 
example of “bi-national hospitality” that contextualizes Prieto and Bryant’s encounter, 
the US General Ord was sent to enforce US claims by entering Mexican territory and the 
Mexican General Treviño was sent to enforce US claims. Treviño spent time in the Ord’s 
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in economic and political collaboration between the two national governments, in no 

small part recognizable in the poetry, prose, and ambassadorial reputations of Bryant and 

Prieto.119 Prieto visited Bryant in March of 1877 amidst this bi-national moment of 

political and economic transition from a chaotic, violent, and in many ways revolutionary 

period into a nominally stable, albeit still by definition asymmetrical and exploitative, 

period of liberal bi-national economic collaboration.120 Bryant and Prieto both supported 

this transition within a host of telling differences, conditions, and inconsistencies that 

Prieto’s narration highlights. 

Describing the night’s events with much emotion, Prieto builds his narration of 

the evening to the climactic act of reading his poetry aloud to the elder Anglo-American 

poet. “Encerrados en su cuartito, atizando él mismo la chimenea, yo leía, el comprendía 

                                                                                                                                            
home and eventually married the US General’s daughter in San Antonio, Texas, in 1880 
(the influential bi-national couple later established residence in Monterrey, México).   
119 President Ulysses S. Grant would visit Diáz in Mexico in 1880, and in 1883 the 
railroad companies, Missouri Pacific and Wabash, St. Louis and Pacific, published a 
travel narrative in his honor entitled Una invasión pacífica de los Estados Unidos por el 

general Porfirio Díaz. Published by Leve & Alden in New York City, the narrative 
recounts Diáz’s travels with his wife across the United States at the behest and on the bill 
of the above-mentioned US railroad companies interested in railroad construction 
projects in Mexican territory.   
120 The bi-national relationship between national centers is markedly different, although 
inter-related to the bi-national histories of the U.S.-Mexico border. By the 1870s the 
Texas-Mexico border was a site of rampant violence and widespread racism perpetuated 
on personal, social, and institutional levels. The Mexicans who had originally settled the 
land were loosing their inheritances to the U.S. railroad companies seeking to build the 
trade infrastructure that would soon emaciate the hacienda and ranching way of life that 
was central to the region. The bi-national relations, as acutely characterized by the 
limited perception and missed connections between letrados Bryant and Prieto are 
significant in so far as they authorized and bespeak the greater violence that resulted from 
the US backed industrial expansion into Mexican territory and along the US-Mexico 
border.  
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con dificultad; me hacía repetir dos y tres veces un verso y se lo traducía a su modo” / 

“Enclosed in his parlor, him stoking the fire, I read, he understood with difficulty; he 

asked me to repeat a verse two or three times and he would translate it to his liking.”  

Ultimately framing his linguistically-troubled conversation with Bryant as a confused, 

unsatisfying visit, Prieto summed the evening up with an emotional confession that is 

startling for its sudden sincerity: “Y yo tenía las lágrimas en los ojos…no porque creyera 

en los elogios, que bien se que valgo muy poco…sino por sentirme amado de tan grande 

hombre….” / “And I had tears in my eyes…not because I believed in his praises, that I 

know that I value very little…but rather because I felt loved by such a great man…” 

(340). Later in Viaje a los Estados Unidos, Prieto describes the invitation to Bryant’s 

country home as “un paréntesis a mi vida agitada” / “a parenthesis in my agitated life,” a 

calm amidst the storms of nostalgia, depression and the oppressive sense of outsider-ness 

that dominates the bulk of Prieto’s account of his time in the United States (346).  

The meaningfulness of Prieto’s teary-eyed response, “por sentirme amado de tan 

grande hombre” / “to feel myself loved by such a great man,” given his statement that 

Bryant’s praises meant little, has already received some attention in US Americanist 

scholarship. In the only other extant translation and reading of Prieto’s travel account in 

English, Silva Gruesz suggests that Prieto’s meeting with Bryant was a formative event 

that solidified Prieto’s self-characterization in Viaje a los Estados Unidos from an exile 

in mourning of the lost republican cause to a transformed exile actively seeking to 

regenerate that cause through the act of writing. Reading Prieto’s transformation as a 

transition from hopelessness to hope, Silva Gruesz positions Prieto’s visit with Bryant as 
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a contributing factor in his narrative shift from focusing on the failure of the liberal state 

in Mexico to a potential rebirth of the liberal nation in Mexico’s future. Expanding and 

deepening Gruesz’s argument, I read Prieto’s account of their meeting as a nuanced 

exposure of Bryant’s new world liberal hypocrisies in the context of Prieto’s own radical, 

disruptive, and weirdly patriotic sympathies with the aged Anglo-American poet.  

Jacques Derrida’s essay “Hostipitality” (1997) and its analysis of Kant’s 

identification of the “cosmopolitan right” that “shall be limited to Conditions of 

Universal Hospitality” have helped me to tease out and articulate the disruptive and 

conditional nature of Prieto’s seemingly conciliatory encomiums to and emotionally-

charged descriptions of the elder poet.121 In Perpetual Peace: A Philosophical Sketch 

(1795), Kant qualified the cosmopolitan right of “Universal Hospitality” as one that does 

not arise from “the love of man as a sentimental motive” but rather as an obligation: “the 

stranger cannot claim the right of a guest to be entertained, for this would require a 

special friendly agreement, whereby he might become a part of a native household for a 

time…[rather] he may only claim the right of resort” (qtd. in Derrida 5). Derrida goes on 

                                                
121 In addition to the sentimental moments I focus on, Prieto rains seemingly endless 
praises on Bryant’s character and reputation. Bryant does his gardening side by side with 
his gardener; the neighbors tip their hats to him; little girls say hello and run after him; 
the little boys stop their play and yell greetings at him from afar; his conscience is 
“imperturbablemente limpia” / “imperterbably clean”; he is “una alta personificación de 
la virtud y un paladín sublime de la verdad” / “a high personification of virtue and a 
sublime champion of the truth.” Of Bryant’s poetry, Prieto says that reading his verses is 
like “la entrada a una basilica, en que se siente el creyente en contacto con el espíritu de 
Dios” / “the entrance to a cathedral, through which the believer feels himself in contact 
with the spirit of God,” and Bryant’s popularity and respect in the United States “habla 
mucho muy alto en favor de la civilización de este pueblo” / “speaks much in high favor 
of the civilization of this people” (340-41). 
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to demonstrate Kant’s “law of hospitality” as a patriarchal “law of the household” 

wherein “hospitality is certainly, necessarily, a right, a duty, an obligation, the greeting of 

the foreign other [l’autre estranger] as a friend, but on the condition that the host, the 

Wirt, the one who receives, lodges, or gives asylum remains the patron, the master of the 

household” (4). Throughout his account of his evening spent at Cedermere, Bryant’s 

private home away from the hustle and bustle of the city, Prieto interrupts the Kantian 

terms of host as “master of the household” and guest as “foreign other”—terms that 

Bryant arguably held as inviolable.122  

First, Prieto lightly undermines Bryant’s “master of the household” authority by 

poking fun at the sheer unintelligibility of their fireside encounter and Bryant’s now-well-

known partial bilingualism. To his Spanish-speaking readers in Mexico, Prieto dictated 

verbatim (supposedly) Bryant’s response to his poetry reading, noting Bryant’s broken, 

un-grammatical Spanish: “‘Como hace usted tan Linda, señor de Prieto?’… ‘¿Usted 

quiere vivir en esta por mi, señor Prieto?’” / “‘How you have made it so Beautiful, señor 

de Prieto?’...‘You have said it the same as I would have, señor de Prieto?’” Citing an 

example of a particularly poorly-phrased question in Bryant’s Spanish, Prieto goes on to 

purposefully mistranslate it with a flourish of irony and humor: ‘No se parece usted con 

                                                
122 This negotiation was also a bi-cultural and bi-lingual negotiation. Upon reaching the 
doors to his home after their Tower of Babel-esque journey from New York City, Bryant 
repeated a phrase he must have heard a hundred times while traveling in Mexico and in 
Cuba. “Con el acento de la generosa hospitalidad sajona” / “with the accent of the 
generous Saxon hospitality,” Bryant turned to his guest and said, ‘‘Estamos en nuestra 
casa” / “We are in our house” (334). Much of Prieto’s account also plays on the 
discrepancy between the Mexican cultural practice of hospitality and Bryant’s use of the 
phrase.  
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eso tan preciosa, señor de Prieto…” (No parece que sea de usted eso tan bueno.)” / 

“‘Doesn’t you with that seem so lovely, señor de Prieto?” (It doesn’t seem that it could be 

from you, something so beautiful)” (337). Having struggled with his ability of 

communicate in the English language throughout his journey, Prieto humorously stages a 

turning of the tables inside Bryant’s home and on the written page.  

The stakes of this ironic, linguistic upset were not lost on him or his readers—as it 

seems they were completely missed by Bryant. Over the dinner earlier in the evening 

Prieto describes his self-conscious attempt to broach the subject.  He engages Bryant 

directly to point out Bryant’s racialized and imperialist assumptions that informed his 

antagonistic but shared debt to romantic nationalism. The formal dinner around Bryant’s 

dining table turns Prieto’s thoughts to the culturally relative definitions of civilization and 

barbarianism. Although Prieto asks Bryant to excuse any awkward mistakes or habits he 

might commit at the dinner table, fearing an appearance of “barbaridad” / “barbarism,” 

Prieto writes that he was embarrassed by the lack of a knife and shocked by the absence 

of a tablecloth. Having broached the subject of cultural difference out loud, Prieto then 

tries to explain himself and his insistent patriotism to his host.  

—Si usted ha notado tal vez poca modestia y acaso mucha exaltación en 
encarecer las bellezas de mi país y sus hombres eminentes es porque me preocupa 
la idea de que ustedes nos juzgan como en la barbarie, como que necesitamos de 
aprender en ingles los primeros rudimentos de la civilización…. 

 
—If you have perhaps noted little modesty and even much glorification in 
praising the beauties of my country and its imminent men, it is because I am 
concerned with the idea that many of you judge us as if we are in barbarity, as if 
we need to learn, in learning English, the first rudiments of civilization…. 
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Bryant’s response, as recorded and translated into Spanish by Prieto, is a significant and 

multi-layered narrative moment.  

—No, no, de ningún modo, señor—me dijo el poeta—y aunque no conozco a 
México, porque solo dos meses estuve allí, conocí personas muy distinguidas: me 
acuerdo de un caballero abogado que sabia de memoria El paraiso perdido de 
Milton. 

 
—No, no, absolutely not, señor—said the poet to me—and although I do not 
know Mexico well, because I was only there two months, I met very distinguished 
people: I remember one gentleman lawyer who knew Milton’s Paradise Lost by 
heart. 

 
Bryant verbalizes his support for Prieto’s implication that one need not learn English to 

learn the first rudiments of civilization, and then without skipping a beat, he offers the 

example of a “civilized Mexican” as one who has memorized Milton’s Paradise Lost in 

English! Prieto does not comment any further on this exchange, but his narrative jumps 

directly to the next event that evening: the above-quoted scene of Prieto reading his 

poetry out loud in Spanish and Bryant responding in ungrammatical, if sympathetic, 

Spanish.  

Bryant had recorded his encounter with this young fan of Milton in his published 

letters to The New York Evening Post five years earlier. Two lawyers, on their way to the 

United States and England in order to continue their law education, asked to accompany 

Bryant’s entourage along the dangerous route from Puebla to Veracruz on their diligence, 

which was guarded by a police escort. Bryant comments,  

Both had some knowledge of English; the memory of the elder one was well 
stored with passages from Milton’s Paradise Lost, and he repeated them with an 
accent which the residence of a few months among those who speak our language 
can hardly fail to improve. (57)  
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Clearly Bryant was not referring to a gentleman who had encountered Paradise Lost in 

translation in Spanish.  In fact, we know from an article published in El Siglo XIX on 

March 4, 1872, that Bryant had met with Francisco O’Reilly, “a lawyer, writer, teacher, 

and prominent Liberal in Guadalajara,” and José Lopéz Portilla y Rojas, a young lawyer 

who would later be referred to “one of the best writers” of the century (qtd. in Chapman 

130). Whether or not Prieto and/or his readers were aware of the identity of Bryant’s 

traveling companions, clearly his Spanish-speaking readers recognized the insensitivity 

and nonsensical logic of Bryant’s example to prove his sympathy with Prieto. They must 

have heard in Bryant’s stumbling Spanish a humorous reversal of the canonical hierarchy 

of knowledge, art, and language that Milton’s Paradise Lost represented.  

 In anther tense moment of bi-cultural misunderstanding, Prieto’s text once again 

hints at the performative pleasures and discomfitures of a host-guest role reversal. The 

morning after his arrival, Prieto describes himself as interrupted by Bryant’s knock at the 

door. In response to Bryant’s questions, “Did you sleep well? “Can I get you anything?” 

Prieto invites Bryant to join him in his room. “Pase usted, señor, pase usted. El señor 

Bryant rehusó penetrar en mi habitacion” / “Come in, sir, come in. Señor Bryant refused 

to enter my room” (337). Prieto was stunned by Bryant’s refusal, and both poets seem to 

only gain their equilibrium again when Bryant, instead, invites Prieto to join him for a 

walk in the gardens. In light of Derrida’s insight into the Kantian terms of hospitality, we 

might ask if Bryant’s refusal was born of a culturally-determined reticence to exchange 

roles, the guest as host and the host as guest? Suddenly, in this moment, the structures of 
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hospitality had become strange and estranging, in spite of Bryant’s repeated attentions 

and intention to share his home with his friend.  

 Finally, Prieto turns common gendered metaphors used to describe Mexico as 

supine and feminine and the United States as aggressive and male in the public sphere on 

their head. He repeatedly refers to Bryant as a woman, a child, and as a boy. Prieto is 

taken by surprise by “las atenciones del amigo, con toda la delicada previsión de una 

mujer” / “the attentions of a friend, with all the delicate foresight of a woman” and he 

describes the poet-host as not just modest, “sino humilde y suave como un niño” / “but 

humble and gentle like a child” (335). Later, when Bryant shows Prieto several self-

portraits that had been dedicated to him earlier that year, Prieto made a joke about the 

artist’s mishandling of Bryant’s nose that led him to laugh “como un muchacho” / “like a 

boy” (336). To return to Prieto’s summary of the meaningfulness of his visit for him—“to 

feel loved by such a great man”—these role-reversals are not just ironic digs at Bryant’s 

Anglo-Saxon and US American feelings of superiority. Rather, Bryant as “master of the 

household,” as the celebrated Anglo-American poet, is rendered here as a “friend,” in 

spite of his Anglo-Saxon judgments of Mexicans “en la barbarie, como que necesitamos 

de aprender en ingles los primeros rudimentos de la civilizacion” / “in barbarity, as if we 

need to learn, in learning English, the first rudiments of civilization….”  

 Prieto’s narrative of his evening with Bryant implicitly disrupts the Kantian 

cosmopolitan right of “Universal Hospitality” that does not arise from “the love of man 

as a sentimental motive” wherein “the stranger cannot claim the right of a guest to be 

entertained, for this would require a special friendly agreement, whereby he might 
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become a part of a native household for a time” (qtd. in Derrida 5).123 The regenerative 

significance of Prieto’s overnight stay in Bryant’s home seems to evolve from the 

temporary narrative (and perhaps actual) reversal of the asymmetrical, hierarchical terms 

of US -Mexican relations on a personal scale. Almost in spite of Bryant, Prieto is “a part 

of the native household for a time,” wherein the native household operates as a 

palimpsest of Bryant’s home, the United States, and the rhetorical space of the new world 

liberal intellectual. The regenerative power of the visit for Prieto’s vision of Mexico’s 

future evolves through this narrative rendering of himself “at home” as a new world 

liberal intellectual equal to and in conversation with “the illustrious American” (as he had 

described Bryant upon his first introduction to the poet in 1872).  

 

A Paradise Lost 

 
Immediately after the emotional but unsatisfying poetry reading, Prieto points out 

to his readers that Bryant, unlike almost every other library and intellectual institution 

that Prieto had visited on his trip, possessed several books by Mexican authors.  

Oí con gusto los nombres de nuestros escritores, de nuestras verdaderas 
glorias…los triunfos de nuestros historiadores, de nuestros naturalistas, de 
nuestros astrónomos y poetas! Ni un avaro y sus tesoros, ni una dama vanidosa de 
sus joyas y tocados, ni un niño con sus juguetes queridos, muestran con mayor 
alegría, que lo que yo mostré, los nombres de nuestros hombres eminentes. 
…daba otro giro a mis ideas, para que no invadiesen las sombras mi espíritu. 

 

                                                
123 Although tangential to my argument in his chapter, it seems there might be another 
reading or implication here that relates to current debates around the status of Mexican 
migrant workers in the United States: Prieto’s narrative language and reversals as an 
argument for an alternative notion of hospitality as it has informed national policies and 
definitions of migrant and refugee status.  
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I heard with delight the names of our writers, our true lights…the triumphs of our 
historians, our naturalists, our astronomers and our poets! A miser and his 
treasures, a woman proud of her jewels and her coiffures, a child and his favorite 
toys, would not show more happiness than I did at hearing the names of our 
imminent men…it gave a turn to my ideas, so shadows would no longer invade 
my spirit (338). 

 
At the end of the day, according to Prieto’s account, the tangible evidence of Bryant’s 

rare acknowledgement of Mexican letters has more of an effect than Bryant’s empty 

insinuations of empathy. The very fact of the books on Bryant’s shelf by Mexican 

intellectuals (including one of his own publications) contributed to Prieto’s perspective, 

helped give “a turn to [his] ideas, so that shadows would no longer invade [his] spirit.”  

In the chapter immediately following his account of his visit in Long Island, 

Prieto contrasts his evening at Bryant’s home with another evening he spent in Hotel 

Delmonico’s in New York City with two Venezuelan expatriates, Jacinto Gutiérrez Coll 

and Juan Antonio Bonalde. Likely repeating his reading of the recently-written poem 

about Niagara Falls, Prieto describes the evening in notable contrast to his reading with 

Bryant:  “Insensiblemente nos veíamos el espíritu: la patria inspiraba; la raza reclamaba 

sus fuerzos….” / “Unconsciously, we recognized the same spirit in each other: the 

homeland inspired us, the race laid claim to its powers” (124-125, translation Silva 

Gruesz 203). Bryant and Prieto’s mutual although incompatible self-identifications as 

new world liberal intellectuals operates in stark contrast to the experience Prieto 
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describes here which, as Silva Gruesz suggests, foreshadows José Martí’s powerful 

articulation of Nuestra América less than twenty years later.124  

Just as Prieto, Bondalde, and Coll’s spontaneously shared verses are 

representative of the nascent discursive space of “nuestra América” in 1877 in a 

coffeehouse in New York City, Bryant’s official “letter of introduction” represents the 

discursive relationship of the “sister republics.” Prieto ends the second volume of his 

travel chronicle with a provocative description of Bryant’s letter as a “magic key.”  

Había olvidado contra a mis lectores que entre las bondades de que soy deudor a 
mister William Cullen Bryant, una, y de las mas señalada, fue darme una 
recomendación, en los términos mas lisonjeros, para sus amigos, diciéndoles que 
deseaba yo ver algo de Nueva York, y que me dispensaran las atenciones a que 
persona tan distinguida me creía acreedor. 
 La carta ha sido mi “varita de virtud” y mi llave mágica; con ella he 
penetrado por todas partes, adquiriendo una instrucción que, de otro modo, me 
habría sido extremo difícil.  
 
I would have been remiss not to inform my readers that among the other 
kindnesses to which I am debtor to mister William Cullen Bryant, one, and of the 
most important, was to give me an recommendation, in the most flattering terms, 
to his friends, telling them that I wished to see New York, and would they extend 
the attentions as I had such a distinguished reference.  
 The letter has been for me “a wand of virtue” and my magic key; with it I 
have penetrated all places, acquiring an education that, in any other way, would 
have been very difficult for me. (398)  

 
In spite of Bryant’s ignorant response to Prieto’s honest concerns about the cultural and 

linguistic superiority complex of Anglo-America, Prieto would not hesitate to use 

Bryant’s name and reputation to gain access to locations and people that would normally 

be shut to a Mexican intellectual in 1870s New York City. Bryant’s letter of introduction 

                                                
124 In 1880 Bonalde would publish his own Niagara Falls poem, which Martí would 
describe as “the herald of a new literary spirit in America” (qtd. in Silva Gruesz 204).  
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is “a wand of virtue” that Prieto recognizes as an official validation of Mexico’s stake in 

an imaginary circle of new world liberal cosmopolitans, even if, as Prieto so poignantly 

shows, Bryant himself cannot understand his supposed colleague. Prieto leaves Long 

Island with renewed hope for the Republican cause in Mexico. Having constructed 

himself on the page as a “native” in Bryant’s household, Prieto paradoxically returns to 

Mexico with a revitalized romantic nationalism that he would figuratively consummate 

by kissing the desert sands upon crossing the Río Bravo on foot.125  

The humor and irony in Prieto’s odd narration of his sentimental and ephemeral 

friendship exposes Bryant’s Anglo-American  perceptions of linguistic and cultural 

superiority in the context of Bryant’s notable and actual interest in Mexico and Mexican 

Liberalism. That which brings them together—the idealistic, even delusional, insistence 

on the inevitable progress of unified national “civilization” in the Americas—is not 

sufficient to negate or even inflect the racism reflected in Bryant’s unself--conscious 

linguistic and cultural assumptions. Foreshadowing the kinds of strategic collaborations 

that a succession of US American presidents beginning with Ulysses S. Grant and 

Porfirio Díaz would actualize between the two national economies by the turn of the 

century, the connection between Bryant and Prieto was empty but powerful.  And, like 

                                                
125 Upon his return, Prieto would eventually join the ranks of the younger generation of 
Mexican leaders who were moving the country under the sign of Porfirio Díaz and 
Positivism’s promise of progress, order and stability. Although Díaz would accomplish 
much that Bryant had predicted as an antidote to Mexico’s fractured state in his letters—
increased international trade and importations, a railroad infrastructure that crossed the 
length of the country and connected Mexico to United States dominated trade routes, and 
a continuing influx of US capitalists and colonists—his dream would also prove illusory, 
ending in the worker and peasant resistance that sparked the Mexican Revolution.  
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the bi-national gestures of the American 1848 that I described in Chapter Two, Prieto 

articulates the significance of the encounter in terms of his national allegiances and 

dreams. In so doing, he empties Bryant of his tone-deaf mistakes and overlays Mexico 

City upon Bryant’s public persona: “El interior del alma de este hombre es cristalina, 

diáfana como el éter de nuestro México en sus serenos días de primavera”/ “The interior 

of the soul of this man is crystalline, diaphanous, like the ether of our Mexico on her 

most serene days in spring” (339). 
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EPILOGUE 

 

Conclusions in the Optative Mood 

 

 
 In December 1907 Porfiro Díaz sat with James Creelman of Pearson’s Magazine 

in the rooftop gardens of Chapultepec Castle, looking out over the Valley of Mexico and 

the city below. Creelman positioned himself (and New York City) prominently in the 

scene, beginning his article with a description of the two men and their representative 

“homes” side-by-side.  

It is something to come from the money-mad gambling congeries of Wall Street 
and in the same week to stand on the rock of Chapultepec, in surroundings of 
almost unreal grandeur and loveliness, beside one who is said to have transformed 
a republic into an autocracy by the absolute compulsion of courage and character, 
and to hear him speak of democracy as the hope of mankind. (232-234) 

 
Díaz had agreed to the interview as speculations over the stability of his one-man 

political show began to threaten the confidence of US American businessmen. Among 

many other laudatory statistics, Creelman let his readers know that under Díaz foreign 

trade in Mexico had increased from $36,111,600 in 1878 to $481,363,388 in 1907 and 

that Díaz had modernized Mexico with “$800,000,000 (gold) of American capital alone” 

(252). According to Creelman, there were now more US Americans living in Mexico 

City than Spaniards. William Cullen Bryant’s vocabulary of free trade capitalism had 

indeed guided Díaz’s hand in foreign affairs, while he also openly ruled Mexico with a 

violent and oppressive hand. US American railroad, oil, and mining men shared Díaz’s 

opinion that the country was “not ready for democracy” and observed his violent and 

repressive tactics with complaisance as long as the “business enterprises are dealt with 
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fairly, intelligently, and without the slightest suggestion of blackmail” (252). The 

assumption was that Mexico’s new world liberal idealism, as opposed to its northern 

neighbor nation’s, was necessarily emptied of value and meaning in order to “make a 

nation” of the seeming backward republic. My dissertation complicates this still common 

US American reading of Mexico’s “turbulent” nineteenth century (established in no small 

part by widely-printed articles like Creelman’s).  

 However, the Pearson’s Magazine interview represents much more than the 

realization of the bi-national liberal elite’s troubled economic collaborations that Bryant’s 

and Prieto’s 1870s cross-cultural conversations bespoke. It would also quickly become an 

incendiary text in Mexican history. In what must have been by prearranged agreement, 

Díaz responded to Creelman’s questions concerning fears of his third re-election with a 

clear and firm statement that he would retire in 1910 and would consider any valid 

opposition party “a blessing” as opposed to “an evil.” Probably met with some skepticism 

but approbation in New York City, Boston, Philadelphia and Washington D.C., 

translations and reprints of the article sent shock waves throughout Mexico.126 

Creelman’s interview exposed the deep rifts and hypocrisies of new world liberalism’s 

                                                
126 In 1903, Ricardo, Enrique and Flores Magón, vocal opposition anarchists to the 
Porfiriato, had established a new “Liberal” party in San Luis Potosí to call attention to the 
Díaz regime’s evasion of almost all of the Liberal reforms of the Constitution of 1857. 
Meanwhile Francisco I. Madero, from Chihuahua, would take Díaz at his word and 
declared his presidential candidacy in 1909. The Mexican Revolution of 1910 had been a 
long time coming, but the stage was now set. When Díaz fixed the elections contrary to 
his statement in the Creelman interview, Madero was thrown in prison from where he 
rallied his supporters to rise against the Díaz regime on November 20, 1910.  
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rise to power on the continent—and not just within the confines of Mexico’s national 

politics.  

The US American reporter also asked Díaz, “Is there a real foundation for the 

Pan-American Movement? Is there an American idea that can bind the peoples of this 

hemisphere together and distinguish them from the rest of the world?” (247). “The master 

of modern Mexico” responded, “with a twinkle in his eye,” that although “an American 

sentiment is growing” there was great distrust and “fear of territorial absorption” by the 

United States.  He celebrated as promising the work of the Bureau of American 

Republics, but he warned that “in taking the Philippines and other colonies” (alluding to 

the United States’ 1898 armed-intervention in Cuba and the 1899 Philippine-American 

War that had killed one million Filipinos and just concluded with a US American military 

occupation of the Philippines) the United States threatened its reputation among other 

American nations.127 Demonstrating the geopolitical savvy for which he was well-known, 

Díaz affirmed the pride/arrogance of his US American readers in their potential ability to 

“give independence” to the Filipino people, while also repeating twice that President 

Theodore Roosevelt would surely amass a navy to rival Britain’s upon “having set your 

flag so far from your shores” (248). The nuances of the Monroe Doctrine were not lost on 

                                                
127 The Commercial Bureau of American Republics was the Washington D.C. secretariat 
body of the International Conference of American States that was established in 1890 and 
to which the now-fractured Organization of American States (OAS) traces its origins. 
The convening of the International Conference of American States in 1890 marks a 
genuinely new phase, one that was characterized by intentional and even state-directed 
inter-cultural contact, in the bi-national liberal history I have traced in this dissertation.  
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him, although, as might be read into his twinkling smile, it seems he could hear a certain 

strategic innocence in his interviewer’s questions.  

In Re-Reading the American Renaissance in New England and in Mexico City, I 

have traced the new world liberal resonance and dissonance between the two regions that 

would find only partial actualization in US-Mexican relations during the Porfiriato. In the 

aftermath of the Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo in the American 1848, several new world 

liberal intellectuals imagined a bi-national and/or cosmopolitan solidarity based upon 

their sense that the conflict threatened basic democratic and liberal ideals of sovereignty 

and, particularly for the Mexican nationalists, the very existence of their nation. Together, 

their voices named the unjustness of the US American war of territorial aggression. By 

the late 1860s, both nations found themselves again at war, though not with each other, 

and new world liberals like Ignacio Ramírez were forced to once again navigate the 

uneven terrain of ideological and practical alliance with new world liberals in the 

northern United States. By the 1870s, these tentative, ideological resonances of 

influential new world liberals in both regions began to give way to increasingly 

actualized economic and political collaborations between US government officials and 

investors and Mexican government officials and landed elites. Prieto and Bryant’s cross-

border friendship and travels evolved out of this growing web of bi-national and bi-

lingual actors, even as their more intimate conversations attest to the deep rifts, 

inequalities, and asymmetries that characterized bi-national new world liberalism from its 
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nascent beginnings in 1848.128 In this literary historical narrative, the cosmopolitan 

liberal rhetoric, bi-national economic policies, and the oppressive violence of the 

Porfiriato are not only a Mexican story (and ultimately a Mexican failure), but, rather, 

Porfirio Díaz’s words, his policies, and his crimes figure in the next chapter of a new 

world liberal history interwoven in and between New England and Mexico City.  

 In some sense, this US-Mexican new world historical lens is not that new, of 

course. The Monroe Doctrine offers only one of many examples of the “powerful 

tradition that defines America spatially with reference to ‘its’ hemisphere,” as Gretchen 

Murphy warns us in Hemispheric Imaginings: The Monroe Doctrine and Narratives of 

U.S. Empire (1).  We can hear United States-centered hemispheric anxieties of the 

Monroe Doctrine in Creelman’s question about “an American idea that can bind the 

people of this hemisphere together.” My binocular orientation intervenes in this powerful 

hemispheric version of history insofar as that which tenuously binds together the new 

world liberal intellectuals of New England and Mexico City is grounded in the 

geopolitical inequalities, discrepancies, and hypocrisies exposed by the Mexican voices 

in dialogue with their US American contemporaries. Furthermore, my research 

undermines the powerful construction of the newness/otherness/exceptionalism of the 

                                                
128 I begin this literary history in the aftermath of the US-Mexican conflict in 1848 
because it is a significant and revelatory moment for new world liberal intellectuals in 
both regions. However, the tenuous ideological alliances that these authors drew upon 
evolved from seventeenth-century Enlightenment ideals, the Independence movements in 
Haiti, Washington, France, and throughout Latin America, and decades of government 
and popular US-Mexican relations. The bi-national connections between the Masonic 
lodges in both the US and Mexican national independence movements is one rich, and 
largely unexplored, example of this.  
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New World in relationship to the Old; these canonical US American and Mexican writers 

come together most directly through their shared learning from and investments in a 

Eurocentric geopolitics of knowledge from Western Europe.  

 The concept of the new world liberal intellectual in New England and in Mexico 

City offers us a conceptual and historical framework from which we can interrogate, 

modulate, and reorient the US American renaissance as one of many asymmetrically 

interwoven manifestations of new world liberalism in the nineteenth-century. Shifting the 

site of inquiry and critique to this resonant and discrepant field imaginary places the 

urgency of reading the Mexican texts in their original and/or in translation at the heart of 

the US Americanist’s disciplinary imperative to complicate and ultimately better 

understand US romantic nationalism and its legacy today. Even as the concept of new 

world liberalism functions to bring these voices together, it reveals the geopolitical stakes 

and antagonisms inherent in its realization in economic, political, military, and cultural 

networks across the continent.  

 As Wai Chee Dimock suggests of her proposed conceptual shift from a literary 

historical time and space defined by national territories and chronologies to a deep time 

and space that would span generations and continents, “the concept can be helpful only in 

the optative mood, as a generative principle fueled by its less than actualized state, for its 

heuristic value lies in its not having come into being…yet to be wrested from a seemingly 

boundless racism” (8). An imagined compatibility of new world liberal intellectuals in 

the Americas was most often evoked in the name of cosmopolitan tolerance, geopolitical 

machinations in regards to European influence, and the literary liberalisms of romantic 
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nationalism. It was “less than actualized” and deeply troubled, most especially through 

the “seemingly boundless racism” of Anglo-America—as Prieto and Bryant’s encounter 

so poignantly demonstrates. My interest in this transamerican identity, as drawn upon 

differently by each of the writers in this study, does lie in the “optative mood” of the 

concept “as a generative principle” that has “heuristic value” for its “not having come 

into being.” However, unlike Dimock’s deep time and space concept, I find the concept 

of discrepant new world liberalisms most useful as a locally placed and contextualized 

heuristic failure.     

 In each of the previous chapters, I have described an epistemological failure. In 

Chapter Two the writers gestured towards bi-national solidarity in response to the US-

Mexican War and the major and widespread economic, political, and cultural changes 

wrought by the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in the name of a solipsistic (to varying 

degrees) preoccupation with their own national crisis. Like the “monumental standing” of 

such “crushing defeats” in Mexican national history, as John A. Ochoa describes them in 

Failure in Mexican Literature and Identity (2005), this failure is also “a form of 

knowledge” (4). It is a “heuristic event: a transitional, possibly destructive, moment that 

precipitates new knowledge” that is useful for its “incompleteness that renders impossible 

any sort of totalizing or even unifying vision” (5). The bi-nationalism of the American 

1848, the cosmopolitan cataclysms of Emerson and Ramírez, and Bryant’s ridiculous, 

even humorous, misapprehensions of Prieto and his fellow new world liberal intellectuals 

in Mexico locate the US American renaissance and its associated disciplinary literary 

histories of the United States in terms of a monumental failure to recognize New 
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England’s relationship to Mexico and Latin America. The voices of Mexico’s new world 

liberal intellectuals and their incessant preoccupation with the failures of literary and 

philosophical liberalism in Mexico (often in comparison to an idealized perception of 

New England) function as an estranging reflection upon the New England new world 

liberal intellectuals’ compatible questions in the context of Anglo-America’s triumphant 

nationalism and imperial history.  

 Interested in the failures of new world liberalism (both in terms of their national 

cultural projects and in an unrealized bi-national dialogue), I have repeatedly critiqued 

the optative mood of the new world liberal intellectuals in New England and in Mexico 

City. That liberal drive towards the new, towards progress, towards what they called 

“civilization” seems to lie at the heart of their failures to accurately apprehend each other 

and their own diverse national communities. Indeed, I first embraced the phrase “optative 

mood” from Emerson’s universalizing and Hegelian description of his times as “the age 

of the optative mood.” Although Emerson felt himself to be one of many voices calling 

for a radical “new” vision to meet the demands of an unprecedented age, his vision rarely 

reached much farther than his circles of conversation in his New England parlor or the 

lyceum lecture circuit could take him. Emerson’s democratic individualism and flexible 

nationalism were “yet to be wrested from [his] seemingly boundless racism” that blinded 

him to practical and revolutionary compatibilities with his new world liberal peers in 

Mexico.   

 Walter D. Mignolo’s description of “utopistic dialogue,” in his introduction to 

The Idea of Latin America, usefully characterizes my investment in the “optative mood” 
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of both the new world liberal intellectuals I study and my own disciplinary position: 

“Dialogue today is a utopia…and it should be reconceived as utopistic: a double 

movement composed of a critical take on the past in order to imagine and construct future 

possible worlds” (xix). By placing writers who were not in dialogue with each other—

predominately due to an Anglo-American provinciality and racism—this dissertation 

offers a “critical take” on the unevenly shared legacy of liberalism in both national 

spheres. The discrepant cosmopolitanisms that I discover in these nationalists’ texts 

position the triumphs and failures of US American liberal politics and ethics within the 

intertwined complexities of the geopolitics of knowledge across the continent. By 

occupying a binocular/critical role as the scholar/reader who brings these texts into 

conversation, I tried to conscientiously position the US American renaissance in the 

geopolitical matrix that its more transcendental impulses, its political, economic and 

geographic stability, and later US American global dominance could seemingly afford to 

elide.  

In The Womb of Space: The Cross-Cultural Imagination, Wilson Harris suggests 

that “orders of the imagination” can insert “ceaseless dialogue…between hardened 

conventions and eclipsed or half-eclipsed otherness, within an intuitive self that moves 

endlessly into flexible patterns, arcs or bridges of community” (xviii).  In the process of 

writing each chapter I have had Wilson Harris’s theories of the “cross-cultural capacity of 

imagination” in mind where “true oppositions…miraculously, or paradoxically, nourish 

and sustain each other by deepening each other’s premises of mind into profound self-
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confessional fabric” (Kutzinski 29).129 Certainly my literary and historical readings are 

much more paradoxical than miraculous, but it is my hope that the juxtapositions and 

dialogues of this dissertation startle us and discomfit us into the sorts of “ceaseless 

dialogue” and self-recognitions that are humbling, challenging, and enlivening. The 

rhetoric of the US American Jeremiad can hit all the high notes of jingoistic US 

American exceptionalism in the name of a supranational ideal and solidarity. Emerson’s 

preoccupation with originality was far from original; quite the contrary, it places him in 

utopistic dialogue with erudite thinkers like Ignacio Ramírez who also engaged that 

terrible but provocative onus of postcolonial nationalism. The literary history of Anglo-

America might be revisited and reframed with an ear attuned to that which the sincere 

sensibilities of poets like William Cullen Bryant could not yet hear.  

When Ignacio Ramírez crafted his transatlantic invitation to “americanícese 

usted” / “Americanize yourself,” he put the offer in terms of a muddling confusion: “se 

trata de confundirnos en uno, tanto cuesta ir a España que venir de ella; señor Castelar.” / 

“it is a matter of confounding ourselves as one, it costs as much to go to Spain as it does 

to arrive from her; Americanize yourself”  (II: 386). His play on words suggested that 

Ramírez and Emiliano Castelar of Spain might actually mistake each other for one 

another, but it also carries within it a connotation of confusion, misidentification, and 

                                                
129 Coming full circle, I first came across this quote from Wilson Harris, an Anglo-
Guyanese writer, in Anna Brickhouse’s introduction to Transamerican Literary Relations 

and the Nineteenth-Century Public Sphere in which she also discusses Emerson’s 
correspondence with his brothers in Puerto Rico. This dissertation is a complimentary 
project with her book—one that shares many of the same motivations and insights, while 
seeking to more accurately and more complexly place the US American New England 
renaissance in a transamerican context.  
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mixture. As opposed to the synthesis that Emerson demanded of his brothers’ Puerto 

Rican/New England binocularity, one that would ostensibly erase boundaries (and tell 

him “what the New Englander wants to know”), Ramírez’s invitation to “confundirnos 

como uno” / “counfound ourselves as one” disorients the national, historical, and 

ideological boundaries that ostensibly separated the new world liberal intellectuals of his 

day. The antagonistic but ideologically intertwined voices of Mexican new world liberals 

expose the penchant towards transcendental synthesis of US American romantic 

nationalists that scholar-critics like Bercovitch, Newfield, and Brickhouse have also 

excavated and interrupted in recent decades. My dissertation’s inter-textual juxtapositions 

of contemporaneous Mexican voices in correspondence with US American literary icons 

corroborates even as it shifts that critique from a revision of national history to a 

humbling, disorienting re-reading of new world liberalism’s discrepant failures and fault 

lines across the region.  

Robert Frost’s well-known poem “Mending Wall” (aptly set in a New England 

pastoral scene) turns upon the insight that lies at the heart of Re-Reading the American 

Renaissance in New England and in Mexico City. The section I used as one of the 

epigraphic introductions to my dissertation begins the poem: Something there is that 

doesn’t love a wall. / That sends the frozen-ground-swell under it. / And spills the upper 

boulders in the sun. / And makes gaps that even two can pass abreast” (39). The mystery, 

or question, that drives the poem is never uttered aloud by the poem’s figured 

interlocutors who have met at a wall bordering their property in order to replace fallen 

stones, as they have done and their fathers had done every year before. When the speaker 
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questions aloud the need for a wall, the neighbor responds with the accepted wisdom of 

his father’s adage, “‘Good fences make good neighbors’” (39). Frost’s poem offers an 

emblematic metaphor for the complex non-relational relationship between the new world 

liberal intellectuals of Mexico and the United States and their shared but incommensurate 

inheritance of and negotiation with European epistemologies. The fathers’ adages, liberal 

nationalism as asymmetrically embraced and critiqued in the two republics, shore up the 

actual and legal “fences” that continue to divide US American and Mexican peoples and 

obscure the historical interdependence of the two countries.  

Later, the speaker would like to ask his neighbor why good fences make good 

neighbors and he would like to verbalize the possibility that began the poem, “something 

there is that doesn’t love a wall,” but instead the speaker falls quiet and the poems ends 

with the thought unexpressed. Instead, the speaker conjures up a mental projection of his 

neighbor and his neighbor’s point of view: the neighbor as an “old-stone savage armed” 

who “moves in a darkness” born of his smug conceit: 

He will not go behind his father’s saying. 
And he likes having thought of it so well 
He says again ‘Good fences make good neighbors.’ (40) 
 

Once again, the adage itself “mends” the wall between the two property-owners. Having 

dismissed his neighbor as a “savage” who “moves in darkness,” the speaker decides not 

to articulate the host of alternative realities that he imagines might not love a wall—

mischievous elves, intrepid hunters, nature’s time. In these pages I have sought to 

articulate a conversation between mid-nineteenth century new world liberal intellectuals 

of New England and Mexico City that was not realized, but was imagined. By “making 
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gaps even two can pass abreast,” through which the bi-national, triangulated, and 

cosmopolitan overlap between the two inter-connected regions might be verbalized and 

exposed, we recognize the limits of our “father’s adages” and in so doing, we begin to 

move beyond them.  

The act of silencing that drives the poem’s own act of self-expression resonates 

with the other poem I included as an epigraph: Octavio Paz’s short poem, entitled 

“Prójimo Lejano,” which Eliot Weinberger translates as “Distant Neighbor”: “Anoche un 

Fresno / A punto de decirme / Algo—callóse.” / “Last night an ash tree / Was about to 

tell / me something—and didn’t” (234). Echoed in both canonical twentieth-century 

poets, we hear the provocation of a missed conversation. The antagonistic resonances of 

the new world liberal intellectuals in New England and Mexico City—across the central 

cultural and linguistic divide of the Americas—is “an intrinsically warranted relationship 

that makes its own strong case” in the alterity of each others’ thought (Newton 4). This is 

border theory applied as intellectual history. Like Adam Newton in The Fence and the 

Neighbor (2001), where he takes up Emmanuel Levinas and Yeshayahu Liebowitz in 

terms of their philosophical articulations of Israel as a nation among nations, I have 

explored these new world liberal intellectuals in light of each other in order to “disclose 

them in ways that each, independently might not as transparently reflect” (4). My self-

conscious binocular positionality as the scholar-translator-reader of these texts evolves 

from not just a willingness, but also a responsibility to listen, or rather, to read closely. 

In this sense Re-reading the American Renaissance in New England and in 

Mexico City has been a conscientious intellectual experiment, a literary exercise, and a 
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bi-lingual and bi-national journey. I understand my dissertation as the culmination of a 

particular, in-depth intellectual inquiry; a representation of an acquired skill-set; and a 

product of a bi-national network of relationships and communities. I chose to research 

and write my dissertation in Mexico City because the binocular orientation of my 

approach demanded it. The act of researching and writing this dissertation has 

“displaced” me in the ways that I have framed these nineteenth-century new world 

thinkers and their critic-readers throughout the previous chapters. Since 2006, I have 

assumed an increasingly more bi-national or transnational perspective and positionality, 

one that I have experienced as always in dialogue with my US American identity, 

personal relationships, and institutional affiliations.   

I have read and written from the perspective of a native English-language speaker 

and trained US Americanist living and working in a combination of Spanish and English 

in Mexico City. Over the last three years of researching and writing this dissertation, I 

have grappled with the challenges of correspondence and conversation across the bi-

lingual, bi-cultural and bi-national borders that separate my home country and my host 

country. I have also navigated the disciplinary and institutional boundaries of the US 

American academe, the universities of Mexico City, and the work of Mexico City civil 

society. The experience of making and building relationships across these sometimes 

insular communities, and the linguistic and cultural divides that accompany them, has 

been challenging. It has continually complicated my assumptions and the intellectual 

exercise of drawing conclusions and clarity from the complexities of history and the 

words on the page. Thus, the research and readings that informed this atypical literary 
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history are meant to inspire the kind of imaginative leaps with which I began this chapter 

and this project. You, as reader, and myself, as writer, are the ongoing interlocutors with 

the particular pasts that I have engaged in these pages. I offer these juxtapositions of new 

world liberal intellectuals as literary conversations, or exercises, as opposed to case 

studies, that do not prove but rather, hopefully, provoke inquiry into the mutual, heuristic 

failures of new world liberalism on our shared continent.  
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